MID-TERM EXAMS TO BE POSTPONED TWO DAYS DUE TO “FLU”

Will begin on January 16 and extend through 20th—Few Conflicts Expected

TO REGISTER SATURDAY

Classes Will Be Resumed On Monday—This Will Make Up Extra Days Missed During the Influenza Epidemic

Due to the extension of Christmas holidays caused by the influenza epidemic, the regular mid-term examinations will be postponed two days in order to make up part of the time missed. Instead of starting on Jan. 14 as was scheduled in the catalog, they will start on the 16th.

Four days will be observed for the examination period and they will be given in the order of their appearance in daily class, the first period of the day being given the first examination period. In this way there will be few conflicts because only four periods a day are required.

Registration for second semester will probably come Saturday afternoon and classes will be resumed on the following Monday. This will eliminate almost all of the extra days that were given because of the influenza.

The schedule for the examinations is as follows:

(Continued on Page Two)

DEBATERS CHOSEN TO REPRESENT H.P.C.

Speeches Shown Much Careful Preparation—Expect Honors For Debating Team

TEN CONTESTANTS ENTER

The preliminary for the intercollegiate debate which was set the day of the second occurrence of the influenza epidemic, was held Tuesday, January 8, at 3 p.m. Fifth place: Gracie Coggin, Guilford College, N. C.; H. M. Young, Student, N. C.; J. D. Kennedy, Students, N. C.; Randolph Milligan, students, W. Va.; Milborne Amos, High Point, N. C.; J. C. Whitehead, Silver City, N. C.; Ernun W. Braxton, Statesboro, N. C.; M. W. Morehead, State College, N. C.; T. C. Goodnight, Student, N. C.; Lyle W. Jackson, students, N. C.; and C. W. Pope, Kingsport, N. C.

Authorities were well pleased with the way the debates were conducted. The speeches showed that much and careful preparation had been made and a winning debating team is expected from High Point College.

The debaters selected from this group to represent High Point College in the intercollegiate debate will be announced later.

MISS IDOL RESUMES CLASSES AFTER ABSENCE

The students and faculty of H. P. C. are very much pleased to have Miss Vera Idol, head of the English Department, back again after two months that she spent as a nurse in a tuberculosis hospital. During Miss Idol’s sickness, her place was filled by Mr. Willis and Mr. Eklhorn, of High Point. Although the department was very capably covered during her illness, the students are very glad to have her return.

THREE GIRLS UNABLE TO RETURN TO CLASSES

Due to illness contracted during the Christmas holidays, Misses Barret, Joy Livingston and Mary Beth Waick were unable to return to college for the opening classes. Misses Barret and Waick had light attacks of the flu and were only absent for the past two days, but Miss Waick had a very severe attack of pneumonia and is not yet able to return to school.

MISS SPIEGELG GIVES RECITAL IN CHICAGO

Broadcasts Program Over Radio—Presents Other Recitals In Various Illinois Cities

RECEIVES FAVORABLE CRITICISM

Miss Hortense Spiegell, instructor in piano at High Point College, who spent the Christmas holidays at her home in Evansville, Indiana, gave a number of piano recitals at her home and in the college orchestra. One of the recitals was broadcasted over a radio station in Chicago. Other recitals by this talented young artist were given in the Orrington hotel of Evansville. The recital reviews carried the following announcement of one of Miss Spiegell’s programs:

A program of Chopin and Schumann groups, accompanied by Linst, Saint-Saens and Stravinski, will be played by Hortense Spiegell, pianist, at the Orrington hotel Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

Miss Spiegell is a young artist who has had her training with French and Swiss masters. She is attributed a fine technical, sensitive interpretation and an appealing style in program selection.

The Sunday evening concerts at the Orrington are complimentary to guests of the hotel and their friends and are arranged by its management.

Miss Spiegell’s program will have the following order:

Chopin, Schumann, Saint-Saens.

The program will climax the music department’s broadcast program over radio.

STIMSON PROVES POPULAR MUSIC DEPARTMENT HEAD

ORGANIZES CLUBS

Musical Organizations to Give “Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast” and “Yokohama’s Maid”

To Broadcast Programs

Associate Professors R. C. Cricket and Spiegell Aid Materially in Successful Work

The Music Department will climax the most successful year in the history of the department with the musical presentations of “Hiawatha's Wedding Feast,” to be given by the Choral Club, and the “Yokohama Maid,” by the voice students.

Stimson, back of this successful work, has continued so rough that the program will be given by the Thalian Literary Society. He has practically revolutionized the music at the college since his coming.

For the first two months of his office here Mr. Stimson, head of the English department and the college orchestra. Those of examinations have made public appearance and there is no doubt that in a short time will be well known in this section. The former, composed of 15 notes, is preparing to present Samuel Taylor’s “Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast” in the near future. The orchestra has been invited to play for the Minneapo-

The Thalian Literary Society is proud to be present High Point College on January 20 at the Central Club. Through Stimson, Prof. Hale, of the local high school, is organizing a class here for those interested in taking up small instruments. Prof. Stimson’s entire class of boy students is now at work on

GROVER ANGEL

GROVER ANGEL ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THALEANS

In Prominent In Campus Activities—Hold Many Positions of Honor In Various Organizations

Glover L. Angel, of Mars Hill, has been elected president of the Thalian Literature Society, to serve during the coming semester of the present school year. Mr. Angel succeeds Baines M. Madison, who is president of the society who has made a splendid record during his executive term in office. Mr. Angel is by far the youngest and one of the most popular members of the senior class, and has been one of the leading promoters of all student activities.

The Thalian Literary Society is proud to have more members than any other campus organization and is proud to have more students than any other campus organization. The Thalian Literary Society is proud to have more students than any other campus organization. The Thalian Literary Society is proud to have more students than any other campus organization.

SPEAKING AT A BROADCAST PROGRAM

On “Fame—Its Value in Modern Times”
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Don't let the first few weeks of the New Year darken your outlook on the future. You will feel much more energetic after examinations.

At least hope you will.

Even the most frivolous students see that have developed or certain ferocious interests in studying these days. The faculty is also receiving more requests for attention. They are being eagerly questioned and their responses devoutly noted. There is feeling of impending disaster. The handwriting will soon be on the wall. All of these things would seem to indicate that it is examination time.

How is the art of good handwriting progressing among college students today? Must it be the theme that the teacher and students papers handed in to professors as their assignments are to be considered bad or unexcused? It has been suggested that handwriting is a matter of great importance if the student body would vote unanimously to abolish examinations. We should like to go on record as being Hearby opposed to them.

THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

The Governor of Virginia has ordered an investigation of alleged infringements of the prohibition law as are widespread in the state. It is unjust and unfair to institute such investigation implying that college students are the prime offenders. Such an action is not only an insult to the dignity of the college and the integrity of the students but it creates a wrong impression of college life. There are probably some students in as large an institution as the University of Virginia who drink, but there is without doubt a larger percentage outside who are constantly violating the dry law.

Why pick on the colleges?

THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Investigation of alleged infringements of the prohibition law as are widespread in the state. It is unjust and unfair to institute such investigation implying that college students are the prime. Such an action is not only an insult to the dignity of the college and the integrity of the students but it creates a wrong impression of college life. There are probably some students in as large an institution as the University of Virginia who drink, but there is without doubt a larger percentage outside who are constantly violating the dry law.

What About a Course in Handwriting?

Students have a natural antipathy for examinations. This feeling is particularly marked at the time of the mid-year. We venture to say that the student body would vote unanimously to abolish examinations. We should like to go on record as being Hearby opposed to them.

The students realize that examinations are given under abnormal conditions, and to base the idea of one's knowledge on any one such test is unjust and unfair. The trouble is that the professors can not be made to realize this. Therefore, we go through this form of torture twice a year. We come out of this ordeal much shaken and with a desire for inferiority complexes. It takes the remainder of the semester to regain our lost confidence, when the process is repeated. We can understand why so many college students are pessimists.

What is the art of good handwriting progressing among college students today? Must it be the theme that the teacher and students papers handed in to professors as their assignments are to be considered bad or unexcused? It has been suggested that handwriting is a matter of great importance if the student body would vote unanimously to abolish examinations. We should like to go on record as being Hearby opposed to them.

The students realize that examinations are given under abnormal conditions, and to base the idea of one's knowledge on any one such test is unjust and unfair. The trouble is that the professors can not be made to realize this. Therefore, we go through this form of torture twice a year. We come out of this ordeal much shaken and with a desire for inferiority complexes. It takes the remainder of the semester to regain our lost confidence, when the process is repeated. We can understand why so many college students are pessimists.

The art of good handwriting is a thing of the past among college students. It must be the theme that the teachers and papers handed in to professors every day are typical examples of the modern hand. The majority of them can hardly be deciphered and some of them look as if a flock of birds had been turned out upon them to erase backward and forward.

Pity the poor instructor who has to labor daily on numerous papers in an effort to translate them. It is not wonder some of them guess as to the contents of the papers and let go at that.

Is there any deterioration in handwriting or is it just carelessness? The day of writing, "riting and "ramatic is past but it would not be a bad idea to revive one of the three R's and make "riting a part of the curriculum and compulsory for all students.

Better grades on all school papers would result if the students would write a clear, legible hand. and it would also relieve the professors of quite a bit of eye-strain.

The Characters of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.
COMMUNITY STADIUM FOR FURNITURE CITY

The Panthers will meet the East Durham "Y" team on the best court Friday night. This will be one of the feature games of the local schedule and one of the fastest that will take place in High Point this year. The Durham quintet barely nosed out the locals before Christmas holidays at Durham by the close score of 41-38. When two teams register a score of that nature there is no doubt some exciting play was packed into the brief 20 minutes.

However, the match at Durham is more than a mere contest of skill. It is a tourney for the Establishment of the new baseball grandstand and stadium which will be erected at Augusta, Maine, Spartanburg, and Columbus from drawings of Mr. Andrew and has been generally praised by baseball officials and civic leaders for its modernness and convenience.

Although the new park will be established primarily for the use of the Piedmont League baseball clubs, it will also be used as a community field. Mr. Willis having signified his willingness to grant free use of it to the athletic teams of High Point College, the public schools of the city and the amateur leagues operating under the sponsorship of the local Y. M. C. A. at any time it is not being used by the baseball clubs.

Further details in the execution of the plans are expected to be worked out at a meeting to be called at an early date by F. J. Milhous, secretary of the chamber of commerce. As soon as this conference is held, the actual drive to sell the box seats will be started.

BOYLINITES TO CLASH WITH DURHAM Y SAT.

Durham Y Boxing of Three All Southern Basketball Men and Four Fast Aggression

The Panthers are now definitely under way for the establishment here of a new basketball and football season with modern grandstands and bleachers.

According to details worked out at a meeting of chairman of commerce officials and local sports followers at the Commercial Club last week, the new field will be established on the C. T. Willis land adjoining English Street, near the city limits, if funds sufficient to erect the grandstand are secured.

The estimated cost of the new stadium is $25,000. Efforts to raise this amount will be made through a drive to sell 100 box seats for a period of two years to public-spirited citizens and sports lovers for $75 each.

PANTHERS START DAILY BASKETBALL PRACTICE

Coach Boylin Planning Hard Schedule And Will Assume It in the Near Future

The members of the Panther basketball team have returned to school after spending the vacation at their homes, and on their return, have begun diligently to prepare for the long and difficult schedule in front of them. The complete schedule for the ensuing year has not been announced yet, but Coach Boylin is putting the finishing touches on it now and expects to be in a position to announce it in the near future.

The schedule will include without doubt all the "Little Six" teams with the exception of Cumberland. They refuse to play the Panthers in either football or basketball. A trip to the local one taken by the Panthers into Virginia, where last year they won three successive games from strong teams around Richmond, will probably be made later on in the season.

The majority of the basketball men kept in good condition during the holidays by taking part in basketball games. The northern fellows who went home for the holidays organized a team and played a series of games in and around Pennsylvania.

The Boylinites practice every afternoon at the Y. M. C. A. gym from 2 p.m. until 3:30. This does not give Coach Boylin much of a chance to work his men hard as the practice period is short and quick, fast workouts are in order every afternoon.

STIMSON PROVES POPULAR DEPARTMENT HEAD

(Continued from Page One)

the head label "The Yokohama Maid," by Arthur Penn.

The Boylinites are composed of Door Southern Basketball Men and Fast Aggression

The Panthers will meet the fast Durham "Y" team on the best court Friday night. This will be one of the feature games of the local schedule and one of the fastest that will take place in High Point this year. The Durham quintet barely nosed out the locals before Christmas holidays at Durham by the close score of 41-38. When two teams register a score of that nature there is no doubt some exciting play was packed into the brief 20 minutes.

The Durham quintet is composed of former college stars and it is recognized throughout the South as an up and coming organization and gaining favorable comment from all who have the pleasure of seeing them play. Three members of the university town team are former all-southern players having raced on the championship North Carolina University team in former years. Ferne, Cole, and Reddy are the wonder-arrows whom the local team will have to constantly watch if it expects any chance of victory.

Coach Boylin is very optimistic over the potential power of his own athletes and since the men become united into a smooth working combination they will cut quite a path in state basketball.
H. P. C. Makes Much Progress During 1928

1929 TO BE BETTER

The Faculty Has Been Greatly Strengthened by Addition of Many New Members

WILL RAISE ENDOWMENT

President of Institution is Optimistic About the Future—Believes That It Will Have Sound Financial Basis

High Point College made great progress during the year 1928, chiefly in internal improvements and increased financial stability. From the beginning, the college has worked toward an efficient organization of its faculty and administrative force. During the year just past a number of new teachers were added to the staff, and several departments were greatly strengthened. Plans for 1929 include proposals for still further expansion and strengthening of various departments of instruction. It is probable that the faculty of the institution will be still further increased.

Arrangements have just been completed for liquidating the indebtedness on college buildings. In early June, provost Dr. J. B. Richardson, said today in speaking of the year past, that most of the conditions for admission to the college were interested in the city, and that application will be filed with the committee of the organization at its next meeting.

The administrative department of the college was strengthened during 1928 by the formation of a strong executive committee to function in cases of discipline and college policy. In addition to this, a dean of men was appointed to supervise the conduct of the college men in general and the inmates of the men's dormitory in particular.

Another important advance of the year 1929 was the organization of a strong summer school which was opened for the first time during the past summer with an enrollment of 83. The enrollment of High Point College reached its high water mark, well above 300, during the past year. A class of 55 was graduated with tutor honors, and members of this group were interested in being placed successfully in various public schools throughout the state. Dr. W. M. Ramsden, president of the college, said today in speaking of the new year, that he expects the college to have a good year and to make still further advances during 1929. He is apparently optimistic about the financial problems which the college has had since its establishment six years ago, and believes that the end of this year should bring it a normal financial basis.

MISS YOUNG SPENDS HOLIDAYS IN CUBA

In Accompanied by Mother and Sister—Visits Many Interesting Places

MAKES TEN DAY TRIP

Perhaps one of the most interesting Christmas vacations was taken by Miss Mary Young and Eleanor, along with twelve people from High Point College, during the holidays that have just passed. Miss Young, Mrs. Young and Eleanor, along with twelve people from High Point College, made a ten-day trip to Cuba and Florida under the supervision of the Edgerton Touring Association.

The party left Greensboro by rail and the first stop was made at Zephyrhills. From there the party went to St. Augustine, following which they boarded a steamer to Key West for Havana. Four days were spent visiting places of interest in the city before returning for the Christmas dinner. On Christmas day the party saw a cock fight and that evening went to a game of Jai Alai, which is a ball game something like our baseball.

Aside from the visit to Havana the party went to tropical farms, the town of Ponce, where the chief industries are sugar, and the Havana Castle on the Caribbean sea. The trip proved most enjoyable, and every one was well pleased at having gone. On the return the party stopped over for Christmas dinner at Miami, then to West Palm Beach, Tampa, St. Petersburg, Jacksonville, and St. Augustine.

The Tailor

Dr. J. W. Sechrest
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Miss Eva Pritchett, of Salem College, was a guest of Louise Holmes Sunday afternoon.

DAILY ARRAYS

Keep Our Stock of Clothing Up-to-Date

BELK-STEVENS COMPANY

"Belk'S Sells It For Less"

122 North Main Street

Snow Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Etc.

HIGH POINT, N. C.

Baker's Candy

"The Plant That Service Built"

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE

104 N. Main St.

Phone 2707

HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA

"We Call For and Deliver"
New Six-Cylinder Chevrolet  
Is Now on Display in Our Show Room

Lyles Chevrolet Company for Economical Transportation
**Prize for Some Student**

The Alexander Eaglerock to be given to some college student in June, 1929, in the Alexander Eaglerock awards.

**AIRPLANE COMPANY HOLDING CONTEST**

The fact that 20 airplanes carried two more college students to a recent Big Ten football game illustrates the growing tendency among undergraduates to use aircraft for rapid transit.

This year, for the first time, airplane manufacturers will offer a contest in the form of 

**TWO ORGANIZATIONS VOTE ON OFFICERS**

Two Campus Clubs Hold Elections of Officers for Coming Spring Semester

MUCH CAMPAIGNING DONE

The Ministerial Association of the college met this week and elected officers for the coming semester. Those elected in the positions were: president, Willis B. Wilson, who will graduate this year; vice-president, Kenneth G. Hoff, class of 1930; secretary, Edgar O. Peeler, class of 1931; and chaplain, E. C. Benne, who is a freshman.

The Kathodian Literary Society also held its semi-annual election of officers at the weekly meeting held Wednesday night. For the office of president there was quite some contest between Glenn Perry and Ralph Mulligan. It is said that the result was only one vote in favor of Mr. Mulligan. Both students have been very active in the affairs of the society for the past few years. The other officers elected are: vice-president, Glenn Perry; secretary, Bruce Teekley. The election of yearbook editor, Harold Harriri; and President Council representative were deferred.

**MODERN PRISCIILLA CLUB HAS EXCELLENT MEETING**

Probably one of the most interesting programs which has been given at the campus this year was that of the Modern Prisicilla Club last Wednesday night. The main theme of the program was "Pictures." Eleanor Young very vividly presented "The Life of Christ as Portrayed Through Pictures." Her story of Christ's life was effectively illustrated with small pictures by various artists. Writer: Waddell discussed "Walt Disney Pictures and Artists." She, too, used pictures to explain her talk. "How to Choose Your Pictures" was very forcibly given by Elizabeth Hart.

Davy Lee Less gave some needed information on "Animals, Landscapes, and Pictures" and their relation to the home. The necessary knowledge of "How to Mount and Hang Pictures" was given by Annette Frenett.

Each girl left the meeting feeling that she was better prepared to display her home with well chosen pictures.

**DAILY ARRIVALS**

Keep Our Stock of Clothing Up-to-Date

BELK STEVENS COMPANY

"Belk's Sells It For Less"

122 North Main Street

**Snow Lumber Co.**

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Etc.

HIGH POINT, N. C.

**The Plant That Service Built**

"Lukers"

Dry Cleaning
Tailoring
Dyeing
GLOVER SYSTEM RAMSEY METHOD DRY CLEANING

105 E. Green St. Phone 2901

HIGH POINT, N. C.

**French Dry Cleaners**

Dyers

"We Call For and Deliver"

RUSSELL'S Electric Shoe Shop

104 S. Main St. Phone 2414

HIGH POINT, N. C.

**DENTAL**

Compliments of

J. W. Sechrist & Son

The Best Candy and Toasted Sandwiches in Town

Five Doors from College Corner

HIGH POINT CANDY COMPANY

120 N. Main St.
EXAMS OVER; SECOND TERM BEGINS

New Freshman Ruling Is Made
Effort Is Made to Secure Athletic Field for College

SITE IS OFFERED
Prof. Johnson Urges Proposed Municipal Field Be on Campus

TELLS OF ADVANTAGES
In spite of interest in Suspension, Municipal Stadium Is Likely to Be Located Elsewhere

Prof. T. C. Johnson attended a meeting of High Point citizens in the Municipal Park last week, held in the interest of a municipal athletic field. He urged that such a field ought to be located on the High Point College campus and pointed out the many natural advantages of the slope designated for an athletic stadium by the landscape gardener’s plot of the campus. Among these advantages he stressed the place as easily accessible to traffic from two of the main streets of the city.

The meeting last week grew out of a proposal made by the owners of the High Point professional baseball club to donate ground for a municipal field provided funds could be raised in the city for the erection of a grandstand and bleachers. He offered to guarantee free use of the field for a period of ten years to professional ball and to both college and high school athletic clubs. Officials of the college believe that the trustees of the institution would be willing to enter into the same agreement for a municipal field on the college campus.

The suggestions made by Prof. Johnson at the poorly attended meeting last week did not apparently meet with the approval of the audience present, several of whom expressed the opinion that the present owner of the High Point professional leagues would not likely favor such a scheme.

Prof. Johnson stated following the meeting that he would probably make no further effort to secure support for a college field at the present time, although the effort may be renewed if the present plans of the league organization fail to materialize. He further stated that he did not wish in any way to hinder the movement that has been begun for a municipal field, regardless of its location.

Few Failures Reported
The close of the first semester and the final examinations brought this year probably a smaller number of failures than the college has ever had in any term. While the records have not as yet been completed and no official information is available as to how many students actually failed “to make the grades,” reports from different members of the faculty indicate that only a very few failures are recorded.

Just how to account for the improved record is not clear. Perhaps the teachers have been easier. Perhaps the students have studied more. Either of these alternatives almost stagger the imagination. Nevertheless, the results speak for themselves. There is little likelihood any investigation will be started to arrive at a solution to this amazing situation.

GREAT CHEMIST MAKES ENTERTAINING SPEECH
Dr. Lyell M. Rader, chief chemist of the Electrical Chemical Refining Company Pleasants Students

INTRODUCED BY REV. MR. FARMER
Keeping the unnoticed attention of his listeners for the entire chapel period Tuesday morning, Dr. Lyell M. Rader, chief chemist of the Electrical Chemical Refining Company, Chicago, Ill., gave his interpretation of the good that can come out of the world. The speaker is one of America’s finest scientists and is affiliated with the National Bureau of Standards.

He was introduced by the Rev. Mr. Farmer, pastor of the First M. E. Church of High Point, who is usually a charge of the Tuesday chapel exercises, as a “big man with a big body to deliver a big message.”

The speaker opened his talk with a brief summary of his life and his change from an interloper in a Christian home due to his devotion to his children. Leaving out religion for the most part, he pointed out that the big thing of

(Continued on Page Four)

Panthers Beat Wofford
Spartanburg, S. C., Jan. 21.—The Purple Panthers of High Point college defeated the Wofford Terriers tonight at Spartanburg, 26-14. The entire Panther team, led by Captain Mulligan, played a beautiful four game and led from start to finish. The Terriers challenged for the lead at the beginning of the second half but locked the punch to go into the half with a 14-10 lead. Captain Mulligan and Mitchell were the outstanding players for the Purple and Cream team. Thompson, Mulligan, Johnson, Latiman, and Harper starred for the losers.

List of Scorers:
Mulligan (11) King
Mitchell (8) Durgan (1)
Thompson (2) Johnson (1)
Latiman (1) Adams
Mulligan (2) Jeffers (1)

MATERIAL FOR ZENITH IS DUE AT EARLY DATE

Editors of the Annual Are Making Every Effort to Have Publication Come Out Early in May

WILL BE INTERESTING EDITION
The students are eagerly looking forward to the first of May when the 1929 Zephyr is expected to be off press ready for distribution.

The Zephyr is expected much earlier this year than in previous years, probably due to an earlier start and the current and steady efforts of the staff. Anticipate, an outstanding senior, is editor-in-chief, while T. O’Leary, Mathews, a prominent junior, is serving as assistant editor. Theodore Ant- onekos, a senior, is business manager, with J. Clyde Pugh, a sophomore, serving as assistant business manager and handling the advertising section of the journal.

Have all the alloted space is short, the material for the Zephyr is being rapidly collected and set in order for the publish- ers. All senior data must be in before February 7th, and all material must be in on February 15th.

Those designated by the various classes to handle the funds for the Zephyr are now well on their way, but it seems that the small reviews

(Continued on Page Two)

Champagne Route Run
By Miss Fannie Hillyer
Miss Fannie Hillyer has been running the Champagne Route all over the eastern section of the county. She has been哌

(Continued on Page Four)

Miss Bartone Visits Sister
Miss Kitty Lee Bartone spent Sunday with her sister Grace, Miss Bar- tone, a former student of High Point College, is now connected with the Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Company, of Greensboro, N. C.
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As the editorial staff of the magazine, we would like to state that we are glad to have the opportunity of discussing the various topics that are of interest to the students of High Point College. We believe that the students of this college are interested in many different aspects of life, and we hope to provide articles that will be of interest to them.

One of the topics that we believe is of particular interest to the students of High Point College is the question of whether or not the students should wear uniforms. We have received many letters from students expressing their opinions on this issue, and we believe that it is important to consider the different perspectives that are presented.

In conclusion, we would like to encourage all students to express their views on this topic and to continue to participate in the conversations that are taking place on this issue.
The Panther basketball schedule has been completed as far as February Sixth. Several games have been scheduled after that date due to the announcement of the South Carolinas for games on exclusive nights with Wofford, Endicott, and Newberry. The games with Wofford and return battle and the locals are sure to have it all out against the Panthers. It has been determined to close out the season.

The season is more or less indefinite. It appears that several games have been scheduled after February Sixth. On Wednesday, on Tuesday, and Newberry at Newberry. On the trip into South Carolina this week, the Monogram Club on January 26,1929, and Coahoma Roylin has a meeting with teams on successive days, Wofford in Richmond for the second of February, and Newberry at Newberry.

To play on this trip will be the Richmond "Y" team for February 4, 1929, the Richmond High School, the Richmond Blüma for the 5th of February, with the Monogram Club in Richmond for the trip on February 6. The Blüma also announced that they will stay in Richmond for the upcoming week with the hopes of scheduling at least one or two more games to be played on the court.

This is rather an attractive schedule as far as home games are limited. The last part of the schedule will include home and home games with the Kentucky State and the Ohio State University. As an addition to this, the schedule as announced by the Monogram Club, January 19, 1929, Winston "Y" at Winston, January 21, Wofford at Spartanburg, January 22, Newberry at Newberry, January 23, Newberry at Newberry, January 25, Winston "Y" at Winston.

LEARN THE PIANO EASILY AND EFFECTIVELY TENOR-BANJO OR MANDOLIN IN FIVE LESSONS

Without nerve-racking, heart-breaking scales and exercises. You are taught to play by note in regular progress with each fresh lesson. You will have a recital in the closing lesson. You will be able to play a song in each lesson.

SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL 10c Postage.

The "Hallmark Belf-Instructor" is in the title of this method. Eight years with students has proved this good work. The entire course with the new "Hallmark Belf-Instructor" in one volume. The first lesson is on the principles of the piano. Your own "piano" and the "piano" are made of wood and the "piano" is only one piece of wood.

THE PIANO IS EASILY AND EFFECTIVELY LEARNED BY STUDENTS WHO OTHERWISE WOULD NEVER HAVE LEARNED THE PIANO.


DELIVERY PRICES ON OUR New Six-Cylinder Chevrolet

PHANTOM, $594 ROADSTER, $594 IMPERIAL LANDAU, $794 CABRIOLET, $794

1-2-4-6,$699 11-2 TON CHASSIS, $644 11-2 TON CHASSIS AND CABS, $794

CHEVROLET COMPANY, 404 E. 80TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION

HIGH POINT, N. C.
PROF. HALE HAS CLASS IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Professor Hale, who is teaching music in the High Point high school, is rendering the college a great service by teaching a beginners' class of music, in small instruments. Many of the students are taking advantage of the opportunity of learning to play some unusual instrument. Mr. Hale is a capable instructor and the college is fortunate in having this teacher this class.

PERSONALS

Grover Angell spent the week-end with Talton Johnson at the latter's home in Burlington, N. C.

Charlie Aukle spent the week-end in Burlington with his parents.

"Had" Homer attended the games in Winston-Salem.

Monroe Bennett spent the week-end at home in Burlington.

"Try" Button: "Wait a minute, Wade: I want to go to the room and work.

Wade Pugh: "All right, and while you're there you might as well change your pants.

GREAT CHEMISTRY MAKES ENTERTAINING SPEECH

(Continued from Page One) Life was having a good heart. He said that the Bible must be taken to the heart and not to the head. "It is those who take the Bible to the head who go crazy and lose their faith." Stressing the fact that intelligence was the thing that we should and not cater too much to education, he brought out that the most successful men are those who are intelligent alone one line. "They know that line of an author in relation to chemistry, painting vivid pictures of the most glorious scenes and transforming them into things of beauty, telling of the work of the Salvation Army in the rough section of Chicago and the devotion of that great city. Though at times he made the audience somewhat at the thought he was presenting, the message was one of the best that has been delivered in the school this year.

DAILY ARRIVALS

Keep Our Stock of Clothing Up-to-Date

BELK-STEVENS COMPANY

"Belk's Sells It For Less"

122 North Main Street

Snow Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Etc.

HIGH POINT, N. C.
ARTEMESIANS SELECT DELEGATES FOR THE INTER-SOCIETY MEET

Elizabeth Nicholson and Helen Shields Are Chosen to De- bate Nikanias

TO BE FEATURED BY ADDRESS

To Be Featured by Address by Well Known Man

DEAN F. BRADSHAW OF N. C. UNIVERSITY TALKS TO MEN HERE

Special Supper Tonight for Men

Basketball Game Tonight!

DORMITORY MEN BANQUET TONIGHT

Artiemens Choose Their Inter-Society Debaters

DO插] WORK IS STARTED ON SENIOR CLASS PROJECT

MEMBER 17

First Week of Feb. Set for Frat Rush

First week among the various fraternities will be held the fourth week of the semester, according to rules of the campus. It is not known whether the fraternities have decided about the time. It is always looked forward to with a great deal of ex- citation. The first week of February is set aside for frat rush. The whole campus will be held the fourth week of the semester, according to rules of the campus. It is not known whether the fraternities have decided about the time. It is always looked forward to with a great deal of ex- citation. The first week of February is set aside for frat rush. The whole campus
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Dean Bradshaw Speaks of a Banquet

The dormitory boys are fortunate in having the opportunity to hear Dean Bradshaw, of the University of North Carolina, talk on student problems. Dean Bradshaw was in- vited here to make the principal address at a banquet to be given by the dean of men, Prof. John E. Johnson, the university's health officer.

Dean Bradshaw is well known in the educational world, and his first-hand information of student problems and procedures makes him a speaker of authority. He is very popular with the students at the university and has an appreciation of their problems.

Dean Bradshaw will do no doubt discuss many aspects of student problems. His talk should not only be interesting but should serve to establish a mutual feeling of understanding between the administration and the students.

What—No Caps?

We see that the freshmen are not to wear their "rat caps" and longer the story appearing to this effect is not going to last long, the news comes from the dean of men that the freshmen will never have to wear those caps. The whole thing looks to the uppersmen like one sweet gag. The reason given by the administration is the recent good weather. Without nerve-racking, heart-breaking outdoor study, enthusiasm is a must. As you prepare to meet the incoming freshmen this spring, please plan to make an attractive preparation.

Send For It! Send For It!

Without reference, heart-breaking outdoor study is essential. You are invited to plan by note in regular pre-cooked school diet. In your very first paragraph, you may be able to introduce a popular number by name.

CUT KATE DRUG STORE
2114 S. Wrenn St.

THE H.deleted CO:
Fixtures and Supplies
High Point, N. C.

EMERYWOOD
Reflects the Wealth, Culture and Prosperity of High Point

S. C. CLARK, Developer
Telephone 2814
Office E. W. F. M. B. Co.

COMPLIMENTS OF
C. L. AMOS

J. W. Austin, M.D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Commercial Bank Building Office Hours: 9 to 12 and 1 to 3 p.m.
Office Phone 1979

The Sheraton Hotel
HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA
WILLIS G. PAGE, MANAGER
"A Good Hotel in a Good Town"

THE COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK
HIGH POINT, N. C.

Stamey's
"Jewels That You Know"

DEMONDS
Watches

All of the latest colors in
Royal Portables
Jarrett Stationery Co.
"Buy in High Point!"

The COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK
M. G. STONE, President
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Preliminary Contests to Be Held Soon to Select Debaters for Coming Meets

Preliminary contests will be announced for preliminary contests to select representatives for different inter-collegiate contests to be held this spring. Although it is not definitely known as yet, it is thought that inter-collegiate matches for women will be held at High Point College this year. If this is true, other inter-collegiate contests to which contestants will be sent will be held.

The Oratorical Contest for Boys will be held at Elon College this year. The contest will begin at High Point College for this will be held early in March.

The National Inter-collegiate Oratorical Contest on the Constitution will be continued again this year. It is possible that an odd number of schools may be entered.

There will be an important meeting of the Alumni Association of the class of 1931, this Friday, at 4 o'clock, in the college dining hall. All members of this class are requested to attend this meeting.

Many important questions will be discussed at this meeting.

THE RHODES PRESS
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Printers & Stationers
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TWO HARD GAMES
Lenoir-Rhyne Is First "Little Six" Team to Meet the Panthers

The local students and people of High Point will have to work to win some real basketball this week when the basketball teams of the Charlotte Monogram Club come here for the Panther's game. Thursday night the local will be seen in their first "Little Six" game of the season. Lenoir-Rhyne bears the honor of being an exceptionally strong aggregation this year, but the Panthers are expected to make a good showing, and the boys that the Boylline can handle. The Bears are making a strong bid for the championship this year, and this game Thursday will give the league adherents a good opportunity to compare High Point with the other "Little Six" quintets. One thing is sure, and that is that the local students and people of High Point will have to be hitting on all "fours" to warrant a victory in the contest.

The Charlotte Monogram Club will be the attractions at the gymnasium on Thursday night. The Monogram Club each year puts out a team which is one of the strongest in the country. It is usually composed of letter men from the University of North Carolina. Recently they defeated the crew on the University of South Carolina. It was supposed that this team was not to be expected to put up much of a fight, but the Monograms are not to be expected to top the opposition they meet, and a defeat is starting them in the face.

With the states of Strickler at center on the local college quintet has raised the hopes of the fans for a more successful season, which is one of the strongest in the country. It is composed of letter men from the University of North Carolina. Recently they defeated the crew on the University of South Carolina. It was supposed that this team was not to be expected to put up much of a fight, but the Monograms are not to be expected to top the opposition they meet, and a defeat is starting them in the face.

**The Panther's Team**

**With the addition of Strickler at center the Panthers looks like a team with a chance this season. Lenoir-Rhyne is one of the strongest in the country.**

**TWO HARD GAMES**

**STRIKLER JOINS TEAM**

**Lenoir-Rhyne Is First "Little Six" Team to Meet the Panthers**

**Inability to top the opposition they are not keyed up to the opposition they**
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REPORT CARDS GIVEN OUT BY REGISTRAR

The student report cards are now available at the office of the registrar.

Mr. Pugh. A duplicate of these will be sent to the homes of the students within approximately two weeks.

The students will be interested to note the difference in the grading system as well as the kind of grades used for this purpose. Last year the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, each designated a certain range of figures representing the percentage of work which the student had acquired. This year these same letters represent a grade of work as follows:

A—Excellent.
B—Good.
C—Fair.
D—Poor.
E—Condition.
F—Fail.

The kind of paper used has been changed from a cardboard to regular paper which fit a business envelope. A carbon copy may be made at the same time with the original, thereby saving

AIRCRAFT COMPANY ANNOUNCES CONTEST

Aeronautic Paper May Win University Scholarship or Airplane

CO. SUGGESTS SUBJECTS

Other Prizes Constitute Ten-Hour Flying Course—Personal Qualifications to Count

To interest more college students in aviation, the Aircraft Company of Carolina Springs offers a new Alexander Eaglerock airplane or a complete University course in aeronautics for the best series of four short months by articles submitted from January 1 to May 1, 1929, written by undergraduate college students.

The winner will be awarded a four-year scholarship in a leading aeronautic and engineering school, or a school of business administration where he can gain an aeronautical background. Competing students who receive under grade scholarship in a technical college June 1 may win a scholarship to college in aeronautics, leading to a master's or a doctor's degree. To those who win the Aviation award, the winner receives a completely equipped Eaglerock. Articles of superior merit, but below winning quality, will win their writers 10-hour flying courses. The awards will be made June 1.

The topics, technical or non-technical, of 200 to 500 words in length, must be submitted to the Committee on Awards on the first day of each month from January 1 to May 1. Suggested suitable topics are: "Future Aircraft Development," "Flying for Recreation," "Commercial Possibilities in Aviation," "Aeronautical Inventions," "Aeronautical Museums," "Aeronautical Books," "Philosophy of Cities," etc. Candidates will be judged on the clearness of their articles, and 75 per cent on their clearness figures to do justice to the student writers. The winners of the contest will be employed in the engineering or some other department of the Alexander Aircraft factory. The best contributions each month will be published in the Aircraft Review, a magazine with 25,000 circulation among pilots, aircraft engineers, and others interested in flying.

Further material may be had from the high point, N. C. Office. 

BELL-STEVENS COMPANY "Belle's Sells It For Less" 122 North Main Street

SNOOT CANDY COMPANY The Best Candy and Toasted Sandwiches in Town Five Doors from College Corner

DAILY ARRIVALS Keep Our Stock of Clothing Up-to-Date

MANUFACTURED BY

Manufacturers of Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, etc.

HIGH POINT, N. C.

"The Plant That Service Built"

LUCAS

Dry Cleaning

Tailoring

Dyeing

GLOVER SYSTEM RAMSEY METHOD DRY CLEANING

1221 E. Green St. Phone 2493

RUSSELL'S Electric Shoe Store

High Quality, The Lowest Price

127 N. Main St. Phone 2140

French Dry Cleaners

Dyers

Dr. Nat Walker

SPECIALISTS IN EYEBROWS, ARTIFICIAL EYES

NEXT TO POST OFFICE

The Hi-Fa office.

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE

We Call For and Deliver

High Point Candy Company"
The Answer to "What No Cash?"

KNIKANTHANS SELECT DEBATEE FOR MEET WITH ARTEMESIANS

Misses Claire Douglas and Wil-
lie Fritz Are Chosen As

Representatives

BATTLE FOR LOVING CUP

Inter-Society Debate is an Annual Af-
fair Arranged to Create Rival-

Between Women

The Nikanthans elected as their de-
batees Misses Fritz, of Leesburg, and
Claire Douglas, of High Point. These
debatees will meet the Artemesiars in
a match which will take place on the
next Tuesday afternoon. The Nikan-
thans were elected for the last time last
Tuesday night at the regular meeting of
the society.

Miss Fritz represented the Nikanthans
last year in the battle with the Art-
mesiars, and in a very enjoyable and
spiriting contest. She is a member of
the society which not only is among the highest in scholarship,
but Miss Douglas is also a senior, and the Nikanthans will not
be the only ones who will be present. The inter-college debate,
Miss Douglas has a great deal going for her. She is a member
of the society which is among the highest in scholarship,
and along with Miss Fritz ranks among the highest in schol-
arity. The Nikanthan Literary Society is the youngest of the two
societies. It is a very energetic organi-
ation and the Artemesian was the only girls' society in the com-
nunity, and since all derritory girls had to be members it had a
great advantage. In the inter-society debate it became necessary to
organize a much more powerful team because the Nikanthans
were elected as a member of the society and it became necessary to
organize a team because the Nikanthans were elected as a member
of the society and it became necessary to organi-

Students Excused to Attend Meeting

Many Prominent Speakers at Sunday Conference Held in City

MEET AT M. P. CHURCH

Eighth of the college students turned out from the early morn-
ing on to witness a Young People's convention at the First Methodist Protestant Church, February 7.

It was made possible for this number to attend the convention through the courtesy of Dean Lindley, who gave them permission to be away from classes.

The convention was held under the auspices of the North Carolina Sunday School Association and High Point University. High Point University maintained a convention at 9:30 a.m. in Friday, using for its theme "The Quest for the Peace". Miss Anna

Stuart, of High Point, acted as chairman, while Dr. Arlo C. Brown, president of the University of High Point, and Mr. Edgar Hardie, secre-
tary of the High Point School Association, represented the state.

The convention was arranged with a decided bias toward the field of business and economics, which is the main topic of the day. A business meeting was held in the business school room of the church.

The meeting was opened with a song by the college glee club, and the speakers were followed by a hearty round of applause.

Dr. Brown gave the keynote address on the topic of "The Quest for the Peace". He stressed the importance of peace in the world and the need for understanding and cooperation among nations.

Dr. Brown talked to the students about the importance of peace and the need for understanding and cooperation among nations.

He stressed the importance of peace in the world and the need for understanding and cooperation among nations.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:30 p.m. with a closing prayer by Dr. Brown.

(Delivered on Page Two)
CHANGE AND EXCHANGE
By R. F.

What is beyond the stars? No one knows what is beyond the stars. The infinity of space seems to be beyond human conception. Even the fact that our most powerful telescopes reveal areas where nothing can be seen is not sure proof that there are no stars there. The stars are so far away that their light rays cannot be detected.

What is the ring around Saturn? The relatively thin ring around the planet Saturn is a mystery. Its existence is confirmed by the refraction of light. The light from the stars is not visible to the naked eye as it is to telescopes, because of the planet’s atmosphere. It is so thick that it obscures the light from the stars. If there were no atmosphere on the planet, the sky would appear just as black in the daytime as it now does at night. The atmosphere also causes the stars to twinkle, so as a red ball floating in a sea of darkness devoid of stars.
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As to Dean Johnson’s Article

We who are responsible for the editorial appearing in the HI-PO entitled “What—No Caps!” are glad that the suggestion of men has considered it if enough to answer our question and the answer is no. We believe that the same question is also currently being asked in the High Point College community, and we are glad that the question is being asked. We urge the faculty to consider the implications of this question and to take action to answer it through this issue of the paper.

We are students—we know how a student feels. We talk to him and to his parents in the same common language. We feel that we are more capable of knowing the spirit of the college than the dean. Neither do we think “hulla-bye” could be an answer. We believe that the same question is also currently being asked in the High Point College community, and we are glad that the question is being asked. We urge the faculty to consider the implications of this question and to take action to answer it through this issue of the paper.

Why can’t we see the stars in the daytime? The stars are visible to the naked eye in the daytime, but they can be seen through a telescope. The blue light of the sky during the daytime is caused by the refraction of light. It is so thick that it obscures the light from the stars. If the sky were the same color as the atmosphere, the sky would appear just as black in the daytime as it now does at night. The atmosphere also causes the stars to twinkle, so as a red ball floating in a sea of darkness devoid of stars.
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RUSH WES WILL
RUSH WES WILL

EMERYWOOD
Reveals the Wealth, Culture, and Prosperity of High Point, N. C.

The Rhododendron Club
Over Hart Drug Co., Next to Post Office
HIGH POINT, N. C.

Drop in to see
Dr. Nat Walker
OPTOMETRIST

Snow Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of
Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Etc.
HIGHT POINT, N. C.

The Sherraton Hotel
HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA
With Mr. Charles H. Coster
A Good Hotel in a Good Town

BEBIRTH
Mother earth is waiting
For Springtime’s gentle rain,
To bless the romance
Of tree and flower again.

The human heart is waiting
For Christ to come again,
To heal mankind of selfishness
And free them from all pain—

To open wide the door of Love
That they may enter in
To harmony and holiness
Free from sin of any kind.

Where purity and honesty
Will transform humankind,
Where humidity and goodness
Enthrall the Christlike mind.

Christ, so full of selflessness,
So full of Love divine.
Make love our only order.”

—Elizabeth Kloster
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CUT RATE DRUG STORE
RANDALL’S
Prescriptions Made the Right Way

J. HOWELL ELECTRIC CO.
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401 North Wrenn St.
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STAMIEYS
Drop in to see
Dr. Nat Walker
OPTOMETRIST

Over Hart Drug Co., Next to Post Office
HIGH POINT, N. C.
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**LITTLE CHRISTIANS TO BRING STRONG AGGREGATION HERE**

A. C. C. Recently Gave Guilford Atlantic Christian College Here Saturday, 9th another game hero tola week-end i" meet the Pointers and should DO on edge When they re-

**BOYLINITES ARE ON EDGE**

The Panthers have a Fast Aggregation New and Anxiously Looking to Support

Atlantic Christian College will be here this weekend to meet the Pointers for what appears to be another game of unusual interest. The Christians were not so hot in football this past fall but their cage team is doing a

**MONOROGAMS UNABLE TO MATCH LOCALS**

Visitors Go Down to Defeat in One of the Fastest Games of Season—With Spectacular Shooting, Lightning Lightings, Steaming Goals from all over the Court, For Hastings and Mulligan led the at-

MG. P. (47) Charlotte Mono. (42)

Strickler (16) for Hastings, Johnson (8) tor Walters. 

The substitute rushed on the rich! but the Panthers had stood

**Panther Grist**

As this paper goes to press, the High Point College basketballers are talking for High Point to oppose the Richmond "6" team there on Mon-

**Panther Leave for Richmond, Va.**

**Boylinites Wallop Quintet That Overwhelms Guilford**

**LOCALS SUPERIOR QUINT**

Leoni-Rhyse Fights Hard But Never Had a Chance in Win Game

Fresh from a 41-23 victory over the Guilford cup stars, the Mountain Bears of Leoni-Rhyse met their Waterloo at High Point last Thursday and left the city a sodder but wiser bunch, buried under a near 34-9 score. Never in the history of the school has a Panther basketball team fought with the fury and determination which the Boylinites displayed in the first half of that game as they wreaked Leoni-Rhyse's hopes for recognition through a win over the Pointers, who are recognized as the special objective of all "Little Six" teams.

**(Continued on Page Four)**

**MERIT'S SHOES ARE MADE FOR Young People**

We Have Shoes That Will

**Please You**

Wagner's Ladies' Shop

113 S. Main Street

DISTINCTION
For the Woman Who Cares

**Your Shoes... and your Girl**

**YOURS work may call for working shoes. Your girl will expect you to wear another kind to the dance. The best of both kinds are at Kinney's.**

**Shoes That Make the MAN**

**"Prices Make 29c Possible!**

**NEW FORD**

Come in and let us demonstrate

**Wilson Motor Company**

Telephone 331

High Point, N. C.

**There are many improvements in the**

**There is a trend at tilhans that a man never leaves the football field un- less he is dead. Of course this means, cognizant speaking "all in" and un-

**A Gift Your Friends Cannot Duplicate**

**Your Picture**

**Stephen's Art Studio**

A Story in Picture Leaves

Entrance next to Washington Cafe

J. C. Penney Co.
A Nation-Wide Institution

February 7, 1929

---

**LITTLE CHRISTIANS TO BRING STRONG AGGREGATION HERE**

A. C. C. Recently Gave Guilford Atlantic Christian College Here Saturday, 9th another game hero tola week-end i" meet the Pointers and should DO on edge When they re-

**BOYLINITES ARE ON EDGE**

The Panthers have a Fast Aggregation New and Anxiously Looking to Support

Atlantic Christian College will be here this weekend to meet the Pointers for what appears to be another game of unusual interest. The Christians were not so hot in football this past fall but their cage team is doing a

**MONOROGAMS UNABLE TO MATCH LOCALS**

Visitors Go Down to Defeat in One of the Fastest Games of Season—With Spectacular Shooting, Lightning Lightings, Steaming Goals from all over the Court, For Hastings and Mulligan led the at-

MG. P. (47) Charlotte Mono. (42)

Strickler (16) for Hastings, Johnson (8) tor Walters. 

The substitute rushed on the rich! but the Panthers had stood
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DEAN JOHNSON
REPRESENTS H.I.-P.O.

Prof. T. C. Johnson, dean of men, in read the following statement concerning the question which has been before the faculty and the students, "What, No Caps?"

So much for the records. Football is one of the best that has appeared in the last few years. The year, although of course, we do not agree with all that is implied. The editor did, however, hit upon the important reason for the former rule, the one that has been practically entirely done away with.

Dr. F. C. Sharp
Ophthalmic Physician
604 Commercial National Bank Building
HIGH POINT, N. C.

T. R. WALL
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Phone 283-428
[54x1117]245 N. Main St.
HIGH POINT, N. C.

Meet your friends at
140 South Main St.
Licensed Druggist
HIGH POINT, N. C.

High Point Hardware Co.
Highest Quality for the Lowest Price
227 S. Main St.
Phone 127

ECKERD'S
Cut Rate Drug Store
140 East Main St.
Prescriptions
Licensed Druggist

Smart Spring Styles
in
College Men's Clothes
N. H. Silver Co.

Compliments of
Friendly Cafeteria

INSURANCE
L. C. Bell, A.M.E. Group
HARRISON & HARRISON
411 Commercial Bank Bldg.

BEAVANS
The Ladies Store
143 S. Main St.

SODA—CIGARS—LUNCH
Cecl's Drug Store
"Only the Best"
Phone 349
Opp. Wachovia Bank

Doctor's Call
Dr. E. M. Williams
High Point, N. C.

Myrtle Desk Co.
OFFICE FURNITURE
Drugs, Shoes, Tables, Costumers
Telephone 831

Smart Spring Styles in Men's Clothing

Sunshine Laundry
Genuine Dry Cleaning

"The Plant That Service Built"

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE
February 7, 1929

"As Eating Place of Excellence"

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE
February 7, 1929

"We Call For and Deliver"
RUSSELL'S Electric Shoe Shop
Phone 321

High Point Candy Company
Electric Shoe Shop
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE
February 7, 1929

Greatest Savings
in
Women's Shoes

NOTE NEW ADDRESS
110 East Washington St.
S. RABINOWITZ
"The Store of Better Values"

"The Plant That Service Built"

High Point Steam Laundry

French Dry Cleaners
High Point, N. C.

"The Plant That Service Built"

GLOVER SYSTEM
RAMSEY METHOD
DRY CLEANING

High Point, N. C.
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Only Four Numbers on Next Lyceum Course

WEDDING BELLS RING OUT

CLASS BLOWERS GIVE
ODD PERFORMANCE

FEATURE GLASS ENGINE

Dr. Andrews to Be at
INAUGURATION OF PRES.

Pat Thompson, High Point College athlete, who was married to Miss Elizabeth Hubbard at St. Mary's Protestant Episcopal Church Sunday afternoon, February 16th.

Dr. Andrews, Super, New Carrollton, will Be
President of Ohio Wesleyan

The Venetian glass blowers, of Jersey City, New Jersey, gave an interesting and educational exhibition of fancy and intricate glass blowing here last Friday morning, February 8th.

The exhibition was given under the auspices of the Paracelsus Scientific Society.

It was intended to interest all who attended. The glass blowers were ever ready to keep the audience up to this phase if possible.

FACULTY MEMBERS IN RAID ON FOOD

Referrals which were to have been granted to the members of the Methodist Protestant Church choir were found missing when the group met to rehearse last Thursday evening. It is possible that these were among the numbers that were sung before the choir was formed.

The choir, which has been formed a number of times, is ready to go on with its rehearsing, and the choir director hopes to have it ready for a performance soon.

From all available information, the story is likely one of those in which hungry persons disregarded the conventional and satisfied their desire for food. Several of the group of four women who usually are found in the way of the hungry man were found on the floor of the building near the kitchen.

Several of the members of the choir were not present at the rehearsal, but were found on the floor of the building near the kitchen. Several of the members of the choir were not present at the rehearsal, but were found on the floor of the building near the kitchen.

Dr. Ernest Miller, former president of the college, will be present at the rehearsal, and wishes to make this an annual affair. The choir is ready to go on with its rehearsing, and the choir director hopes to have it ready for a performance soon.

WEDDING SURPRISES

Many Friends Here

A wedding beautiful in its simplicity was that of Miss Elizabeth Hubbard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Hubbard, of this city, to Robert H. Thompson, of Desota, Illinois. The ceremony was solemnized at St. Mary's Protestant Episcopal Church, Parrs Avenue, Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock, the Rev. Mr. H. N. House officiating.

Miss Elizabeth Hubbard, sister of the bride, and Edwin Holland were the attendants. As the bride came down the side of the aisle, she wore a beautiful bridal gown ofDanube lace. Only a few intimate friends and the immediate family of the bride were at the church for the wedding.

The bride, a pretty and attractive blond, wore a lovely bouquet of pink carnations and black accessories. Her gown was of bridal lace's roses and green satin.

Dr. George H. Thompson, former president of the college, was married to Miss Elizabeth Hubbard at St. Mary's Protestant Episcopal Church Sunday afternoon, February 16th.

For a Better H. P. C.

For a Better H. P. C.
THE HI-PO
Published weekly by the students
of High Point College.

Member of the North Carolina
College Press Association.

EDITORIAL STAFF

Minnie Tort — Editor-in-Chief
Richard Meaman — News Editor
Paul Bloom — Associate Editor
Timothy Johnson — Photography
Eric Bloom — Athletic Editor
Raymond Perdue — College Press Editor
John P. Decker — Book Department

Business Staff

Milburn Meaman — Circulation Manager
Virgil C. Towe — Business Manager
Charles Amick — Circulation Manager

Address All Communications to

High Point College
High Point, N. C.

Subscription Price: $1.50 Per Year.

Entered as second-class matter January 28, 1927, at the Post Office at High Point, North Carolina, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

ANGELL ATTENDS STATE VOLUNTEER MEETING

Grover L. Angell attended the executive
meeting of the state volunteer unit at
High Point, N. C., on February 3.

LOCAL ORCHESTRA PLAYS TO MEN’S BROTHERHOOD

Professor Stimson’s Organization Entertained by Church Men After Selections

The High Point College Orchestra, under the direction of Professor Stimson, played Thursday evening before the Men’s Brotherhood of the Methodist Protestant Church. The orchestra was delightfully entertained by the members.

The numbers played were:

2. The personal of the orchestra is:
   Miss St. Claire, violin; Mrs. J. C. Hill, violin; Professor McCauley, violin; Gwen Perry, violin; Professor Moorman, violin; Allen Hasseid, trumpet; Alvis Alexander, piano; F. B. Smith, trombone; Charles Amick, clarinet.

The orchestra will also broadcast from Station WNC in Greensboro in the near future.

EDITOR OF ENTERPRISE TAKES CHAPEL HOUR

C. M. Waynick, Head of Local Newspapers, in Charge of Evening Lecture To College Students

C. M. Waynick, editor of the High Point Enterprise, spoke at the regular chapel hour Monday evening. The speaker emphasized the importance to them of being prepared to meet the demands of the modern world in which they must live and work. The topic dealt with "The New World Order," and the message was delivered with great force and eloquence. It was a message of hope and encouragement to the students.

LEARN THE PIANO IN TEN LESSONS

TENOR-BANJO OR MANDOLIN IN FIVE TENOR BANJO AND MANDOLIN LESSONS

HOME ECONOMICS CLUB DISCUSSES BEDROOMS

The program of the Modern Woman Prinicipia Club at the recent meet-

ing centered around the "Bedroom." Miss Pauline Whitaker gave a very interesting talk on "The Bedroom Itself," discussing the loca-
tion, size, color, and other vital points. Miss Virginia Strong spoke about "The Furniture," and urged the girls to think of dignity, simplicity, and sanitation rather than antiques when they began for-

ishing their rooms. Miss Evie Ellis gave some hints on "Dress-
g the Room," selecting the curtains, pictures, and other things.

The closing number was a poem, "How You Women Cooperated," read by Miss Blanche Ingram.

The aim of the club is to make better homes in America, and the members are determined to help.

THE "ALICE" OBLIGATION TO THOMASVILLE CIVILIANS

The "Alice" Obligation to Civilians is Subject of Formal Address to Civic Clubmen

T. C. JOHNSON TALKS TO THOMASVILLE CIVILIANS

Professor Johnson, dean of men, spoke at a formal banquet of the Cit-

van Club at Thomasville Tuesday evening.

The subject chosen by Dean Johnson was "'Alice's Obligation to Civilians." This was a subject that was well received by the audience.

The "Alice" Obligation is the idea that the American citizens have a moral obligation to help others. This idea was well explained by Dean Johnson.

No new plans have been announced at this time, but it is thought that the work will begin in the near future.

THE COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

High Point, N. C.

The Sheraton Hotel
High Point, North Carolina

W. D. Pack, Manager

"A Good Hotel in a Good Town"

Drop in to see
Dr. Nat Walker
OPTOMETRIST

Over Hart Drug Co., Next to Post Office
HIGH POINT, N. C.

Snow Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of
Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Etc.
HIGH POINT, N. C.

EMERYWOOD
Reflects the Wealth, Culture and Prosperity of High Point

Home Offices
S. C. CLARK, Developer

Phone 2414

Office E. Washington St.
**High Point Meets Elon Quintet Here Saturday**

**Purple and White Breaks Even on Hard Trip North**

**CAPTURE 2; LOSE 2**

**To be Here for Game with Local Basketeers**

Panthers Have Chance to Climb Another Notch in "Little Six" Rating

**TO BE A PRELIMINARY**

Panthers Meet A. C. C. Wednesday and Fort Bragg Tonight on Third Game of Trip

The Panthers will have a chance to raise their "Little Six" rating. Earlier Saturday night when Elon invaded the Furniture City in hopes of stopping the victorious march of the Little Six teams, Lenoir-Blaynde and Atlantic Christian in particular, they ran and failed. Now comes the "Fighting Christians" from Elon, bent on the possible but not probable.

High Point is the only undefeated team in the "Little Six," and therefore the object of every student's attention. Several games have been sent back because they did not fit but there has been only one major defect, that being a cracked stone.

The class president, Ray Perdue, received a letter from H. W. Peters Company asking whether their shoes were as strong as they were in the past two years in Atlantic Christian, and whether the boys will remain on their game.

There are many improvements in the new Ford

Wilson Motor Company

Telephone 333

High Point, N. C.

**Your Shoes...and your Girl**

**YOUR work may call for working shoes. Your girl will expect you to wear another**

The best of both kinds are

**$9.98**

At Kinney's

**"Prices Make a Difference...Possible"**

Shoes Made to Fit the Man

**J.C. PENNEY CO.**

How To Suit

*The Younger*.

We supply the clothes you wear—judging from the comments fishermen, mill hands, store clerks and farmers who have bought High Point College footwear. Deep in and out and in every kind of weather. Smart spring suit will fit.

**MERIT'S SHOES ARE MADE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE**

We Have Shoes That Will Please You

Merit Shoe Co.

"College Headquarters"

**A Nation-Wide Institution**

**THE HI-PO**

**Panthers Stage Whirlwind Drive to Beat Christians**

**PANTHERS GAIN IN RACE**

**Move Up a Notch in Race for "Little Six" Honors by Well-Earned Victory**

The High Point College Purple Panthers staged a whitewash second half Sunday over the Atlantic Christian College Eagles on the local Y court here last night. The final half ended with a score 1513 in favor of the Panthers after one of the toughest battles ever seen here.

Captain Mulligan led his teammates in the drive that made the visitors shrivel shortly after the second half opened. After the local cardinals had pulled into a substantial lead Coach Boylin paused and they had little difficulty in adding to the lead before halftime started. The visitors scored only four points in the last half while the Boylinites amassed 16.

Although Mulligan's playing was the outstanding performance of the night, Ralph Halpin,filtrum, and Johnson also stood out with six points each. Most of the visiting team was outstanding for the losers.

Last night's victory moves the High Point College quarte up higher in the race for the "Little Six" cage title. A. C. C. has victories over Guilford and other members of the "Little Six" and is considered one of the strongest teams in the league.

Wilson, Max-Minnis, Campbell, Brooks and others.

The team on the men are just as level as Bridges and with Flanagan's Queer desire to "beat High Point" uppermost in their minds, they are counted on to furnish all the opposition Saturday night that the Methodist quint can handle.

Preordain to the main battle will be the championship encounter between the fat men of the school and the "glasses". Arrayed on the side of the heavy team will be Hillmon, Riddle, Bridges, and others. To uphold the honor of the near-sighted men, will be

There are many improvements in the new Ford

Wilson Motor Company

Telephone 333

High Point, N. C.
Olive Gould Speaks to Students Here Today

Student Volunteers Here Have Two Prominent Visitors During Week

HUCKABEE HERE TUES.

Both Visitors Hold Private Conferences With Students Interested in Missions

Olive Gould, educational secretary of the Student Volunteer Movement, is visiting High Point College today. She will address the students today morning at the convocation hour and will have private conferences with students interested in the foreign mission enterprise.

Miss Gould, who now has her headquarters in New York City, served for five years as supervisor of a mission school in India and the management of the Methodist Episcopal Board of Missions. She is thoroughly familiar with the operation of the foreign field and will doubtless tell the local students something of her experience as a missionary worker. She will also advise them on the necessary preparations for work.

In the High Point College student body there is quite a number of young men and young women who have already decided to do religious and educational work in the foreign field, and others are considering such a field of service.

These students have had a number of interesting features this week. On Monday they were visited by Wayne C. Blackshear, field secretary of the Student Volunteer Movement. Mr. Blackshear also made an interesting talk in chapel and also held a number of private interviews during the morning in the best student lounge.

FRESHERN DISCUSSING RECEPTION NEXT YEAR

Dr. Andrews Hopps Class Will Sponsor Annual Reception for Incoming Freshmen

The freshman class, headed by John E. Stanfield, has appointed a committee to offer a farewell banquet for the freshman class of 1932. The class is also discussing the proposed committee to sponsor the annual reception for the incoming freshman class and hopes that this function may be made an annual affair. Although this has never been practiced here, it is certain that a great deal of good will and kindly feeling could be injected into a new class in this way. It would start the freshman year out with a feeling of real friendship and make them feel that they are glad to have them. One of the greatest assets is to keep down mixing classes in the friction that is more likely to arise between the sophomore and freshman classes.

The committee appointed to offer suggestions for making money for the reception is composed of John D. D. Williams, Robins, Durland, Barkby, McAdoo, and Wright. It is expected that the class will be made up of all the seniors from the class of 1932.

The reception will be held in the choir room at 7:00 o'clock P. M., and the reception committee will be in charge.

SOPHOMORE CLASS TO PRESENT PLAY

Money Made on Performance to Be Used For Class Project Plays Considered

COMMITTEE IS APPOINTED

The sophomore class will present a play sometime next month as a means of paying the expenses of the reception. The play is being written by a student of the class, and is expected to be a very good one. The committee has been appointed to investigate a number of plays which are suitable for presentation. The best of these will be presented. Among those under consideration are "The Gift," "Station," "YVY," and others. Many of these are coming from the mines, giving promise of being well worth seeing. The investigating committee consists of Frank Walters, Louise Collette, Elmer Logan, Emma Lee Polis, and Miss Andrews.

The cast will be made up of all the senior talent of the class. As yet there is no information available as to who will be included in the chorus, but there is plenty of good amateur talent in the sophomore class. The play will be presented either on the campus or in town, but either way it will probably be followed with an extended tour.

PANTHER GUEST

(Continued from Page Three)

"Little Six" games on the head court, but later on they were taken to the rear and met such aggregations as Lematth, Eram, Caturra, and probably Atlantic Christian. Anyone who has witnessed Lematth-Eram and Atlantic Christian teams in action knows that there were few that could understand the job out for the locals when return games were played.

Well Balanced Team

Most teams have an individual star who can be depended upon to score several points each game; as this star goes, so goes the team. The Panthers are not one of such an obstacle but must depend upon each man to do his duty and give his best. Usually the better clubs or at least those clubs who are stronger in the regular line-up are expected to win, but on this occasion the men at the front positions were unable to win, and a few men scores from six to ten points a game. Evenly distributed scoring among the men on the team is the result of good team work and the absence of unnecessary substitutions.

The Best Men. — Fight of the ages. Whether the freshmen should wear caps or not, some of the week. Put men against the glasses.

Surprise, something to cut for lunch and potatoes and wish. Wishes for a happy and prosperous Valentine Day.

RUSSELL'S Electric Shoe Shop

104 S. Main St. Phone 323

Myrtle Desk Co. Manufacturers of Office Furniture, Desks, Chairs, Tables, Cabinets Telephone Stands

THE RHOSES PRESS

110-132 W. Commerce Phone 4214

Printers & Stationers

"The Past That Built Service" 200 N. Main St.

"Dry Cleaning Tanning Dying"

TACKER'S

GLOVER SYSTEM RAMSEY METHOD DRY CLEANING

111 E. Green St. Phone 2790 HIGH POINT, N. C.

"For Call and Order" 120 N. Main St.

Wagter's Ladies' Shop Phone 2561 120 N. Main Street

For the Woman Who Cares

Dry Cleaning

Genuine

Sunshine Laundry

The Best Candy and Toasted Sandwiches in Town

Fireworks from the Corner

HIGH POINT CANDY COMPANY

120 N. Main St.
Purple Panthers Fighting For Championship

SOCIETIES ANNOUNCE PLANS FOR ANNUAL DAY OF OBSERVATION

The class of '28 had a roll meeting in the college dining hall Saturday, February 16 at 5:30 o'clock. The committee, which plans to have a play in connection, in the Morris, chairman, Ralph Vance, Batch Munroe, and Gertrude Rice. After the business matter of the club had been finished, a most enjoyable supper was served by Mrs. Whiteman.


WORK ON FOUNTAIN ALREADY STARTED

Gift of Seniors Will Beautify Campus and Be a Memorial to Their Class

USE WHITE CAST STONE

The senior class of High Point college is giving a beautiful stone fountain to their Alma Mater. The fountain is a gift, directly in front of Robb's hall, where the other classes and the guests to the college will have the opportunity of admiring the beauty of the work. The stone to be used will be in theSTREAM of water will be an ornamental pedestal rising from the fountain. The stream will rise above the stone and will be in the form of a large crystal ball in which a small stream of water from the bath will play. The waters of this fountain are from the Arnold Stream Works of Greensboro. This company is well known throughout the states, having among their works the Pilot Life Insurance building at Sedge- field. Such a beautiful gift will certainly be gracefully accepted by the college. Plans of the fountain are the work of the members of the class of '29.

IRONSIDES HAVE DINNER FOR VALENTINE SEASON

The Old Ironsides held a Valentine dinner at the Choral club last night. The special feature of the evening was the unique manner in which the dinner server speeches were given by var- ious members of the club. As different current topics were briefly discussed. During the evening the sentiments of the club were voiced in honor of several of the honorees. The discussion was informal, how- ever, and proved to be a meeting of real merit.
NOVEL IDEAS FEATURE NEW EDITION OF ZENITH

Some of the plans of the 1929 Zen-
ith have been revealed which show that new and unusual ideas have been incorporated in it, ex-
specially among the superficies and the model sections.
Brush drawings will be made by the engineers of all the super-
ficies so as soon as all the pictures are turned in. A few still remain to be taken but appointments have been made and they should be finished soon. This group promises to be one of the most attractive and outstanding sections of the minute. Another interesting and unusual part of the publication will be the snappets, which group is entirely in the competent hands of Miss Margaret Girsky and Miss Dorothy Haskin. Individual snaps and novel groupings will greatly aid the annual's appearance and appeal.

Nikanthans Give Radio Party to Thalians

Television at last completed! Through the combined efforts of Dr. J. B. Harris, A. M. Marmore and John P. Doster the wonder-television called television has been completed and the first demon-
stratiion of radio television was given and the Nikanthians Literary Society in honor of the Thalme literary step class.

Several students and members of the faculty attended the event and after Richard A. Von Calho Thursday evening, February 14, were very much pleased with the performance. For the first time in the history of this college, a radio professor was present to do the booking. The Nikanthians Literary Society is the only such organization of the kind and its members have been working hard on the project for several weeks. The Nikanthian Literary Society in honor of the Thalme literary step class.

MISS GOULD SPEAKS TO STUDENTS ABOUT WORLDWIDE SERVICE

(Continued from Page One)
The commerce between the West on the east are the cause of more labor problems. The color of the complexion falls from four and one-
half million to one and a quarter, in 20 years, and is still falling. In Japan 1,000,000 girls are working in factories, in India 1,000,000 are working in mines and diseases are spreading. In India there is no social responsibility and no vision of the future. Can we save the population? The missionaries are doing their level best to develop the living in these countries. People are wanted to fill op-
portunities ranging from meeting the economic needs of Dr. Harry, in forms of simplest primary schools up to college courses. The market is contest ac-
cretion serving industrial urban areas.

West is going to the East with its commercial and industrial opportunities, but we must not neglect the religious development of the individual, and in the face of this fact we can not avoid a Christian interpretation and expression of serv-
ices.

ELEVEN THOUSAND students volunteers have gone to give world-wide serv-
ices and now we are calling for eleven hundred and eighty-two to pledge their service to this cause. It is more than we can ask of God that our Father and we are all

She is only a housemaid’s daughter—the wood.

Dr. Nat Walker
Optometrist
Over Hart Peg Co., west of P. O.

Our Stock Is Kept Fresh By Daily Arrivals of NEW SHOES and HOSE

$3.98

Beautiful French heel hose, $1.29

EMERYWOOD
Reflects the Wealth, Culture and Prosperity of High Point

Some of the plans of the 1929 Zen-

ith have been revealed which show that new and unusual ideas have been incorporated in it, ex-
specially among the superficies and the model sections.
Brush drawings will be made by the engineers of all the super-
ficies so as soon as all the pictures are turned in. A few still remain to be taken but appointments have been made and they should be finished soon. This group promises to be one of the most attractive and outstanding sections of the minute. Another interesting and unusual part of the publication will be the snappets, which group is entirely in the competent hands of Miss Margaret Girsky and Miss Dorothy Haskin. Individual snaps and novel groupings will greatly aid the annual's appearance and appeal.

ECONOMY

Cut Rate Drug Store

RANDALL'S
Prescriptions: Have the Right-of-Way

"Work Called For and Delivered!"

W. C. Brown
Shoe Shop

The Commercial National Bank

HIGH POINT, N. C.

Radio Hardware

SPORTING GOODS

Greenbush, N. C.

HOWELL ELECTRIC CO.
Fixtures and Supplies

Phone 2832
114 N. Wren St.
HIGH POINT, N. C.

Snow Lumber Co.
Manufacuturer of
Lumber, Sash, Doors, Blinds, Etc.
HIGH POINT, N. C.

S. C. Clark, Developer
Telephone 2114
Office E. Washington St.
Catawba to Be Home Attraction Friday Night
Game Scheduled to Start 9:30 at Local Y. M. C. A.

CATAWBA STRONG

Catawba Anxious to Win Their First Game Over Team From High Point

GOOD GAME IS ASSURED

A Majority of the Games Lost by Buy. Utes Have Been Against In- dependent Teams

The Catawba College will be the better attraction for the local basketball fans on Friday night at 9:30 o'clock. The Catawba Indians have always put out a good basketball team and this year is no exception. They hold some notable victories among the small colleges of the state and have had championship aspirations as they have been down against formidable opponents.

Knowing that a victory over the Pur- ple Panthers would gain them quite a reputation among the basketball circles, the Catawba Indians have geared up to meet the last game of their energy in an effort to derive the maximum benefit and add the panache of fame to the "Little Six" conference. But what a time they would have had in the conference and right, Thompson will be, and if Strickler is missing them, then Mitchell will be throwing them in from the center of the floor.

If the Panthers came out victorious last Monday night with the Lincol- n-Rhyne Rogers, a win over Catawba will just about clinch the top rung for High Point. The season ended with the V. M. C. A. Fair earlier on Friday night.

Catawba has never lost the Pan- thers. In fact, the home court is that good here that Catawba has every right to break this record and bag a game on the right side of the ledger. The Catawba Indians are not infallible because of the games lost here, but they have been the only team that has ever had a game at the hands of the Catawba team. Most of the games on the wrong side of the book are defeats from mostly in- dependent teams against whom the Panthers could not get key to lay up for a shot. But now the Indians are about to be confronted with a tough team against a school team and they look like a different bunch. Any- way, we want to see Catawba being able to go a good game and win.

J.C. PENNEY CO.
Our Hats
Will Tell the Robin
It's Spring

How many times do you see Mr. J. C. Penney in his usual costume, these days? Some people have even got complaints about the hat! The hat is gone. And that reminds us that we have such clever new hats in store to suit us. Be sure to come in, we like them, we feel sure.

J. C. Penney Co.
A Nation-Wide Institution
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DEBATERS TO HAVE MEET ON MARCH 15
High Point, Lenoir-Rhyne and Guilford Colleges Compose Triangle
TO MEET WAKE FOREST

Dates for the Intercollegiate Forensic meets have been completed and the debaters are working earnestly on their arguments for this season's topic, which is: Resolved, That a substitute for trial by jury should be adopted. The Triangular debate, in which there are Guilford, Lenoir-Rhyne and High Point, will be March 15. High Point's negative team will go to Hickory to debate Lenoir-Rhyne while Guilford's negative will visit High Point.

On March 25 High Point will be host to Wake Forest's affirmative team. A state-wide debate, the only one of its kind in the city of Greenville, N. C., is pending and though the Forensic Council announces no other meetings it is thought that one or two will be scheduled.

It is believed that the season is one that will develop some strong debaters, and all the students are working hard in preparation. There will be little time for recreation, but each team is striving to be in its best shape for the competition. A feature of the season will be the regular monthly meetings of the debaters, which will be held each second Friday of the month during the month's absence from school.

The Forensic Council has decided to continue the debate season with a determination not to be denied. The season was threatened time and again due to the elongated rains, but the debate team is confident that better days will come and that they will be able to carry on their work to the best of its ability.

This season's forensics will be made up of Fred Pegg and Ralph Plummer, Milburn Allen and Ralph Mulgans are representing the affirmative, while the negative team is made up of Fred Pegg and Ralph Plummer, Milburn Allen and Ralph Mulgans are representing the affirmative.

RUSSELL SAGE HEAD TO BE INAUGURATED FEB. 22

Presidents of Leading Colleges Are Invited to Woman's Law Inspection of Dr. Moberg

Presidents of 20 leading universities and colleges may come to the inauguration of President J. Lawrence Moberg, of Russell Sage College, Troy, N. Y., on Washington's birthday, Feb. 22. The great roll, made public from the secretarial office of the college today, includes college heads from every state in the Union.

With the resignation of President C. Little at the University of Michigan, Prof. Moberg will probably be the youngest college head in the United States. He is only 35,

Before assuming his duties at Russell Sage College last fall he was president of the State Normal School at Hartfield, Conn. For eight years he has directed the Yale summer sessions and was also director of the department of education bureau of research at the Yale University, where he earned his doctorate. Dr. Moberg was on the faculty of Teachers College at Columbia University, where he is an alumnus of Bates College, Lewiston, Me.

Although Russell Sage College dates back only to 1895, when Mrs. Russell Sage founded the college with a $1,000,000 endowment, it is a direct offshoot of the Troy Female Seminary, founded in 1844. Dr. Moberg, who has been at the college since fall, will be the first man president of the progressive woman's college.
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THE HI-PO

Published Once a Week

"STUDIO STUDIES"
The man who may be forty and fat and carries a bald paste under his hat but might not win first in a beauty show, but this one likes them, and if he always said that should have someone like him for what he is, and would like to have a photo of his past.
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LEADERS IN CELEBRATION SATURDAY

MANY SUBJECTS ARE CHOSEN BY SENIORS

CHAPEL PROGRAM TO START ACTIVITIES FOR ANNUAL FIESTA

NO CLASSES THAT DAY

Both Societies to Meet at Eight o’Clock in the College Dining Hall

SATURDAY, March 3, will be observed as Akrothintan-Artemesian Day, and school will be suspended for that day. Men will be present in the assembly the next day. Men will be present in the assembly the next day. The exercises will be given a joint chapel program at eight o’clock. The day will be closed with a banquet at which both societies will participate.

This program will mark the beginning of a series of several annual days of this nature, the Nikanah-Talos day to be announced later. This first annual event promises to be one of the most outstanding events on the social calendar of the college for the year. The preparation and work has been given to the details of the day and from all indications a fine program has been arranged. Works of planning and committee meetings have culminated in a climax for which the whole school will be justified.

The chapel program is as follows:

The address of welcome will be delivered by the president of the Akrothintan-Artemesian Society. The program will include a number of songs and music, a prayer, and a number of speeches. The program will conclude with a benediction. The day will be closed with a banquet at which both societies will participate.

(Continued on Page Two)

DR. KYLE HEARD AT ASSEMBLY TUESDAY

Atrophology Verifies the Discovery of the Ancient City, Python

STORY HOLDS STUDENTS

Dr. M. G. Kyle, noted archeologist and scientist, spoke to the students of High Point College at a special assembly Tuesday morning on his discoveries in the ancient Egyptian city, Python. His talk was interesting and many of the students talked about it the rest of the day. The lecture was well attended and many of the students expressed interest in learning more about the subject.

The speaker told of the discoveries which he has made in the city, Python, and how he came to make these discoveries. He also told of the many facts concerning the city which have been learned from these discoveries.

The speaker talked of the importance of the city and the influence it has had on the world. He also talked of the many people who have lived in the city and the influence they have had on the world.

If you want to learn more about the Akrothintan-Artemesian Day, you should attend the chapel program on Saturday, March 3. The program will be held at eight o’clock in the College Dining Hall.

(Continued on Page Two)

MISST STRICKLAND TO BE PIANO INSTRUCTOR

MISS ELIZABETH NICKOLSON

MISS GLYNNE PERET

THE M. C. A. SURVEY RESULTS ASTONISH

TEST IS FOR MEN ONLY

Out of 35 questions the statement, "A college is a place to learn," proved the highest number of clock marks. Dean Lindley, in announcing the results of the M. C. A. Opinion Survey held under the auspices of the college, said that the statement was the largest statement of the survey. The tests were taken in serious mood by the students and more, or even no consideration, expressed their opinions on the various subjects, as we commonly signed to the papers.

These results further demonstrate the justification founded on finding that the general attitude of the students was one of desire to improve themselves religiously, educationally, and socially, and a determination to grasp the opportunities and advantages of college life. The most outstanding fact was revealed when the majority of students are in college to find their life work and are in need of some counsel in deciding what this life work shall be. In regard to religion it was found that the students' religious interests has not decreased but...

(Continued on Page Two)

TW0 MORE PLAYS TO BE GIVEN HERE SOON
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(Continued on Page Two)

JOHNSON IS SPEAKER AT MONARCHS’ AFFAIR

Prof. T. C. Johnson, dean of men, will be the principal speaker at the annual “solar night” at the High Point Male Monarch Club last Friday night. As a result of his major of English, Mr. Johnson will be chosen as his subject, “George Washington as a Monarch.” He showed that Washington possessed a superlative degree the eternal qualities of greatness which make a man a monarch among men. These qualities he named as: devotion to a cause, persistent dauntless spirit, courage, imagination, intelligence, diligence, and piety.

(Continued on Page Two)
Some apparent advantages over the present unrelated activities of the two publications. Securing advertising would be more feasible if the two publications worked together. There would be the added advantage of having a much larger circulation on the financial standing of both publications. The treasurer which would be selected by the Board of Trustees would audit made at his books at frequent intervals. The responsibility for finances for the two publications would rest with him.

Such a system of handling the publications would probably produce good results if the activities of the Board are limited to the financial side, but no such organization should be allowed to dictate the results of the paper or the annual. In such a case all initiative would be removed from the staff. If student publications want the opinions of the students, there should be no dictation of policies from any organization. The Publication Board would not be interested in the literary organizations which might prove valuable, but there should be nothing arbitrary about it or the election of the editors.

A few institutions have tried a similar system of controlling college papers. Poetry and fiction have been published with some degree of success. There are certain beneficial results which are obvious but there are also some dangers that such a combination might produce. The final decision in this matter will, no doubt, be left to the students.

College Students Are Religious

An interesting fact was disclosed at the annual convention of the Carolina Religion Association here. Out of the thirty questions answered the one receiving the highest number of checks was: "Do you go to church?" This is a remarkable result coming from a questionnaire given college men, and it repudiates the charge often made against colleges that institutions of higher learning destroy the religious life of students.

It is true that the nature of this question does not reveal what the religious beliefs are, but it does show that college students are much more interested in religion and hold decided views on the matter. It would also indicate in this case that added study of religion does not tend to deepen confidence in it but to build it up.

Many Subjects Are Chosen by Seniors

Sundeen Begin Work on Plans for Graduation in June

(Continued from Page One)

During the past year, Romance, Mathematics, and Economics have been chosen by a large percentage of the senior class. Many other subjects have been chosen and those who are preparing to graduate this year are also active working on their papers. The final writing has been postponed because before the day by the catalogue comes during spring vacation and the papers will not be due until the first day after the spring holidays.

The Easter Egg that a nutriment agency is usually a meal-ordered item.

Grace Rimnaye: "Do you haven't a receipt at last?

Lazy Nunnery: "Yes, but you should have seen the ones that got away."
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The Possibilities of Literary Societies

For the first time in the brief history of the college the classes are suspended for the observance of Society Day. The Alumnae and Neo-Athens will have a joint celebration. It is significant that this celebration is deemed worthy of making it a holiday for students. It indicates that the literary organizations on the campus are an essential part of the life of the student. Not only do they bring him into contacts with other students but they contribute much of literary value to his education. These, it is true, are some of the many possible benefits to be derived from being a member of a literary organization. College papers, however, too often remain possible and never become actual benefits.

The programs of the society offer more little except to those who are taking an active part in the program. The subjects are too specialized for the real life of the student too little.

Though the local literary societies have not realized many of their possibilities as literary organizations, they have contrived something to the intellectual atmosphere of the college. One must take into consideration the newness of these organizations, in making a criticism of their achievement. The future, however, will hold for these literary societies much wider development.

How Much "Control" Should Hi-Po and Zenith Have?

There is a proposed suggestion for the formation of a Publication Board that will control the two college publications. The Board is to be composed of two faculty members, the president of the senior class, and the business managers of the Hi-Po and the Zenith. All money received from subscriptions is to be paid into this Board and it will be held as a joint fund, each publication sharing according to its needs.

This suggested proposal has some apparent advantages over the present unrelated activities of the two publications. Securing advertising would be more feasible if the two publications worked together. There would be the added advantage of having a much larger circulation on the financial standing of both publications. The treasurer which would be selected by the Board of Trustees would audit made at his books at frequent intervals. The responsibility for finances for the two publications would rest with him.

Such a system of handling the publications would probably produce good results if the activities of the Board are limited to the financial side, but no such organization should be allowed to dictate the results of the paper or the annual. In such a case all initiative would be removed from the staff. If student publications want the opinions of the students, there should be no dictation of policies from any organization. The Publication Board would not be interested in the literary organizations which might prove valuable, but there should be nothing arbitrary about it or the election of the editors.

A few institutions have tried a similar system of controlling college papers. Poetry and fiction have been published with some degree of success. There are certain beneficial results which are obvious but there are also some dangers that such a combination might produce. The final decision in this matter will, no doubt, be left to the students.

College Students Are Religious

An interesting fact was disclosed at the annual convention of the Carolina Religion Association here. Out of the thirty questions answered the one receiving the highest number of checks was: "Do you go to church?" This is a remarkable result coming from a questionnaire given college men, and it repudiates the charge often made against colleges that institutions of higher learning destroy the religious life of students.

It is true that the nature of this question does not reveal what the religious beliefs are, but it does show that college students are much more interested in religion and hold decided views on the matter. It would also indicate in this case that added study of religion does not tend to deepen confidence in it but to build it up.
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Ragsdale Gets Chance
With Greensboro Club

William G. Ragsdale, of the freshman-
man class, has been signed by the
club for the coming basketball season. Ragsdale attended Oak Ridge Institute, the first semester of this year and entered here at the be-
ginning of the season. He is an alumnus of High-
point, and is recognized as being an athlete of some note. He has been a
strongman on the school and in semi-pro games, making remarkable records. Ragsdale throws with his right hand, but uses
the stick on the left side.

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
LAUNCHED BY "T"

To Finish Furnishing Boys' Club Room in Very Near Future

A membership campaign is being launched by the High Point college Y. M. C. A. The campaign started the first of last week and will con-
tinue for several weeks. A special mem-
bership committee, composed of Clyde Pugh, John Leach, the first semester of this year, and Ralph Carter, the president of the club, has been appointed.

Membership is not restricted to the
domestic students but is open to the
teachers as well as students. Membership
will be given to those who pay a few cents to a worthy cause.

Talmadge Little, president of the club, has been appointed president of the high school Y. M. C. A. organization in other cities, will be given to new members. The club will be

George comes "shrew" near being
the hero of that battle by caging a marker
who tried to prevent the team from tying
the game with only a minute or two to go. George had put his team ahead. George
was pretty nigh the whole team for the
remainder of the contest and will be on the
score list next week.

Our Duty

The students at High Point college are
very liberal about making subscriptions
when they are asked to donate something
to a organization in need of money. Recently when Ralph Mulli-

One of the most remarkable features of
the above has been paid into the treas-
ury. The club has been able to give its
members of the college team. Ralph
Mulligan regains stride and

PLAY TWO GAMES
Monograms Thirsting for Re-
venge and Panthers Must
Play Super Ball

Catawba not so strong

Panthers Swamy Catawbans Earlier in Season, But Despite This May
Have Hard Game

The High Point college eagles will
wind up their basketball schedule
the first of the week, on the road, when they
tackle the Charlotte Monograms on Mon-
day and the Catawba court stars Tues-
day. The locals hold victories over both of
these star aggregations, but to finish the
season in a victorious way, the
Monograms will have to rise to a
great height. They have been in the best of shape
to score a double victory in the final

Ragsdale, Johnson Wins
Athletic Shoes

Ralph Johnson, playing guard for the
locals during the Catawba college game,
is the proud possessor of two pair of Athletic Shoes.

This makes the third pair of shoes
given away by the Kiwanis store to
members of the college team. Ralph
Mulligan has won two pair by his
scoring ability and as he failed to
play any length of time in the game
last week, he did not have much
care to make it three straight.

TUMBLE IV

Many people wonder why Ralph Mulli-

Johnson was not the only man in the
game because he was so very good as he
was supplemented by teammates who
were not as good as he was. Mulligan
gained his shooting eye and

Ragsdale, Johnson Wins
Athletic Shoes

The High Point college basketball team
will wind up its schedule on the road
this week, when it visits the Catawba
court team. The Catawba men are
starved for revenge and the Panthers
will be placed in a very strong posi-
tion to take advantage of the
situation. The High Point team will
have to be very careful not to let the
Catawbas catch them again.

RAGS AND ROSES

Play Two Games Next On Trip

Panthers to Close Season
Next Week or Hard Trip

With the meeting of the College Men
from Catawba and the Locals to be
run
ner-up to the locals to be runner-up to
tallies.

After the game had ended and after the
players had taken their bows, the team
formed and sang "The Star Spangled
Banner." The game was played in
its basketball team, but never a more

The track team is not supported
for a season. The track team is not

the Catawbans earlier in the season,
23-25 on their home court, but the game
was played under familiar con-

Slyvie Wilson and Ralph Mulligan
are the heroes of the game. The
Catawbans went down to defeat by
playing with the visitors from the home court.

play with Hutton and Rad-

The "specs" dragged the game

as being an athlete of some note. He
was first of last week and will con-
tinue for several weeks. A special mem-
bership committee, composed of Clyde
Pugh, John Leach, and Ralph Carter, has been appointed.
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UNIVERSITY OF N. C. OFFERS FELLOWSHIPS

Twenty-four University of North Carolina Fellowships, each with a stipend of $500, are open to graduate students. The winners of these fellowships will have to perform certain limited services, in return for which they will receive an additional grant. Teaching experience is desired, but not required. Students who win these will be permitted to hold no other office or position connected with the University and may not occupy any position outside the school.

Five University Scholarships are available on the same general terms as those governing the fellowships, except that they are open to women also. These require no services of the winners and are open to all graduate students represented in the graduate school.

A limited number of appointments as teaching assistants are also available. The stipends range from $250 to $300, and tuition fees are remitted. They require approximately half-time teaching, the remainder of the time being devoted to advanced study in that particular department.

A special form of application to be signed from the University office, must be mailed before March 15, by all candidates.

PROF. STIMSON'S CONCERT PLEASURES N. C. C. W. GIRLS

Miss Kirkman, accompanied by the local music department in Song Recital

February 28, 1929
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FIGHTING PANTHERS ARE CHAMPIONS

CONFERENCE TITLE IS AGAIN CAPTURED BY COLLEGE QUORUM

Coach J. P. Boylin Leads Team to Victory Over "Little Six" triumphant

CLOSE UP YEAR-END

Panthers start slowly, but improve as season progresses; new pivot man is New Pivot Man

The "Fighting Panthers" have come through again and another "little six" championship in the field of athletics is theirs from their stronghold. This is the third consecutive year that the high Point basketball team has won the league. To coach J. P. Boylin goes a great deal of the credit for the success of the local teams, as a result of his outstretched efforts in striving to place the Panthers at the pinnacle.

This winter when practice started it was not evident that the high Point nine would become the "Monk" Hill and Bob Snyder, two of last year's regulars, were missng from the lineup. But the boys could be hard to hit. However, work out was carried on and the team began the year and rounded out into some semblance of shape and form.

The men came out strongly in this year's games scheduled due to the lack of a year's worth of practice and the limitations imposed upon the Panthers by the rules.

(Calculated as Page Two)

SOCIETIES HOLD ANNUAL BANQUET

The Artemesian and Altheian Literary Societies brought to a climax their fall activities in Mid-Dec. 23, and the annual joint party was given.

Glen Perry. the principal speaker on the program, gave a literary address, the subject of which was "The Relation of Literary Societies and Their Relation to Athletics."

The festive occasion was reached by the address rendered by Prof. T. H. Lamer, professor of music.

MANY STUDENTS ENTER ORATORICAL CONTEST

Contest for Boys to Be at Elmo—First Woman's Contest to Be Held Here

HAS MANY ODD DEVICES

Tuesday evening, March 12, Glenn L. Morris will give an address on the "Men of High Point."

A new era is better than the old. Discoveries and inventions both astounding and marvellous are being made, as the very eyes of the public in this age of popularized science. Without a doubt from the scientific research we are bring in the greatest of all ages.

Mr. Morris has filled eleven hundred appointments in his tours and from all sides have come messages expressing satisfaction with his entertainments.

UNDERWOOD TO PRESENT CANTATA

The college choral club under the direction of Prof. E. R. Johnson, has completed and will present an interesting program, entitled "The Christmas Cantata," which has pleased to the point of being the first of its kind to be presented by the organization.

kalypso Antonakos is Most Beautiful Coed

At a special election held Friday afternoon the campus beauty queen was Miss Kalypso Antonakos, of High Point. She was chosen the most beautiful girl in High Point College. The Raleigh News and Observer will carry a picture of the girl as the representative of High Point's feminine beauties and as one of the other similar institutions over the state.

Miss Antonakos was chosen last year as the most charming girl in school and followed by a second place of her this year shows good judgment among the student body. She is a native of this area and stands high among the upper third scholarly.

Miss Betty Hendrick, of High Point, and Miss Beth Woodson, of Charlotte, tied for second place. Miss Era Ellis of Henderson, took third place.

NOVEL PROGRAM IS GIVEN BY STUDENTS

Excellent Musical Program Followed by Enthusiastic Talk on Track

ACTORS MERIT AWARDS

One of the most interesting programs of the year, featuring regular Agora and a discussion on track by Ralph Mulligan, was presented Monday morning.

The first number was a trumpet solo by Allen Hughes, accompanied by Don Hockins at the piano. This was followed by two popular selections on the organ by Richard L. Hall, and the number was rendered by Clifford Mitchell, who gave two very delightful impromptu solos. The text was given by Don and Maggie, choral students of the college.

After the musical program, Ralph Mulligan, sensational speed demon of the campus, stood on the platform where he produced an extraordinary appeal to fund tracks. In the course of his talk, he distributed a number of beautiful drawings. Miss and Mrs. L. G. and Mrs. R. H. were received with a shower of pretty flowers. Ruby rings,диоз, by doing which he sent the price of the shoes into the central area. Mr. Perry, in being chosen to give the principal address, was offered his congratulations. Mr. Perry, in being chosen to give the principal address, was offered his congratulations.

The Raleigh News and Observer will carry a picture of the girl as the representative of High Point's feminine beauties and as one of the other similar institutions over the state.
Students Need Guidance in Selecting Careers

That there are a number of students who have not decided on their life work was shown by the answers to the questionnaire submitted to the students here recently. This is rather a deplorable situation and indicates that many of these men will be turned out as "drafters" without any clear idea of what they are doing or where they want to go.

This situation is due in a large part to the failure of teachers or schools in furnishing vocational guidance. It is quite true that each individual must select his own life work for himself but it is also equally true that he should have proper information about the different occupations, their possibilities, and his own aptitudes before he makes a selection.

That a vocational guidance course would not be out of place in some of our colleges is evident from the result of the questionnaire. Undoubtedly such a course for both men and women would enable the college to hold them as competent teachers or to throw on the world every June when they leave school.

What About Social Affairs Off the Campus?

The general discussion about holding social events off the campus is revived again this year. All the banquets and dinners of the various organizations on the campus are held in the college dining hall.

This policy of compelling the student organizations to hold their social affairs on the campus has provided much comment among the students. The only apparent reason for this ruling is the problem of having the library facilities properly chaperoned for attending off-campus social affairs. This is a rather weak excuse for the co-eds from rural sections and the various organizations are about their only opportunity of making new social contacts. There would, of course, be practically the same number of people present that would be agreed upon in attending something off the campus. To the dormitory students they must see just like any other dinner, a little "dressed up."

As to the question of expense, about $200 that would not exceed the rates here very much, if any. The student for the most part would gladly pay the difference if he felt that his social affairs in town.

College students should be made to realize and respect themselves in a way that would bring no reflection on the college. Why not allow the organizations to have at least one social event out of town during the course of the year? At least it would settle the question as to whether it would work or not.

SOCIETIES HOLD THEIR ANNUAL BANQUET

(Continued from Page One)

Jannet artist and his wife and child coming to this country from Italy. Miss Nicholson presented the library with 30 books.

The Dramatic Club Quartet, composed of Roy Bass, Gay Prichard, Elyse Marine, and Bert Campbell, sang several songs and conducted the program. The banquet held in the dining room at a dinner hour was the first one ever held in the college dining hall. The room was beautifully decorated with panels of the rainbow and at the back was a large artificial rainbow, illuminated with colored lights, to be seen. The color effect was carried by the answers to the questionnaire submitted to the students here recently.

That there has at last come a slump in college enrollment is shown by the enrollment figures recently made known by the United States Department of Education. The aim of the petition is not to win votes as such but to maintain the general interest in college affairs in town. The aims of the petition are to be guided to where one is. That Love."

Dr. E. P. Linley filled his regular Wednesdays. Dr. Linley was pastor of the First Baptist Church of that city for some time.

During the chapel program last Friday morning a very interesting service, entitled Symphonic Voinetioe No. Four, by Charles Duru, was given by Mrs. J. Carl Hill and Miss Mary Bissett, two sophomore girls.

The competition is not to win votes as such but to maintain the general interest in college affairs in town. The aims of the petition are to be guided to where one is.
DEAN P. E. LINDLEY
SPARKS IN CHAPEL

Very Attractive Schedule Arranged

The football schedule as announced for next year, by the athletic committee of High Point College, is an attractive one. Seven games have been scheduled, permitting the possibility of one more. One date, November 16, remains open upon and unless an attrac-
tive game can be secured it will stay open, according to T. C. John-
son, chairman of the board. The schedule is as follows:

High Point vs. Westminster, October 12.
High Point vs. Erskine at Due West, A, October 5.
High Point vs. Newberry at High Point, October 26.
High Point vs. High Point, October 19.
High Point vs. Eastern Blythewood at High Point, October 26.
High Point vs. Catawba at Salisbury, November 5.
High Point vs. Atlantic Christian College at Wilson, November 19.
Open, November 16.

ELON FALLS BEFORE PURPLE PANTHERS

Defensive Ability of Locals Stands Out—Thompson Shoots Six Field Goals

Elon made a desperate attempt to de-
feat the Panthers in their three point game but fell short, in a close game that ended with the Locals winning by a score of
28-22.

The Panthers and Locals are now tied for
first place, having each won four games.

The Panthers remain top in the Ken-
tucky Conference, while High Point
is second in the Geor-
gia Conference.

The Locals are considering extending their
winning streak another week as they have
now won five consecutive games. The Pan-
thers have won four in a row.

The Panthers' defense was the key to their
victory. The Locals had a hard time putting
points on the board, and the Panthers' defense
was able to keep them from scoring.

The Panthers, still in the running for the
conference title, will face their next challenge
in their game against High Point. This game will
be played on November 16.

The Locals will face their next challenge in
their game against High Point. This game will
be played on November 16.

The Panthers, still in the running for the
conference title, will face their next challenge
in their game against High Point. This game will
be played on November 16.

The Locals will face their next challenge in
their game against High Point. This game will
be played on November 16.
JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET

Preparation for Annual Affair
For Election of Junior-
SeniorBanquet

ALL COMMITTEES ARE APPOINTED

Preparation for the Junior-Senior banquet is the chief interest of the junior class at present. In order that the banquet may show no lack of thought or imagination and no offense or being upset by the juniors in trying to make it an outstanding event in the history of the college.

The Junior-Senior banquet is an actual affair and both the Juniors and Seniors benefit by a year with great enthusiasm to this outstanding event.

The banquet this year promises to be the best in the history of the college. Even though it is nearly two months away, plans are already being formed, and each member of the class is showing a great interest in the program.

At a recent meeting of the class the following committees were appointed by this president, Raymond Perkins: Decoration committee, C. C. Roberts, J. H. Peck, G. P. Peck, T. O. Olius, E. J. Ellis, J. L. Ellison; Program committee, Ralph Mulligan, Ralph Antos, J. E. Schechter; Finance committee, Walter F. Fagony, Virgil W. Wynn, Graham Wynn, Hilda Amick, Virginia Stoups; Planning committee, Harry Stuart, Lucy Novacek, Harry Young.

AMERICAN STUDENTS TO OBTAIN IDENTITY CARDS

Provides for Reduced Travel Rates and Serves as Introduction to European Students

The American edition of the International Student Identity Card can be obtained by and forwarded, whether American or foreign nationality registered at more responsible higher institution in the United States on the list of the American Council on Education. It serves as an introduction to European students and their organizations and as a document of identity in obtaining reduced prices for visas, railroads and travel in Europe as well as for certain hotel accommodations.

Holders of the card can obtain free access to usual libraries, concert halls, museums, exhibitions, concert halls, drama theaters, cafes, clubs, restaurants, churches, etc. The card entitles you to 10 per cent reduction on the 10 lowest rates of transportation, excluding gas stations and any group, special reduced group visa to Great Britain and other countries.

In the latter case, any member of student division can obtain up to two free rail passes for the journey. In the American edition, all the students names certified to Federation office, and presented the list to the original granting the visa. All the other students verified by presenting an application for identity card only to the foreign student.

A student wishing to apply for an identity card must obtain an application blank from the N. S. F. A. office, 382 Madison Avenue, New York City. This must be filled in full, signed by a member of the faculty of the institution, to which the student belongs. There should also be two photographs in full filling the application for the card.

American students registered at colleges abroad cannot obtain the American edition of the student identity card. They are urged, however, to apply to the Student Union of the country in which they are studying for the identity card of that country.

The card is valid for one year only, and may be renewed four times for similar period if the holder is still an accredited institution. It may also be renewed by a foreign union if the student is registered at a college abroad and qualified for the card of that country.

SMATHERS GIVES LECTURE HERE IN CHAPEL HOUR

Speaker States That the Setting of the Weary Goal is of Prime Importance in Student Life

ASPIRATION IS THEME OF TALK

M. L. Smithers, pastor of the Krank Main Methodist church, spoke to the students here a few days ago on the subject of "Aspiration." It was the general consensus of opinion among the students that the speaker was one of the best to have ever spoken in the campus this year.

"Aspiration," said Mr. Smithers, "is that which we hope to become." That students in college should realize that they are in the process of making their lives is of great importance. They are embarking upon work, working to come to the men and women that one hopes to be. "Seeking after or your zenith of achievement," the speaker said, "is the key to the great success of the country. The student must have a worthy ambition, one that is high enough, broad enough, and deep enough to call forth the "breadth," said Mr. Smithers.

The voice of the professor depends upon the moral character of the man or woman who is to achieve.

LEARN THE PIANO IN TEN LESSONS

TENOR-BANJO OR MANDOLIN IN FIVE LESSONS

Without nerve-racking, heart-breaking scales and exercises. You are taught to play by note in regular progressive books, until you are ready for the Grand final exam. You will be able to play in regular musical society.

SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL

The "Hallmark Self-Instructor" is the father of this method. Eight years experience in teaching this great work. The entire course with the necessary examinations is contained in one volume. The first lesson is free, plus delivery and tax. The student may examine the seal unbroken, and if it does not improve you in ten lessons you will be refunded in full.

Send for it on approval. The "Hallmark Self-Instructor" is the soul uncle of the American edition of the International Student Identity Card. For full information, send for the "Hallmark Self-Instructor." Address: New York, N. Y. for price and details.
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Dry Cleaning

STEPPEN'S STUDIO

"A story in picture frames nothing added" ENTRANCE NEXT TO WASHINGTON CAFE

Notice
S. J. Morton Jewelry Stock

SPECIAL SALE IS NOW GOING ON ALL Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds, Silverware AT TYPICALLY LOW PRICES

NOTHING RESERVED

Come in and Be Convinced
S. J. MORTON, Jewelry
300 N. Main St. Phone 2009

Compliments of
Cline Milling Co.

Makers of
"MOTHER’S CHOICE" and "MORNING GLORY" FLOUR

"We Call For and Deliver"
RUSSELL’S Electric Shoe Shop
104 S. Main St. Phone 5142

Myrtle Desk Co. Manufacturers of OFFICE FURNITURE Desks, Chairs, Tables, Cabinets Telephone Stands

High Point Steam Laundry

French Dry Cleaners

Dry Cleaning Tailoring Dyeing

GLOVER SYSTEM RAMSEY METHOD DRY CLEANING

Phone 123
110 E. Green St. Phone 2988

HIGH POINT, N. C.

The Plant That Service Built

Tuckers

High Point

Compliments of
J. W. Sechrest & Son

The GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE

"An Eating Place of Excellence"

Phone 2907
104 N. Main St.
The vocational Fraternity series, sponsored by Dr. P. E. Laidley and the college Y. M. C. A., began here last week which will continue each Tuesday for a period of about ten weeks, discussing the important phases of the problem. As it is practical for our customes to be in the administration building until the club room in McCulloch Hall has been furnished, the series will be held here. However, if the men of the college fall to participate in the discussion, these discussions will be discontinued. Future announcements of speakers depend entirely on the response given by the men to the first few talks. This is an innovation at High Point College and we hope that it will be interesting to the student body.

Mr. T. W. Andrews says That the Field Is Not Overworked and Needs Help

In addition to the talks on vocational subjects, the series will include discussions of such highly important subjects as, medicine, law, engineering, business, etc., to give talks here weekly for a period of about ten weeks.

WILL HELP MEN
Leaders of Many Different Professions to Give Discussions of Their Work

SIGMA ALPHA SORORITY

The second speaker of a series of vocational talks and it included the new and old members. It is a discussion at which the students are present in order to be held in the administration building until the club room in McCulloch Hall has been furnished. However, if the men of the college fall to participate in the discussion, these discussions will be discontinued. Future announcements of speakers depend entirely on the response given by the men to the first few talks. This is an innovation at High Point College and we hope that it will be interesting to the student body.

Dr. S. S. Coe in Vocational Talk

The second speaker of a series of vocational talks and it included the new and old members. It is a discussion at which the students are present in order to be held in the administration building until the club room in McCulloch Hall has been furnished. However, if the men of the college fall to participate in the discussion, these discussions will be discontinued. Future announcements of speakers depend entirely on the response given by the men to the first few talks. This is an innovation at High Point College and we hope that it will be interesting to the student body.

Dr. S. S. Coe in Vocational Talk

The second speaker of a series of vocational talks and it included the new and old members. It is a discussion at which the students are present in order to be held in the administration building until the club room in McCulloch Hall has been furnished. However, if the men of the college fall to participate in the discussion, these discussions will be discontinued. Future announcements of speakers depend entirely on the response given by the men to the first few talks. This is an innovation at High Point College and we hope that it will be interesting to the student body.
How About Some Interest in High Point?

Dr. E. O. Cummings, professor of industrial chemistry, and Prof. J. F. Norris, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have sold their patented process for the manufacture of succinic acid to the National Industrial Company, Inc., of New York. Although the exact amount involved for this patent could not be ascertained, it is understood the transaction involved a considerable amount of money.

Succinic acid is a valuable chemical. It is hoped it will largely replace the tartaric acid used in the preparation of baking powder, because it is a valuable chemical acid made by this process. A surfeit is not considered less than tartaric acid, which process for making succinic acid was needed for making succinic acid from coal tar.

Sucrose is obtained from coal tar, but it has been known for some time that under certain conditions become may even be captured by hostile forces.}

SUCRASE SELLING FORMULA

Dr. E. O. Cummings, professor of industrial chemistry, and Prof. J. F. Norris, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have sold their patented process for the manufacture of succinic acid to the National Industrial Company, Inc., of New York. Although the exact amount involved for this patent could not be ascertained, it is understood the transaction involved a considerable amount of money.

Succinic acid is a valuable chemical. It is hoped it will largely replace the tartaric acid used in the preparation of baking powder, because it is a valuable chemical acid made by this process. A surfeit is not considered less than tartaric acid, which process for making succinic acid was needed for making succinic acid from coal tar.

Sucrose is obtained from coal tar, but it has been known for some time that under certain conditions become may even be captured by hostile forces.
TAKE 7 OUT OF 8!

Due to the Fighting Spirit of the "Little Six" colleges, the locals have clawed and fought their way to the top in the "Little Six" men's basketball league. Playing games with four of the "Little Six" colleges, the locals chalked up seven victories out of eight starts. This is an impressive record when it is considered that basketball is a home game and chances for victory on a foreign floor are much less, due to the different size courts and lighting effects.

The locals were the first junior college team to be invited to the Southern Conference tournament. It was a credit to North Carolina basketball, and to several teams of the state in the battle of the small school in the Southern Conference tournament.

We have participate in all the "Little Six" games, but a basketball is a funny game, and we can make a mistake that our Panthers would give them the Indiana game as the start, only it is too late.

Good Luck, Pat

When the last whistle ended, one of the greatest athletes in the history of High Point College passed out of the spotlight of the field. Pat Thompson, who recently became a benemded scholar, is no less a baseball and basketball team for the past three years. Much of the success of the Panthers is due to the efforts of the basketball and football team. Eventually his place will be filled, but as long as the High Point College football and basketball teams have participated with Thompson, there will always be a man with a heart for the game and a passion for the sport.

Making the Game Safe

The Panthers have made a step further in making a safe game safe, and occasional thrilling games from football games. Any college can have two teams of the state and still have the Staters as champions, but we have the advantage of participating with Thompson, there will always be a man with a heart for the game and a passion for the sport.

The Panthers have the advantage of participating with Thompson, there will always be a man with a heart for the game and a passion for the sport.

The Panthers have made a step further in making a safe game safe, and occasional thrilling games from football games. Any college can have two teams of the state and still have the Staters as champions, but we have the advantage of participating with Thompson, there will always be a man with a heart for the game and a passion for the sport."

"LAROLA" PRESENTED BY VOLUNTEER GROUP

One-Act Play Given Here Monday will Be Taken to Raleigh This Week.

"Larola," a one-act play by Helen L. Willough, depicting Indian life and the breaking dawn of the caste system, was presented by the local college student volunteer group Monday night. The play was presented in a small gymnasium with the consent of the Indian music and dance. The costs of the characters was increased slightly, but still, the play went on to a very creditable showing.

The foundation of American Nationality, Greensboro, N. C., is one of the most attractive and most interesting exhibits at the show. The foundation has taken the lead in the teaching of the Hidden Nation, the study of the Indian, and the study of the American Indian. The foundation has been working on the problem of the Indian for many years, and has done much to bring about a better understanding of the American Indian.

The Victory Bell

The old Independence Bell at Phoenix was brought to the United States by Sir John Stuart, who accompanied the Revolutionary War. This bell is now on display at the new Independence Hall, and is one of the most attractive and interesting exhibits at the show. The bell is a fine example of the craftsmanship of the period, and is a fine example of the work of the copper industry.

We have the advantage of participating with Thompson, there will always be a man with a heart for the game and a passion for the sport."

The Sheraton Hotel, High Point, North Carolina, is a fine example of the work of the copper industry. The Sheraton Hotel is a fine example of the work of the copper industry. The Sheraton Hotel, High Point, North Carolina, is a fine example of the work of the copper industry. The Sheraton Hotel, High Point, North Carolina, is a fine example of the work of the copper industry.

The Sheraton Hotel, High Point, North Carolina, is a fine example of the work of the copper industry. The Sheraton Hotel, High Point, North Carolina, is a fine example of the work of the copper industry. The Sheraton Hotel, High Point, North Carolina, is a fine example of the work of the copper industry.
THE HI-PO

STUDENTS AT THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

By Graham Madison

With a wary eye, Professor Mornings acted as the heralds of the ear that followed High Point's most distinguished in the nation

The students from the House of Representatives arrived on Saturday morning, March 3, with the assurance of George and Billian's clock and loudly gathered his board together

The bell was ringing, but the trip was made without an incident, until the party floated peacefully into Pennsylvania Avenue. The streets were filled with welcoming hands, extended in hearty greeting to the thronging tourists. There was no rain, but the breeze was caused to a feeling of mist and it was reduced only by the dazzling net of a sun cap.

From the appearance of the hotel chosen by the visitors they must have beenx

But the breezed keepers of the tavern—children of their devotion—compensated for the historical appearance of the place. The room in which they were served was rather small and the decor was designed to hold the greatest attraction for the visitors since Edgar Lane spent most of his time there.

The party visited the Capitol on Sunday, and, by some strange error was carried High Point's sons to the Inn at the home of representatives. The speaker of the house asked them where they had come and the present reality informed him that they were from the country. To prove the statement, the speaker called for a meeting of the city and the town.

"Men and women of the new world. This is to

"What are you doing there?" asked a policeman of a woman who had stopped her automobile near and was preparing to alight.

"Parking my car," she replied. "I thought this would be a good place.

"The sign there reads "Safety Zone."

Wagger's Ladies' Shop

"For the Woman Who Cares"

"A Kodak's so simple and complete,

That to operate it on no feats,

Insert the film, select the scene, snap,

There's little chance for a mishap."

"A Kodak provides so much fun

That you shouldn't be without one."

(Byline of "Hello"

The RHODES PRESS

130-132 W. Commerce

Phone 4214

Printers & Stationers

"The Plant That Serve Built"

TO DUKE PROFESSORS

Dr. Hoover and Dr. Hamilton of the Economics Department to Travel Abroad for Study

Two valuable fellowships have been awarded by the social science research council of Duke University to Dr. C. B. Hoover and Dr. Earl J. Hamilton, professors in the department of economics. These fellowships are valued at $8,000 and will enable them to do foreign research work.

Dr. Hoover, who will spend more than a year in Russia, will study the banking system with special reference to a managed currency. He will travel throughout Russia, devoting most of his time, however, to Moscow and Leningrad.

Dr. Hamilton will also use his fellowship for a study of currency. His particular work is to be in reference to Spanish archives of money prices, and wages in Castile from 1500 to 1600. His work will be influenced by the in

Mr. Gardner to be the official banner-carrier of High Point. John Dosler is now hailed as the official banner-carrier of North Carolina's delegation in the palace.

"The Ante, with its liquid, bird-like tone.

And in the swish and moan of the tide.

And calms the spirit by grief imprest.

Oh, there is music everywhere:

The Bells, o'er the harp-strings of life do sweep—

Emotions strangely mingled and deep

are best exp
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Decision Here Is Unanimous

Only One Week Till Vacation
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LINDLEY SPEAKS AT STUDENT ВОLUNTEER MEETING SUNDAY

(Continued from Page One)

Frank Walters Called Home

Frank Walters prominent member of the senior class last year's basketball squad was called to his home in Chicago, Illinois, by the serious illness of his father. He left early Friday morning and arrived home Saturday.

Mr. Walters has been in poor health for some time so that the sudden death was not entirely unexpected. It is thought that Frank will be back in school after the Easter holidays.
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COACH BOYLIN MUST BUILD ENTIRE NEW INNER COMBINATION

Brasser to Be Moved to Third Base and Perdue to Shortstop

BATTLE FOR SECOND BASE

Outfield is Expected to Be One of the Strongest Features of the High Point Club

Coach Boylin is confronted with the problem of building a new team in this field this year before he can expect to have a formidable diamond team. "Mock" Hill, regular first baseman on last year, and Chas Russel, second baseman, are both out of school. On top of this is the uncertainty as to whether Raymond Purcell can perform with his usual agility due to a trick knee ex- isting last year in football. Purcell protected the left corner last year but will probably be shortstop to replace Brasser, who will go to third.

Mitchell and Dixon will probably have a merry swap for the first base position as each of them are sufficiently experienced to take care of it. Dixon will probably remain at third base which he has occupied for three last year.

Ethan Perdue can get into shape. There remains two openings open to all competition—shortstop and second base.

There is a must amongst the candidates who have shown good form so far in practice and although the positions are open as yet, it is beginning to look as if they will be just as strenuously fought over as any part of the team. Those who are strong candidates are Williams, Perdue, Radcliffe, Fiquiere, Perdue, Pache, Pache, and Blomme.

The skating shoes look up as one of the strongest features of the present team. Mitchell, Pache, and John- son are above the average as receivers and one or the other will handle the catch. It is not known whether Yow, Yow, and Yow will be as strong as there were some last year.

The baseball season will open with a bang Tuesday, March 21, when the Greensboro and High Point teams meet at Greensboro. The Panthers have already started a new manager, Mr. Dr. Inat Wachovia, former manager of the local institution. The Panthers will start with a strong team and have already won some of the early games, and the local institution seems to be the only team that can compete with them this year.

COLLEGE LETTERMEN WILL GET SWEATERS

Money Raised by Clyde Pugh and Edwin Hendrick Through Local Subscriptions

TWENTY-THREE AWARDED

Twenty-three boys of the local institute will receive sweaters and insignias in the near future for services rendered on the local athletic teams. This represents the number of men in the local school who are eligible to wear a letter on their sweaters.

The intercollegiate track meet will take place on the local campus on Saturday, April 8. The local team will be opposed by Guilford, Davidson, and High Point.

Ralph Mulligan is in this year's track meet, and he has performed very well in the last games he has played. His speed is one of the most important factors in the success of the local team.

A victory in this game would add much to the prestige of the local team.
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TO DEBATE WAKE FOREST HERE

High Point College will meet Wake Forest in debate on Saturday night of the current week. This will be the second debate between these two institutions. Last year the contest was held at Guilford on neutral ground.

The local press is predicting a favorable result for High Point. The week before, the two institutions met at Guilford, Lebanon and High Point had the last word. Resulted, that a substitute for trial by jury should be adopted.

The local news, enunciated by Millstone Ames and Ralph Matthews, will uphold the negative side of the question.

PROF. JOHNSON GIVES EDUCATIONAL TALKS

TOパイラススPEAKS AT CHAPEL HOUR TUESDAY

This earth's really a thing of beauty.
See it that way is our duty.
Certain scenes we'd like unchanged to keep
We cannot, for Nature does not sleep.
And she shifts the scenes both night and day,
But we may keep them the kodak way.

STEPHENS STUDIO
401 South Main St.
"The Plants That Serve Us"
Enterance Next to Washington Cats

R. L. FARMER SPEAKS AT CHAPEL HOUR TUESDAY

High Point Farmer in speaking to the student body Tuesday morning said he was interested in the truth and the life.
He said that we are not interested in the ways of life. We want to know the way we are going. We are not so interested in the means today as we are the end. We are going to Him who said "I am the way, the truth and the life."

We do not doubt the truth of Jesus. The greatest statements of the country are based on the truth of Jesus Christ.

"In the beginning was the word and the word was God. There is no other name under heaven whereby man may be saved, save the name of Jesus." This life is ours and what we make out of it is our only passport to heaven.

WAGGERS LADIES' SHOP

The art of tailoring is not limited to men. Women's wear is made by the same expert tailors who make menswear.

Smart Spring Styles
in College Men's Clothes
N. H. Silver Co.
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"An Eating Place of Excellence"

304 N. Main St.

EAT WITH US
DURING THE
EASTER HOLIDAYS
Good Food - Low Prices
Friendly Cafeteria
112 South Main Street

904 N. Main St.

The Best Candy and Toasted Sandwiches in Town
Free Doors from College Corner

HIGH POINT CANDY COMPANY
120 N. Main St.

Compliments of
J. W. Sechrest
& Son
Easter Holidays Extended A Late Hour

WASHINGTON POLICE TAKE J. H. MOURANE

For many days the students of High Point College have been on strike, with happy thoughts. Now let our hearts be heavy with morose and dark forebodings for the heavy hand of the law has been set upon us. It was only two days ago that our own Professor Mourane departed hence with two great and barefaced officers of the law from the District of Columbia.

The history of the case is this: Up to this point, Professor Mourane went away to the capital to witness the inauguration. For many years now Mr. Mourane has been faithful to the duties of the professorate, and in his visits to the capital he ought to forget his daily work and no doubt announced—the students are not on strike because of that. The deed that during the last raising of the inside of the Washington monument was greatly conspired. Upon seeking the source of trouble it was found that the very top of the monument was greased. (Continued on Page Three)

MISS YOUNG BUYS A NEW AUTOMOBILE

Becomes Popular Overnight; Is Invested in Real Estate by Tammany Hall

Mary E. Young, Jean of women at High Point College, has bought a new automobile, but it is not her own, and the patient and cautious preparation for the coming season of spring has yielded the old one to the relief of her ancestors while Professor Pugfai glides along the highway in a brand new. But though she is not the owner, she has a strong interest in the vehicle. In behalf of the delicate ones in the dormitories, Miss Young decided on a closed car this time, with an adjustable driver's seat (of course). Other features of the specially built car which now attracts attention from the faculty as well as the students is its gracefully traversing the campus drivers, the result of Miss Young's exquisite design and taste. One of the most extraordinary attachments in a radio receiving set which is always tuned to the station WBF, glee dormitory, with Woffie Westminster on the broadcasting. The new and windowless of the car are equipped with automobile condensers, and it is said that the car can see out, but the one outside cannot see in.

Speed was one of the qualities required of the car when she talked to the automobile salesmen, speed, and was one of the special things, she said. Miss Young says no, there were the greatest interest of the old Steubekaker and employ herself in radio efforts to keep pace with the present trend of the fast.

The dull call of ordinary existences that formerly hung across the activities of the dean has rolled away since the campus is now filled with the Apparently the health of her undiscovered abilities have been realized. The executive council is not far off and the fast is half a week, but the car has been offered a position as chaplain of Tannity Hill, an assistant editor with the Gazette.

(Continued on Page Three)

Easter Scandal Severely Stirs Students

EASTER VACATION IS EXTENDED ONE WEEK BY FACULTY

This Extension Is Decided On After Much Deliberation at Recent Meeting

STUDENTS WORK BETTER

Administration Feels That Students Will Make Good Use of This Extra Spring Holiday

It was announced today that the Easter holidays would be extended two weeks instead of one. This announcement was made after a long deliberation by the faculty to give more rest and to provide more opportunity for students to work better.

Professor Mourane's leave was granted by the Senate to make this announcement, but it is believed that the students would make use of all the time allotted to them for rest.

CAMPUS STORE WILL FURNISH FREE EATS

National Advertising Campaign Announces New Policy—Plan Large Chain Stores

URGE CHARGE ACCOUNTS

The college book-store, managed by the Sanford & Decker Co., recently stated that milk and sandwiches would be served free to all students having an average of 10% or more in their classwork. Students were also urged to open charge accounts as a means of reducing business. If the plan works successfully, books and supplies will be given free.

The management also states that a national chain of book-stores will now be opened on all of the campuses of the large institutions, with athletics graduates graduated from High Point college in charge of each one, and with Webster Poppy and the like in charge of the book-stores last year, but this year, the manager.

This surprise announcement appeared in the future of a two-page advertisement in all of the largest newspapers of the state, and was published in the weekly on the cover of the Student Evening Post. The increased store turned out to be a chain of book-stores as the corporation so that another book-stores has been bought and opened in a prominent place on the campus, in accordance with the plan of expansion outlined in the advertisement.

The Department heads are to receive a large commission on each item of chemicals in charging courses and texts. The food, however, will be served free only during the last nine months of each school year.

IT IS BETTER TO RUST OUT THAN TO WEAR OUT

This is Professor Pugh's Philosophy in regard to High Point College—Makes One Trip

"It is better to rust out than to wear out," claimed Mr. Pugh the other day in speaking of his famous Ford. This is Mr. Pugh's "hitlist" in Repeal of the Scrape after the three summer months.

Mr. Pugh has his Ford tuned and receiving all which is always inside the windows of the car. After careful consideration and possibly the worst it might be feared, in his visits to the capital he ought to forget his daily work and no doubt announced—the students are not on strike because of that. The deed that during the last raising of the inside of the Washington monument was greatly conspired. Upon seeking the source of trouble it was found that the very top of the monument was greased. (Continued on Page Two)
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Mary E. Young, Jean of women at High Point College, has bought a new automobile, but it is not her own, and the patient and cautious preparation for the coming season of spring has yielded the old one to the relief of her ancestors while Professor Pugfai glides along the highway in a brand new. But though she is not the owner, she has a strong interest in the vehicle. In behalf of the delicate ones in the dormitories, Miss Young decided on a closed car this time, with an adjustable driver's seat (of course). Other features of the specially built car which now attracts attention from the faculty as well as the students is its gracefully traversing the campus drivers, the result of Miss Young's exquisite design and taste. One of the most extraordinary attachments in a radio receiving set which is always tuned to the station WBF, glee dormitory, with Woffie Westminster on the broadcasting. The new and windowless of the car are equipped with automobile condensers, and it is said that the car can see out, but the one outside cannot see in.

Speed was one of the qualities required of the car when she talked to the automobile salesmen, speed, and was one of the special things, she said. Miss Young says no, there were the greatest interest of the old Steubekaker and employ herself in radio efforts to keep pace with the present trend of the fast.

The dull call of ordinary existences that formerly hung across the activities of the dean has rolled away since the campus is now filled with the Apparently the health of her undiscovered abilities have been realized. The executive council is not far off and the fast is half a week, but the car has been offered a position as chaplain of Tannity Hill, an assistant editor with the Gazette.

(Continued on Page Three)
Students Oppose the Suspension of Chapel

According to a recent announcement made by Dr. Andrews, chapel will be suspended indefinitely. Dr. Andrews informed the students that he would reconsider the decision in a long vacation in many other ways. The students have been used to better advantage. This announcement comes as the result of much discussion on the part of the college officials. The first thought was to first try to eliminate entirely the spring holydays; it was thought preferable to make the holidays shorter, but doubts arose about the advisability of this, and it was finally determined that if the college the spring vacation will be abolished.

After careful and calm consideration of the matter, the students entirely agree with this decision. Serious students object to having holidays, and it is evident that giving the students their spring semester interrupted by a week's vacation. They believe that they might attain much mental improvement in the week that would otherwise be wasted in idleness, going to parties, and other frivolous amusements.

High Point College is to be commended upon the correctness and seriousness of its action in evidenced in the decision to eliminate the spring holydays. There was a reluctance at first to abolish the devotion. However this has been appropriately decided upon.

High Point College Wins Panel

As a result of the recent beauty contest, Miss Young and Professor Johnson, who tied for third place, received unsolicited publicity. Since the publication of results of this contest, these two popular members of the faculty have been besieged by reporters and publicity agents of various concerns manufacturing cosmetics requesting them to reveal their secrets. Neither of the two winners have made a definite announcement as to what cosmetics they use and to what extent they use them.
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TRACK MEET PROVES STUDENTS SUPERIOR TO SCHOOL FACULTY

Professor Pugh Shows Best Form for Faculty Team and Ridge for Students

STUDENTS TAKE HONORS

Miss Young Had Coached the Faculty; Students Show the Facility of a Coach

One of the most unique track meets ever witnessed was held on High Point college's spacious athletic field yesterday. The faculty defended their dignity with remarkable efficiency and also suffered a mean defeat in the mile race. Their opponent, Charlie Amiek, who showed this type of long experience in his field, came within inches of winning the race.

The double jump; MeCanless. discus, and Mourane, high jump; Pugh, 100-yard dash; Flasch, shot-put, and one mile. Macintyre was Altold and Johnson, broad jump; McCalin, discus, and Yarborough, five-mile cross country.

Kennett and Monroe took a hard fought double of the hands of Green and Hawkins. The latter came within a bare inch of the 100-yard record. However, the faculty staged a come-back when Pugh, who is widely known for his work under Jimmy Siceloff, Jimmy Jones tried hard but his opponents was long experience in athletics exalted. Jimmy Jones was completely baffled in the shut-out by his opponent, Charlie Amiek, who showed an almost super-human strength. He also suffered a severe cut on his head when T. O. Matthews ran off and left him so far dazed by the way.

This Friday Pugh brought more power to the undergraduates when the cut-out flank was in the 440. The word "speed" seems to be linked with the same "Pugh." It was really dazzling. Altho it is only five minutes that Pugh covered for a few minutes but his glammed finish of his 100-yard dash record of 10 feet, 6 inches by a good two feet. Nyged, as we noticed, was well contented with his effort, but was regularly defeat by his opponent, who was far from start to finish.

"Little Jimmy" Siceloff showed "great" form in its meet, by winning the fancy high dive over Butler Bowl, of Smith University. Two spectators were favored by the splendid splash, as Siceloff hopped off in his perfectly executed jack-knife. From this point the contest was delayed for over 30 minutes in order to allow the pool to become refilled. The performance was announced this week by athletic officials. No reasons were given by the statement that the main reason was because the team will be defeated by the crack Smith college aggregation is turned over to the students of High Point college. It is not known whether the dean will continue his work at the college or take up professional bowling. Although it is hoped that he will continue to remain the local girls instead of solving national honors.

Bowling has for many years been the favorite pastime of Dean's and he recommends that students in their spare time follow the slogan of King Hoover. "Hooray for Your Health." He explains his robust physique from the fact that most of his leisure time is spent in bowling. It is under stood that the bowlers are down at the alley some few days been tutored some of the fine points of bowling by the "Bowling" dean.

Above is shown the High Point College gymnasiuin, which is one of the most beautiful and one of the most costly in the Old North State. The new structure is fully equipped with all kinds of modern equipment and is located on the west side of the college campus. It was erected at a cost of $200,000.

H. F. C. Aquatic Team Downs Smith University

BEAUTIFUL NEW GYMNASIUM

Intercollegiate baseball will be abandoned by High Point college, it was announced this week by athletic officials. No reasons were given by these officials, nor have some been flying thick and fast since the statement was issued.

However, it is thought by many that the main reason was the breaking off of a very many hats in one great financial drain on the college.

One of the finest gymnasiiums in the South is now the property of the local school. Through years of planning and toil it has been erected to the memory of those who have fought and died for the cause. Their fight, though, has not been in vain, and if they could but live to see the wonderful addition to the campus, their hearts would swell within their bosoms with the pride of accomplishing something well done. Altho, the students of High Point college will remember the valiant fight these heroes of the past have made, that with their descendants, could have a gymnasium in which to play basketball.

All Baseball Games Cancelled This Year

IT IS CLOSED

Jimmie Siceloff Shows Great Form in Winning the Fancy High Dive

TWO SPECTATORS DROWN

Chicago Whittier Announces That the Prospects for Next Year's Team Are Bright

It is a common proposition race miles he

"MISS YOUNG BUYS A NEW AUTOMOBILE"

(Continued From Page One) Dorothy Tit, and as chief moral of the Orpheum theatre.

The dean has made no official announcement as to her future activity, but it is generally believed that she will accept the Tammany Hall proposition, since her inclinations have always leaned toward politics.

Panther Grist

A New Gym

One of the finest gymnasiiums in the South is now the property of the local school. Through years of planning and toil it has been erected to the memory of those who have fought and died for the cause. Their fight, though, has not been in vain, and if they could but live to see the wonderful addition to the campus, their hearts would swell within their bosoms with the pride of accomplishing something well done. Altho, the students of High Point college will remember the valiant fight these heroes of the past have made, that with their descendants, could have a gymnasium in which to play basketball.

A Progressive Step

High Point college has made a progressive movement by inaugurating dancing as an inter-collegiate sport. Here-before the men and women graduating from High Point college have been handicapped in competing with well trained dancers after leaving school. In fact, the local alumni recommend that students in their spare time follow the slogan of King Hoover. "Hooray for Your Health." He explains his robust physique from the fact that most of his leisure time is spent in bowling.

It is under stood that the bowlers are down at the alley some few days been tutored some of the fine points of bowling by the "Bowling" dean.

EASTER FLOWERS

PRICES REASONABLE

Prompt Delivery

HAMILTON, Florist

4006 English Street

Telephone 4210

THE BIGGER, SMOOTHER, MORE BEAUTIFUL CHEVROLET

Both Six and Four Cylinder

For Economical Transportation

CHEVROLET

Lyles Chevrolet Company

Chevrolet Sales and Service

Phone 4210

High Point, N. C.
TOBACCO FIRM PAYS
STIMSON LARGE SUM
TO ENDORSE BRAND

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC PRIZES
STINKY LICKS FOR THE
Throat Protection

MONEY GOES FOR PLANE
Amount Got for Endorsement Unknown
But Said on Good Authority to Be Millions

The director of the local music de- 
partment gets large sums of money for 
ordering the popular brand of ciga-
rettes, "Stinky Likes." Professor 
Simms denies his success in the mu-
sic world is largely due to the condi-
tion of his throat.

The practice of the director is 
"Seeking for a Cuff-tack instead of a 
Stick," and has proved to be very 
successful in improving the natural 
blood of his voice. He notices partic-
ularly the way the Master Musican asks 
the student body the same old question, 
"How do you feel?" this morning?" He 
waants the money to be F.U.N.

Just how much the said director re-
ceived is not known but from all in-
quiries the sum was reasonable and 
somewhere in the millions.

Professor Simms from childhood has 
always favored this particular brand of 
cigarette, it is said, because he 
always had a cigarette in his mouth 
only three years of age when 
playing on the baseball. The director 
suggested that prospective singers start 
smoking early as one cannot blend his 
voice in a short while.

With the huge sums of money he 
head of the music department is planning to 
purchase a large airplane to transport 
the Choral Club on its tour of Europe this 
summer.

---

Professor Yarborough and Miss T. E. 
will leave Monday for their wedding tour. 
They will visit Pilot Mountain, Hanging 
Springs, Kimesville and other interest-
ing places in the North. Miss Mary 
Young and Professor Simms will ac-
company them.

LOCALS ENCOUNTER
DARTMOUTH ELEVEN

This Game Carded as a Rest 
Between the Hard Games 
With Army and Navy

HARD SCHEDULE CARDED

Prof. T. C. Johnson, who is the pres-
ident of the athletic board of the local 
school, has just announced that Dart-
mouth would meet the Pointers at 
Welch Field next fall to round out one 
of the best gridiron teams ever as 
ranged for the book. The athletic an-
ticipation feels that the Pointers need a 
thing or two between the Army and 
Navy games and when the date was 
offered the New Hampshire school is 
readily accepted.

It is to Dartmouth's credit that 
she has this opportunity to gain fame 
by clashing with the Purple Panthers of 
High Point college. The Panthers have 
gone undefeated during the past three 
years and have ousted Notre Dame in the 
world sensation.

Next year the Beavers will play 
schedules of practically 15 games. All 
of the large schools of the east such 
as Yale, Army, Navy, Syracuse, Penn 
state, etc., will be encountered and to 
argue that Professor Boeing has decided that instead of preparing every evening that the Pan-
thers would take on the southern col-
ges as practice games.

The college regrets to see Emily Te 
wear as my present one has worn 
out. Pugh.

WANTED—A beehive in the win-
grove, Ansel.

WANTED—A girl, T. J. Whitehead, 
WANTED—A woman from spicy 
grass in the college dining room. 
N. P. Varmough.

WANTED—"Waggy" for a dog's tail. 
Riley Martin.

WANTED—A new overcoat for summer 
wear as my present one has worn 
out. R. Pugh.

STUDIO STUDIES
Many gifts on sale are pretty 
plain, They often turn out to be mere 
trinket; So why pay out your hard earned cash, 
For a gift that may be but trash?

To make sure you're not giving chaff, 
Just give your friend your photograph.

STEPSHENS STUDIO
"A story in picture better than nothing at all!"

High Point college. The Panthers have 
gone undefeated during the past three 
years and have ousted Notre Dame in the 
"world sensation."
GLASSGOWN WINS FORENSIC CONTESTS

LOCAL STUDENT WINS OVER FOUR COLLEGES THROUGHOUT STATE

"A New Crisis of Civilization" is Glasgown's Subject in Winning Speech

LENOR-RHyNE IS SECOND
Second Time in Three Years That High Point Has Won State-wide Honor

E. Clayton Glasgown, representing High Point College, won first place in the annual state oratorical contest of the North Carolina Intercollegiate Forensic Association, held April 20, at Elon College. It was the second time in three years that High Point had won this title. In 1926, and again in 1928, Keith Johnson, president of the state, was named as the winner.

The contest this year was participated in by Guilford, Lenior-Rhyne, Catawba, Elon, and High Point. All of the speakers had excellent orations and delivered them in a highly creditable manner. Lenier-Rhyne was awarded second place. Last year also this house was won by the Catawba College, but Catawba won first place.

Glasgown, the successful controver, was selected to represent the high college in a preliminary contest held here before the Easter holidays. Four speakers entered this preliminary. The subject of the winning oration was "A New Crisis of Civilization." To this he gave the necessity of religious training for modern youth.

Glasgown is a member of the present junior class. He came here last fall from Mebane High School, where he took English his first two years of college work. He has been a popular student here, and has taken part in several student activities. He was a strong man on the football boxing team last fall.

SECRECY ENSHROUDS PLANS FOR BANQUET

Committees Refuse to Divulge Information About Annual Junior-Senior Event

PLANS TO BE SURPRISE

The utmost secrecy enshrouds all plans for a college banquet to be given which is to be held soon. Ray Perdue, junior class president, and members of the literary societies, speaking before the forthcoming event. The idea seems to be to get away from the usual. The present date has not been set but April 28. Though many of the speakers have not been named, the date would be the same. Last year the dinner hall was barely furnished, all decorations being left to the last minute. With an immense Chinese style as the decorations, the platform is thought that the junior class this year will decorate the banquet for just as elaborately and show as much originality.

BOYS SIGN PETITION CONDEMNING COATS

Petition, Signed by Nearly All, Asks Faculty to Approve Shirts, Self-Sleeve Classes

GOES TO FACULTY SOON

During the past two weeks a petition has been passing around among the boys who are signing it in an effort to gain the faculty permission to go coatless. The petition will be submitted to the executive committee of the faculty sometime this week for their approval or refusal.

Nearly every man in the school has already signed and it is believed that before it is over the last student will sign the petition favorably on this matter. The movement is not expected to require the wearing of coats on class and that students should be comfortable at all times as long as they are dressed decently. Boys would certainly have more freedom than they have now off campus if they were permitted to wear their coats off when they wished to do so.

Many at other schools are not required to wear their coats on class because they do not go to class to learn how to dress or to dress their clothes, but simply to learn something about the subject they are taught.

This is the argument that they do not go to class to learn how to dress or to develop the information that the subject they are taught.

(Continued on Page Three)

FURQAY WINS BEST ROOM CONTEST IN BOYS' DORM

Wade E. Furqay, a popular member of the junior class, and a resident of "I" section of the dormitory, won the contest in a recent contest in the most attractive and best kept room. Household decoration was made of several room, which were Ralph Mattison, William Durbert, J. E. Hor- man, George Angell, John Douda, and Taffie White. The judges also reported that many of the rooms were clean but some who were decorated did not have others well arranged.

The contest was sponsored by Leon T. Johnson, who offered the prize. The judges were—W. S. Clay, W. E. Furqay, and L. N. Broome. The idea was that the junior class this year will decorate the banquet for just as elaborately and show as much originality.

SENIORS LOOKING FOR JOBS; MANY ARE SUCCESSFUL

Teaching, Preaching, Coaching and Clerical Work Among Jobs Applied For

CLASS OF '28 SUCCEEDS

A Large Number of High Point College Students to Attend Summer School For Graduate Work

"Where can I get a job?" is a question which one can hear coming from the seniors almost daily. They now face their hardest problem. School work has been done to them compared with this question.

Nearly every man has filled applications to teach in the schools of North Carolina. Several of the ministerial colleges have already secured work and are now filling the remaining appointments in their respective churches. Many of the seniors will take postgraduate work at the state's leading universities. Probably some capable coaches will come from the class.

Last year's seniors were very fortunate in securing positions. Among the best jobs offered in this state were secured by High Point graduates, mostly teachers, coaches, business men, ministers, etc. The question remains to be answered, Will the present juniors be as fortunate as last year?

(Continued on Page Three)

SPRING ELECTIONS TO BE HELD SOON

High Point College will be the scene of the election of class officers for the next few weeks of the present school term.

They will be held in almost all of the organizations and departments as select officers for next year. As yet the Y. M. C. A. is the only organization which has chosen its new officers.

All of the literary societies, clubs, social clubs, etc., will hold elections at some time before the final examinations. Much enthusiasm and interest is already shown among the students concerning the nominations for various offices.

In most cases these new officers will not take control until next year although most of them will take the office of the last regular meeting. In some of the organizations the new officers will serve for the entire year while others are elected for only one semester.

The election of class officers usually causes a great deal of campaigning among members of the classes and those chosen are the outstanding leaders of the school. The class officers serve for one year and have a great deal of responsibility placed upon them.

So far, no dates have been set for the election of the officers but it is understood that nominating committees are at work in nearly all organizations. As soon as their lists are made public, the elections will be held.

THALEAN SOCIETY DAY DEBATES ARE CHOSEN BY JUDGES

Amick, Braxton, Young, Whitehead and Dunbar to Speak on May 4

"Should the United States Join the World Court?" is the question for Fourth Annual Debate.

At a recent meeting the Thalian society elected debaters for the society debate which will hold on the society anniversary. Mr. C. B. Amick, Braxton, Young, Whitehead, and Dunbar, spoke on the motion and their speeches showed that much preparation had been done. Speaking on the other side were C. S. Young, Mr. C. B. Amick, and Thalian Dunbar, speaking on the "World Court." The debate was decided and the same question will be used on society day.

The debaters chosen according to the decision of the faculty as follows: Charles B. Amick, sophomore; James W. Braxton, senior; Talon T. Dunbar, junior; Harvey M. Young, junior, and Anthony Dunbar, sophomore. As the debate will be held in the classroom the seating is not a troublesome place and the students will be in the classroom the seating will be in the classroom the seating will be in the classroom.

The Wagger Jewelry Store of High Point will give the best debate an award of honor. The award will be in the form of a medal and will be highly prized by the members of the Thalian Society.

DR. LINDLEY SPEAKS AT HIGH SCHOOLS

"Interest of Higher Education" Discussed at Sylvan and Eli Whitney

SCHOOL OTHERS VISITED

Dew P. E. Lindley visited two high schools in Alamance county on March 29 and spoke to them on "Interest of Higher Education."

The two schools visited were Eli Whitney, which is in northern Alam- bance, and Sylvan High School, which is located in the town of Liberty.

The dean spoke to the student body at Eli Whitney at their regular chapel service. From there he went to Beav- ern Crump and spoke to the students and assembled at a large social for the afternoon event.

Dr. Lindley stressed first the fact that a college education is not a common necessity. He said that probably the college graduate has been looked upon as a favored but now is normally prepared for life. He stated that one for college education whether you get a degree or not must be acquired. To explain this, he stated that he used his own forceful Illustrations: He told of the man who decided that point on his pay. He said that the man got his one money and then dropped it. The speech gives that the man who got his one money and then dropped it.

The speech gives that the student choose to be the better for the little grade students.

(Continued on Page Two)
The HI-PO Students Express Sympathy
Through the columns of the HI-PO, in the students' behalf as a whole, to express its sympathy to William Hunter, Greensboro, and Frank Williams, Chicago, on the North Side, the news of the death of both came as a complete shock to the boys as well as to their friends. Mr. Hunter and Mr. Williams lived in the same house before the spring holidays as his father became seriously ill, and did not return here until after the funeral. Mr. Henry Hunter died after an illness of not more than an hour very soon after the college closed for the vacation. William was at home at the time.

SHADES OF SOMERSET HATCHET
As one of the signs says in the store, they are not in the habit of making money but to redeem the stock it will be necessary to raise only as much as is necessary to carry on.

Feaunis, the Hereford successor of Officer Hall, did tear down the old horse in order to supply the horses for the rancher by Ed White. We hope that these two inimitable will not be assigned the job of reconstruction.

We notice in this issue, "Secretly Endorses Junior Senior Banquet." This announcement should give the seniors no little concern.

HOT LUGGAGE PACKS IN RICHA PO
The tentative date for the annual HI-PO Banquet has been set for next year's Hi-Po banquet will be held at the Ballroom April 8th. This date will be the last date that will be a solid one for next year's Hi-Po. The Luggage Department will be open up to the last minute of the banquet. The students make all efforts to make this day an enjoyable time for all who are present.

Mr. Johnson, the student, has spoken to the HI-PO about the possibility of any ambitious boy or girl possessing the same principle and if he or she will be able to take advantage of what is on the campus and make life a pleasure and a service to others.
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NEW ADMINISTRATION TO GO ON DUTY
One Hundred Fifty New Men in the House
This new administration will be on duty one month from now and will be elected at the next meeting of the council. The new officers will go on duty one month from now and will be elected at the next meeting of the council. The new administration will be on duty one month from now and will be elected at the next meeting of the council.

The搀扶 in the store DO "inner was found to be one of the men to be able t" grab a very costly article, of April B, This date- has caused much comment on the campus and now that the date has become such an important event, it seems certain that the store will be able to make any number of sales during the next week.
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Panthers to Play Two Games This Week-End

Wofford and Wake Forest Here Friday and Saturday

**JOURNALISM STUDENTS TO PRACTICE EDITING**

Class Members to Make Up Paper Each Week—Seeking Future Staff Members

MANNIX TO GET SHORT REST

Beginning with next week's issue of the Hi-Po and continuing for several weeks, a number of this year's journalism class will be assigned as managing editor of the paper for work. The purpose of this plan is to relieve the present editor for a short time, and to find capable assistants for next year's staff. A number of students will in this way get actual experience in editorial work. The managing editor each week will pick up all assignments, news articles, prepare the front page, dummy, read and correct paste, and Yost Vinyard, a member of the junior class, has been appointed to act as the first assistant editor. It is hoped there will be a change of next week's project.

**BULLETINS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL ARE AVAILABLE**

Work in Five Departments Is Being Offered—Booklet Sets Forth Aim of Sessions

Bulletin are now ready for distribution from the college and Professor Bias is concerning the summer school. The courses will start June 30 and continue July 19. The courses offered are in: Function, Latin, History, English and Religion. Others will be given if enough students ask for them.

Because of the absence of the college faculty during the summer the study halls and the study halls and the study rooms from the dormitory are all available to the students to do their own work. The halls are available for the study of Greek, Latin and other foreign languages. This work may be transferred to.

Full college credit will be given and all college hall and division halls have found this work very helpful in their courses.

The college summer school has three definite aims. First, to help the college to enter college next semester; second, to help college students who for various reasons may wish to enter college; third, to benefit the teachers who may wish to secure extra credit toward a degree or the making of their certificates.

A fourth aim is to open during the summer the college to women. The college will welcome home women as well.
Installation of Y.M.C.A.
Officers Takes Place

ANDREWS SPEAKS

New Officers Are All Members of the Junior Class

FUTURE PLANS ARE MADE

Dr. Andrews Pralies Organization for Its Good Work During the Past Year

The lampstands and corners of the Y.M.C.A. have been placed upon the shoulders of the new officers who were elected a few days ago, Graham B. Madison of High Point, N. C., was elected as the chief executive of the organization; Harvey M. York of Statesville, N. C., was elected as vice-president; E. Clayson Glasgow of Castalia, N. C., secretary; and Wade F. Fopping, of High Point, N. C., treasurer. All of these men are members of the Junior class and will be seniors next year. Dr. F. E. Lindley was re-elected as faculty advisor.

The installation service was held last Thursday evening at 7 o'clock in the club room of McCulloch Hall, at which time the retiring president, T. W. White, administered the oath of office to the new officers. The newly elected president made a short but impressive speech.

Dr. Andrews was the speaker of the evening and used as his subject "The Application of the Y. M. C. A. to the Local Needs." Dr. Andrews pointed out several of the things which the organization might do to bring the boys on the campus nearer together and to benefit the entire faculty. He commended the organization for the work which it has started.

We Are Glad There Is Some Difference

The gum-chewing girl
And the pupil-chewing one
Are somewhat alike.
Yet different somehow:
And how is the difference?
Oh, I have it now—
There's a thoughtful look
On the face of the one...

"Want a quarter's worth of apples, please?"
"Baldwins?"
"Walt, yes, I don't believe I'll have any?

At the Sheraton Hotel

HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA
WALL G. POOLE, Manager

A Great Hotel in a Good Town

Wagger's Ladies' Shop
Phone 281 112 S. Main Street
DISTRICTION
For the Woman Who Cares

COLLEGIAN SHOES
For College Men and Women

JACOB'S
Boot Shop

FIRST ANNUAL
CLEARANCE SALE
April 8-15
Great reductions on all
SWEATERS, BELTS, PENNANTS, ETC.
Everything reduced except Books and Confections

HIGH POINT COLLEGE BOOK STORE

STUDIO STUDIES
The pictured face of a friend
Brings back memories without end;
And that picture of your mother
You prize more than any other.
Are you doing what you can do? Will you leave portraits behind you?
(Attributed)

EAT WITH US DURING THE EASTER HOLIDAYS
Good Food—Low Prices

Friendly Cafeteria
132 South Main Street

"We Call For and Deliver"
RUSSELL'S Electric Shoe Shop
104 S. Main St.
Phone 2414

Myrtle Desk Co.
Manufacturers of OFFICE FURNITURE
Desks, Chairs, Tables, Consoles
Telephone Stands

"The Plant That Service Built"

High Point Steam Laundry

French Dry Cleaners

Phone 321
HIGH POINT, N. C.

"The George Washington Cafe"
"As Eating Place of Excellence"
Phone 2707
104 N. Main St.

Compliments of
J. W. Sechrest & Son
Mayor of Greensboro Speaks At Banquet

E. B. Jeffress Talks About Journalism as Life's Work

SAYS TRUTH PAYS

Worried voters (continued from Page One)
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PERMISSION GIVEN MEN TO DOFF COATS

Executive Committee Declares
That Petition Is Allowed on Two Conditions

MUST BE PRESENTABLE

Prof. T. C. Johnson in chapel last Wednesday stated that the men of the school would be permitted to go coatless. This was one of the most satisfying announcements made all day to the male students, and they received it with light hearts.

Ruth Woodcock, a native of North Carolina, is a graduate of Furman and Vanderbilt University. He is teaching at Webb School for Boys at Bell Buckle.

It is expected that he will return to teaching at the college during the fall.

W. W. Bozzette, a member of the NCTTA and holder of a press that is free and independent, has been placed on the faculty of the consolidated industries to do journalism.

His position is so-called, as he will be paid for the country and does not necessarily attempt to be of service to the nation or its people.

Dr. E. B. Jefferson talks about Journalism as Life’s Work

(Continued from Page One)

The speaker went on to show the connection of the consolidated industries to the newspapers. The “time has passed,” he said, “when a man can be an effective journalist by saying the same thing a thousand times.”

If America is to keep up her great freedom and independence, we must have the press that is free and independent; that asserts its influence for what is best for the country and does not serve selfish interest. He went on to say, “You can’t stand your democracy without your press.”

He encouraged all those who were engaged in entertaining journalism to get the true spirit of the press and the spirit of the America.

The position was open to the entertainment of the consolidated industries to the newspapers. The “time has passed,” he said, “when a man can be an effective journalist by saying the same thing a thousand times.”

If America is to keep up her great freedom and independence, we must have the press that is free and independent; that asserts its influence for what is best for the country and does not serve selfish interest. He went on to say, “You can’t stand your democracy without your press.”

He encouraged all those who were engaged in entertaining journalism to get the true spirit of the press and the spirit of the America.
Panthers Win One and Lose One During Week

LOCALS IMPROVE

Pitcher Masterful Game Against Wofford and Has Good Support

DEACONS HAVE GOOD DAY

Wake Forest Downs Locals in Regular Beatfast in Game Resembling Track Meet

Coach Jack Boyll's High Point College baseball club showed a complete reversal of form in defeat of the Wofford Terriers 7-6 in a pretty exhibition of the home team to push over four runs singles by Hedrick and Furbes in the ninth so they all went effective.

Captains lashed the offerings of Hedrick and Madison to all corners of the park, assuring 20 safe hits. Three of the Wake Forest team's library for base hits, four were for three-quarters of the way around the bases and six carried the batter to the key stone sack without interruption. But all the little things went by the by-liners, despite the fact that they did the major part of the scoring. The Baptist lines connected for 12 safeties but only two of them went for extra bases, You driving out a triple and Stone a single and a run.

Gillooly was the outstanding performer of the afternoon, playing a beautiful game at the backstop position, while a loud out-loud of applause to the hitting and four runs to the scoring for the Baptists. Dorwin also showed a good day at bat with four safe hits, one a home run.

Coach Boyll frantically shifted his lineup in an effort to stem the tide of the former of the afternoon, playing in a beau-}

The game or checkers is the leading band of the last week.

THE HI-PO

PANTHER GRIST

Some Pickups on the Games Last Week

Coach Boyll should have the fence fronted, 102 men have won a total of some fifty letters in the three major spoils.

Trotting: There's ice in this chocolate milk. Virginia: That's all right, no extra charge.

Jewel Ruggles, former student, was the guest of Louise Holmes Friday afternoon.

Angelina Forrest spent Sunday at her home in Raeford.
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TO SPEAK IN STATE
Lindsey, Hinshaw and Johnson
Will Deliver Speeches at Various High Schools
MAY GET MORE REQUESTS

Most Notable School to Be Visited is
Syracuse, where Governor Dixon Addressed

Several faculty members of High Point College will deliver commencement addresses at various high schools in the state this spring. The engagements have been already made include schools in almost every section of the state with more engagements to be announced later.

Prof. T. C. Johnson, head of the journalism department, will speak at the Davidson county commencement, which will be held at the Lexington court house on April 21. On May 5 he will speak at the commencement session at High Point Consolidated School. Prof. O. H. Hinshaw, head of the education department, will give the commencement address at Wilkesburg High School on May 11. Dr. P. H. Lichten, dean of the college and head of the religious education department, will deliver the commencement address at Winston High School on April 24, and will make the commencement address at Pilot High School on May 4. He will also preach the commencement sermon at Etowah High School on May 12, give the commencement address at Gillisville High School on May 10, and on June 7 he will speak at Graham High School.

Perhaps the most notable place that he is to visit by any speaker will be Syraucuse High School. It is located in a mining country and at various schools Governor Dixon attended, Miss Lillian Burkard, who finished at High Point College last year, is head of the music department at Syraucuse. Dr. Lindsey will speak there on May 12.

THE BIGGER, SMOOTHER, MORE BEAUTIFUL CHEVROLET

Lyles Chevrolet Company
Chevrolet Sales and Service
High Point, N. C.

Telephone 4219

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS IN SESSION AT HIGH POINT

 Junior Class Appoints Nominating Committee

At the last meeting of the Junior class several members were appointed to nominate officers for the Zeal Club for next year. Those chosen on the committee to make nominations were: C. Glaseye, Virgil Yancey, Edith Nichols, Lucy Harrison, and Elizabeth Hansen. Plans for the Junior-Senior banquet were also completed and the various committees made their reports. The Juniors, to all appearances, are beginning to take on some of the seriousness that is to be expected upon them next year as Seniors. Although the class seems to have been drifting along in a haphazard fashion, they have really been doing a great deal of thinking, and are now making plans to put these thoughts into effect.

FORENSICS HAVE GOOD SEASON AT HIGH POINT

Debaters Win Three Out of Four Contests While Orator Wins First in State Meeting

Historical Season Not Over

The High Point college debaters closed their schedule for this year last week with a maximum victory over Furman university of Greenville, South Carolina. The season was one of the most successful that the local college has ever had. Of the four debates held there were won and only one lost. The first contest of the season was lost by the negative team to Leslie Rhone, but this team later defeated both Furman and Wake Forest in the affirmative, a conflict with great food which was also won by a maximum decision. Twelve judges served in these four debates, and nine of them voted for the High Point boys. In addition to the splendid record to date, the local institution also won first place in the annual oratorical meet of the North Carolina Intercollegiate Forensic association. The speaker in this event was O. Clayton Glasgow. Members of the debating teams were as follows: Affirmative, Fred Pegg and D. O. Flowers; negative, Ralph Mulligan and Bessie Mulligan and Millicent Ames.}

B.E. Christiansen
Director of Athletics
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THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE

"An Eating Place of Excellence"
Phone 2707
104 N. Main St.

Compliments of
J. W. Sechrest & Son

STUDIO STUDIES
Many a time you've had a good laugh. As you looked at an old photograph. The train on the dress, the crazy hat, The rut in the hair, and all that. But that picture means a lot to you. It brings back fond memories anew.

STUDIO STUDIES
"A story in picture frames nothing maiden!" ENTRANCE NEXT TO WASHINGTON CAFE

"We Call For and Deliver!"
RUSSELL’S Electric Shoe Shop
104 S. Main St.

Dry Cleaning
French Dry Cleaners
Dyers
Phone 325
HIGH POINT, N. C.

"The Plant That Service Built"
Lachers
Dry Cleaning Tailoring
201 N. Main St.

GLOVER SYSTEM RAMEY METHOD DRY CLEANING
201 E. Green St.

The Best Candy and Toasted Sandwiches in Town
Five Doors from College Corner
HIGH POINT CANDY COMPANY
120 N. Main St.
Christian Endeavor Society Officers

Invitations are Issued by Literary Societies

The Thalian and Nikarath Literary Societies have already issued invitations to six of their members to take part in the annual banquet which is to be held in the college dining hall May 4. About twenty students have been sent out and 85 form letters have been sent out to the rest of the members of the society.

Plans are rapidly being formulated for the annual banquet which is the most elaborate ever held at the college. The invitation committee is composed of Horace Harrington, Alba Allen, Clyde Pugh and Charles...

T. C. Johnson Is Speaker at the Davidson County Grammar School Commencement

An Inspirational Talk

Prof. T. C. Johnson, dean of men at High Point College, delivered the principal address and part commencement exercises of the grammar school of Davids County in Lexington on Tuesday, April 25. The subject was "A Tale of Two Cities." Prof. Johnson took the classic of the world as standing for the four elec which will need to go into the growth and development of the personality and character. Athens, he says, is a symbol of the highest achievements of culture, Rome, the...
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Life at High Point College these days seems to be just one banquet after another. However, we notice that some of the colleges in the state printed examination schedules long ago, so evidently the faculties are planning that last gesture of their year.

A professor of Rutherford College is quoted in the paper of that school as saying, "It is impossible to want a car, but I can't bootleg and I refuse to purchase." This is pretty good evidence that the prosperity in the two professions is equivalent.

Since this is the first issue of the Hi-Po with the new staff at the wheel, probably should be some statement made. First, we wish to congratulate the retiring members of the paper who conducted the paper during the past year. The paper was ably handled by these men from the state of Miss York. The editing phase of the Hi-Po was greatly improved by her while the different departments had done well and the advertising was done very well. However, the paper contained the best financial year in its history.

The athletic section and the college exchange sections were features and alway done. We feel that the Hi-Po, though it is small and could be improved upon, is an important factor in the life on the campus. We point to the field day meetings and other events which they conducted the paper during the past year. The paper was ably handled by these men from the state of Miss York. The editing phase of the Hi-Po was greatly improved by her while the different departments had done well and the advertising was done very well. However, the paper contained the best financial year in its history.

THE  HIGH  POINT  DELEGATE AT     PRESS  ASSOCIATION  MEETING

(Continued  from  Page One)

Louis Graves, editor of the Chapel Hill Weekly, gave the speech on Sunday morning. He explained the business of the year was attended to and the elections held. The most interesting event was a luncheon in which the members of the college press group were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks. Members of the North Carolina College Press Association formed the most interesting discussion groups, held at different times to help solve the problems confronting college editors.

AL E.окт в Hospital
Albert Ewing, local fame as an editor of the Hi-Po and head of High Point College, was carried to the General Hospital late Saturday night with a wound thought to be an attack of appendicitis. Ewing, ad

(EContinued  from  Page One)

The Hi-Po was greatly improved by the retirement of the members of the paper who conducted the paper during the past year. The paper was ably handled by these men from the state of Miss York. The editing phase of the Hi-Po was greatly improved by her while the different departments had done well and the advertising was done very well. However, the paper contained the best financial year in its history.
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High Point College, High Point, N. C.

Subscription Price . . . $1.00 Per Year

Entered as second-class matter January 28, 1928, at the Post Office at High Point, N. C., under the act of March 3, 1879.

Miss Dorothy Hoskins to Give Graduation Recital

FINISHES COURSE
WILL APPEAR ON TUESDAY

GROUP LIFE INSURANCE
CONSIDERED BY FACULTY

The Connection Life Insurance Company has given the faculty of High Point College a very attractive offer in group life insurance, by which both the faculty and the college together will pay a small monthly premium. The faculty members will pay 60 cents per month, which insures each of them for $1,000. This proposition has not met the approval of many of the members, but it is not known yet whether the faculty as a group will accept the company's plan.

Visitor: "You certainly have nice water, don't you?"

Mitchell: "Well, this happens to be Ed's bath water."
First Annual Athletic Banquet Great Success

Over 100 Attend Athletic Banquet at Local College

GUILFORD COLLEGE
WINS TRACK MEET

High Point Captures Second Place With a Total of 40 Points to Roanoke's 29

Gulf College, April 11—Gulf College trackmen won a triangular meet with High Point and Roanoke Colleges, 35-29, respectively. The athletes of Gulf and Mulligan of High Point captured individual awards with 15 points each. Hensett was first place in the pole vault and high and low hurdles; Mulligan came in first in the 300-yard dash and in the 220, and also substantiated the scores in the broad jump. Hoth gathered 12 points for the winners.

Gulf took the lead in the first event and held it throughout the remainder of the meet, showing a marked ability to take full advantage of every event except the shorter races.

The summary:

High Point, Gulf, Roanoke

Meets: 40, 35, 29

Gulf Men—Mulligan (H. P.), Moore (M.), Logan (H.); Phillips (H. P.), Acklin (R.).

High Point—Hensett (H. P.), Phillips (H. P.), Acklin (R.).

Gulf—Hensett (H. P.), Bean (R.).

Wins: 220-yard dash—Moore (H. P.), Bean (R.), Moore (H. P.).


220-yard dash—Moore (H. P.), Phillips (H. P.), Acklin (R.).

560-yard dash—Hensett (H. P.), Bean (R.), Moore (H. P.).

100-yard dash—Hensett (H. P.), Bean (R.), Cole (G.).

100 high hurdles—Hensett (H. P.), Hensett (H. P.), Hensett (H. P.).

Volley run—Brown (R.), Allen (G.).

Broad Jump—Mulligan (H. P.), Proven (R.), McFarland (G.).

100 yard hurdles—Moore (H. P.), Wilson (H. P.), Bean (R.).

Volley run—Brown (R.), Allen (G.).

Javelin—Turner (H. P.), Short (G.).

Starters—Lambert (Greensboro).

Guilford College Trackmen At Banquet

At a recent banquet, Guilford College trackmen presented a check to the school's athletic department.

Gulf College Trackmen: (Left to right) Moore, Logan, Phillips, Acklin, Hensett, Bean, Moore, Brown, and Allen.

The banquet was held at the local college and was attended by over 100 guests, including members of the Gulf College track team.

Panther Grist

A flood Banquet

A flood banquet was held recently at the local college, attended by over 100 guests, including members of the Gulf College track team.

Locals Lose Hard Games at Welch Park Last Week

POPE WINS THIRD PLACE IN ORATORICAL CONTEST

Charles W. Pope was third in the intercollegiate oratorical contest at Guilford College last Friday evening, and received one vote for first place. Pope, of Duke University, was second, and Allen, of the University of Alabama, was first. The Davidson student who was third in the national oratorical contest at Los Angeles, California, and was chosen $75, was second, and was won over Pope with a margin of two points.

Eight college were represented in the contest: State, Duke, Davidson, Elon, High Point, Guilford, Lenoir-Rhyne, and Catawba.

Panthers in Good Form

After a good showing during the season, the local college football team is expected to do well in the upcoming games.

Mr. Daniel, the new editor, wished to bid the readers farewell. He asked for track candidates to be issued this week. The student body has shown a great interest in athletics, and the track meet promises to be a success.

MOTHERS WITH INFANTS

(Continued from Page One)

This会使 the news wishes to bid the readers farewell. He asked for track candidates to be issued this week. The student body has shown a great interest in athletics, and the track meet promises to be a success.
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CLOSE DECISIONS

Lenoir-Rhyne Noses Panthers Out in the Ninth Inning by 8-7 Count

PANTHERS IN GOOD FORM

Leesville Grove Victory Over Colleges in Close Battle After Over-scoring Lead

The High Point College football team is having its ups and downs this spring. Last week the Panthers showed improvement over their previous form, but despite this fact dropped two heart-breaking games, being outscored in each contest in the ninth inning.

The High Point College track team is having its ups and downs this spring. Last week the Panthers showed improvement over their previous form, but despite this fact dropped two heart-breaking games, being outscored in each contest in the ninth inning.
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Girls to Compete in State Contest

In First State Oratorical Meet
To Be Held Here—At Least
Six Schools to Enter

Miss Fritz in Competing

At least six colleges will be represented in the oratorical contest so girls to be held in the High Point College auditorium tomorrow night at 8 o'clock. Five colleges have already sent word to the Forensic Council to the effect that they would have entrants here for the occasion. Willie Fritz, a senior, will represent High Point College.

Plans are almost completed for the affair, which is the first state contest of its kind ever to be held here. Dr. Kernett has been named chairman of the program committee. It is thought that musical numbers will be presented between orations. Pauline Whitaker has been named chairman of the committee to see that the visitors have a good time while they are here as our guests.

Ralph Meullin is the chairman of the entertainment committee.

A short business session will probably be held in the afternoon, at which time it is possible that the place of next year's contest will be selected. The evening's program will be entirely a feminine affair. The music will be rendered by some of the college girls, and girls will act as marshals.

Ed Holbrook: "Listen here! I'm going to step this flying around here."
MacManus: "You're right, you're getting too old for it."
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Hurt Drug Co.
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SPARKS
From the Jokesmith's Anvil

Bett, "Why don't you pitch any more, Harry?"
Warlik: "I'm saving my arm."
Bett, "What for???"

Helen Shields: "Please keep your hands off me."
Charlie Bates: "But, honey, haven't you a heart?"

Helen: "Sure, I have; but you've been looking for it long enough."

Blunt Madison: "You have a marvelous figure."
Mary Beth: "Must we go on all that again?"

Dumka (falling into lady's lap): "Well, I did give her my seat, didn't I?"

J. M. Christie: "Professor, do you think I'll ever be able to do anything with my voice?"

Prof. Simon: "Well, it might come in handy in case of shipwreck."

You might spare just a moment to listen to the new cow song: "Oo, she, she, she, Cattie Cattie Cattie."

The Krazy Kat says that courtship is the period during which the girl decides whether or not she can do any better.

Miss Young: "It's snowing andleet-
ing. I want to buy some clothes for my tires."

MC: "Sorry, but we keep only proper clothes.

Miss Young: "How amusing! I thought your sign said this is a chain store."

Prof. Garfield says that one man's fish is another man's "poison."

The Krazy Kat seems to think that the cooed clothes seem to be going to their heads.

Mrs. Whitaker: "Something has been eating up my flower beds."
"Freshman" Holt: "Must be burglars.

She was only the skipper's daughter on the boat, but she knew the holds—Krauts four feet.

And then there was the Scotstoon whose effe had rebel because she had heard it said that two can bite cheaper than one.

In order to create a better feeling on the campus the cowies have decided to discard their for-ever—Col. Deans.

She was the absent-minded professor's daughter but she never forgot herself—Dramas Frennson.

The Krazy Kat hopes to inspire necessity in the mother of invention, then who is the paid?

Ruth Woodcock: "I was just insulted by a strange man."

Annie Robbins: "What did he do?"
Kirk: "He wouldn't speak to me when I wared him."

Friend (to man overboard): "Is there anything you'd like to do now?"

Wet One: "You might get me a small island."

We sincerely hope that now with the new '28 hitch how the fair ones will no longer complain of umbrellas.

Miss Young (directing play): "What is the idea of you sticking out your tongue when you kissed Bowman?"

Eleanor: "Well, didn't you tell me to put my whole soul into it?"

Two small children were overheard in a boastful conversation.

My father has electricity in his hair."

Miss Moon: "How annoying! I didn't hear it said that two em live cheaper whose wife had twins because she had to put my whole soul into it."

Helen: "Sure, I have; but you've been looking for it long enough."

Mike Molloy: "This is the period during which the girl is another man's "polo.

But, boy, how she knew the holds—Krauts four feet.
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Friend (to man overboard): "Is there anything you'd like to do now?"
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Miss Young (directing play): "What is the idea of you sticking out your tongue when you kissed Bowman?"

Eleanor: "Well, didn't you tell me to put my whole soul into it?"

Two small children were overheard in a boastful conversation.

My father has electricity in his hair."

Miss Moon: "How annoying! I didn't hear it said that two em live cheaper whose wife had twins because she had to put my whole soul into it."

Helen: "Sure, I have; but you've been looking for it long enough."

Mike Molloy: "This is the period during which the girl is another man's "polo.

But, boy, how she knew the holds—Krauts four feet.
Women's Oratorical Contest Is Ready

Annual Thalen-Nikantham Anniversary Day Saturday

TO BE A HOLIDAY

Glover L. Angell and Dorothy Hoskins, Society Heads, to Preside at Meet

FORMER STUDENT SPEAKS

Carol to Deliver the Alumni Address at Annual Program-Memorial to Be Unveiled Also

Preparations for the Thalen-Nikantham anniversary day program, which is to be celebrated Saturday, is rapidly nearing completion and every one in the two societies is looking forward to the event. The college authorities have declared a complete holiday for the day and all students and faculty members will be present at all of the sessions and deliver the addresses. Glover L. Angell, a member of the class of 28, will deliver the principal address on the program Saturday morning at 10:80. He will be invited to deliver the address following the morning session of the program, which will be conducted by the Thalen-Nikantham authorities.

Preparations are being made for a most interesting ceremony to be observed by all the students of the college will be the unveiling of the marker in memory of the late Jameson College. It was erected jointly by the two societies, Mr. Martin Johnson, and is a first monument of this nature on the campus.

The first of the day's events will be the annual football game between the Thalen-Nikantham Society at 10 a.m.

(Continued on Page Two)

Akrothinitans Elect Glasgow to President of Perdue

Awards Offered

Participants in the National Financial Aid for college Delever Address

Will Deliver Alumni Speech at the Annual Society Day of Observance

SPEAKS FIRST AT DENTON HIGH

Dr. E. Elwood Carroll, who graduated, when he was 23, at High Point college, will deliver the alumni address at the Thalen-Nikantham celebration here Saturday. Carroll is doing active ministerial work and is a graduate student at Duke University.

While he was in school here Carroll won numerous honors and was considered an outstanding student. His versatile ability was for him a great deal of popularity among the students as well as in the class room. He is a speaker of extensive experience and renown and his speech Saturday will probably be of a high order.

Being invited to give this address is the highest honor that can be given an alumnus by the Thalen-Nikantham Literary Society, and it is always given to a worthy man.

(Continued on Page Four)

J. Elwood Carroll

Dr. E. Elwood Carroll

Volunteer Leader

Mars Hill Girl Is New President of Student Aid Band for Coming Year

GROUP IS ONE OF BEST

The group presented at that conference.

The degree of Doctor of Divinity will be conferred upon the Rev. Herman Vanhorn, president of the North Carolina Methodist Protestant church, at the commencement exercises of the M. P. General Board of Instruction. The ceremony will be conducted on the campus of the college. The college authorities have declared a complete holiday for the day and all students and faculty members will be present at all of the sessions and deliver the addresses.

Glover L. Angell, a member of the class of 28, will deliver the principal address on the program Saturday morning at 10:80. He will be invited to deliver the address following the morning session of the program, which will be conducted by the Thalen-Nikantham authorities.

Preparations are being made for a most interesting ceremony to be observed by all the students of the college will be the unveiling of the marker in memory of the late Jameson College. It was erected jointly by the two societies, Mr. Martin Johnson, and is a first monument of this nature on the campus.

The first of the day's events will be the annual football game between the Thalen-Nikantham Society at 10 a.m.

(Continued on Page Two)

OLIVE THOMAS IS VOLUNTEER LEADER

DOUGHTY INHOSKIN

DOUGHTY INHOSKIN

Dorothy Hoskins in Pleading Rendition

Voice Student Gratifies Large Audience Tuesday Night in Senior Recital

A FOUR-YEAR FAVORITE

Scoville has High Point College ever seen a more appreciative and enthused audience in its auditorium than the one gathered there Tuesday evening to hear Miss Dorothy Hoskins in her senior recital.

Miss Hoskins is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. V. Hoskins, of this city, and for the past year she has been the pupil of Mr. Ernest B. Scoville. Formerly she studied under the direction of Mr. Dan Smith, of this city. Under the capable hands of Mr. Scoville Miss Hoskins has succeeded in putting a finishing touch to many hours of hard labor and her audience was particularly pleased with the cultured freshness of her voice.

Miss Dorothy St. Clair very successfully assisted Miss Hoskins in her recital.

(Continued on Page Three)

LITERARY SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS

Akrothinians Elect Glasgow to Run College Football for Assistance of Perdue

AWARD TO BE PRESENTED

The Akrothinian Literary Society in their annual election of officers chose Chester W. Glasgow to succeed Mr. Perdue as vice-president.

Glasgow, who entered High Point College from Mars Hill College last year, has been interested in many student activities. He is a junior, and has directed him into that class upon entrance last fall. During the year he was an active footballer, has been active in the literary society work, and was on the state spiritualist contest. His home is at Castalia, N. C.

Raymond Perdue also ranks well as an athlete, having won his letter in football, basketball and track. He was state high scorer in football last year and is president of the junior class. His home is in Rosman, Va.

The other officers are Henry llnuklus, secretary, and Frank Uobbus, treasurer. The critic will later be appointed by the president. It was also announced that the lunch served Paul K. Swanson award will be presented to the best all-around Akrothinitans within the next few days.

(Continued on Page Three)

WILL DELIVER ALUMNI SPEECH AT DENTON HIGH

Dr. E. Elwood Carroll, who graduated, when he was 23, at High Point college, will deliver the alumni address at the Thalen-Nikantham celebration here Saturday. Carroll is doing active ministerial work and is a graduate student at Duke University.

While he was in school here Carroll won numerous honors and was considered an outstanding student. His versatile ability was for him a great deal of popularity among the students as well as in the class room. He is a speaker of extensive experience and renown and his speech Saturday will probably be of a high order.

Being invited to give this address is the highest honor that can be given an alumnus by the Thalen-Nikantham Literary Society, and it is always given to a worthy man.

(Continued on Page Four)

COLLEGE POLITICAL LEADS IN PRIMARY

Johnson Gets More Votes Than Both of the Other Opposing Candidates Combined

GENERAL ELECTION NEXT

Prof. E. J. Johnson, who is a candidate for city council from the second district, has had a very active campaign in the leading up to the voting of the coming election city. The outcome of this nomination did not come as a surprise to his friends, as Johnson is a well known citizen of the city. He is active in religious and educational work and is known for his public speaking ability. An energetic worker, he was for a year and a half a candidate, and in the case of this election, he was not successful as he was not a member of the city council and his campaign was not well organized.

The general election will be held on May 7, at which time the city councilmen will be elected. The city councilmen opened their final campaign with a speech Monday night in Mecklenburg.
mand the Hi-Po has designated the Food Week. This movement is one all of us if we are going to bring hundred per cent participation in our work. We have to turn to a more optimistic side, think what joy would you be if, in your hearts, whenever you see how we are feeding, we could say with real zest and honesty, "Fine, fine, fine." OK, if we would sing, fine, fine, fine, if we were feeding right. What a difference a few potatoes make! In the halls the students would stride, out from classrooms to their noonday meal, and that would set them to work. They would sit up straight in the seats waving hands and saying, "I know, teacher, because I'm feeling fine," if our college would have to change the grading system to make it go to 150 instead of 100, the work would be so good. (Perhaps the secret of those same students out on the athletic fields trying to work off excess energy, High Point College stock would go to the sky.

Think all this over, "Ma," and if you want to write us a letter in next week's Hi-Po, we'll be glad to hear from you. However, please do not wait until you write to do something about the subject we have proved a success. We hope Better Food Week is a success.

The Nikahan-Thalian Day gala makes a busy day at the college. These two groups have arranged a gala day of it and there should be a good turnout on any day Saturday. It is said that several of the graduates of the college who belonged to one group or the other are return for the occasion. J. Elmore Carroll, erstwhile Thalian in his undergraduate days, is scheduled to give the address here on Saturday. "For U, Mr. President," one of the most prominent students who ever attended the college and is now doing graduate work at Duke University, will be present.

The idea of having the societies have joint celebrations is now this year but they proved a decided success when the Artesian-Akrotillian day was held. There is no doubt that the idea will be continued in the future.

The novel idea of Frank "Pyke," who propose a tennis tournament here received whole-hearted support from the students and the event being run off this week in that style. The college charges only a nominal sum to enter the competition, thereby making it accessible for faculty members and students.

The next big event will be the Warners' Service Ball, which is to be held on the campus for their annual banquet, which will be followed by a civic address by President R. M. Hilliard.

The class for the day exercises and the dedication of the class gift has not been fazed.
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S. J. Morton Jewelry Stock

SALE IS NOW GOING ON

At Tremendously Low Prices

NOTHING RESERVED

Come in and be Convinced

S. J. MORTON, Jeweler

MAX HOOK, Owner

106 N. Main St.
The city of High Point opened its new baseball park Wednesday afternoon in a game with Greensboro. The game was won by all runs until the ninth inning, when Greensboro's veteran pitcher, E. Lee, retired the High Point batters. The High Point team was not as strong as the Greensboro team, and the game was a close one.

Dr. Andrews Will Throw Out Balls at Tournament Begun Monday to Be Held Here Last Friday Night

High Point college will enter for the first time the civil track season at Davidson college May 8. Although the college does not have many track stars, it has some good ones. Captain Magill, one of the fastest 100-yard men in the state, is expected to show his opponents a thing or two about running. Stricker, with his short put and broad jump is expected to show up well also. Smith and Mitchell will likely be found in front, and Mosay in the half mile and quarter mile has a good chance to do something. Although he has not taken part in many important meets, he has proven himself to be a very good man.

WOMEN'S CONTEST IN GREATER HELD HERE LAST FRIDAY NIGHT

(Continued from Page One)

Miss Rones cup was awarded to the team which had the most points. The cup must be won twice for the team to be recognized as the winner. The Max Rones cup is given to the team which has the most points.

Dr. Andrews will throw out the balls at the tournament, which will be held at Davidson college May 8. The tournament will be held in the afternoon, and the games will begin at 10 a.m. The tournament will be divided into two groups, and the games will be played in a round robin fashion. The winners of each group will then play against each other to determine the champion.

There are 23 entries in men's singles, 12 in men's doubles, eight in mixed doubles, two in girls' singles, and four in girls' doubles. Professors Kenneth, Alford, Yarbrough, and Coach Boylin will also enter the tournament. All matches will be two games out of three. Dean Lindley will referee the games and Dr. Andrews will throw out the balls at the inaugural match.

The opening game found Coach Boylin and Professor Yarbrough matched against Associate Professor of Education. This was probably one of the hardest fought games of the tournament, at both professors and students were determined to win. The games will continue throughout the week and finals will be held May 8 and 9. The cup will be awarded to the winners in chapel.

This tournament promises to be the most interesting athletic event that has ever been held at High Point college. It will give the students a chance to compete against other colleges and universities. The tournament will be held in the afternoon, and the games will begin at 10 a.m. The tournament will be divided into two groups, and the games will be played in a round robin fashion. The winners of each group will then play against each other to determine the champion.
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EDNA NICHOLSON TO GIVE JUNIOR RECITAL

Music lovers of the student body and of High Point are looking forward with interest to the junior recital of Miss Edna Nicholson, which will be given on May 6 at 4.30 o'clock in the college auditorium. Miss Nicholson is majoring in music and will receive her degree in that subject next year. In her recital she will be assisted by her sister, Miss Elizabeth Nicholson, a vocal student, and by the High Point College orchestra.

Miss Nicholson, besides being gifted with ability as a pianist, has a very charming and sweet voice. She is outstanding in variety and clay activities and is one of the most popular girls on the campus.

OPEN FORUM

ATTENTION, "M.A."

"Potatoes and greens again!" "Greens and potatoes again!" "Potatoes and greens again!" These and many other expressions of woes can be heard echoing from the college mess hall while one is still a greedy distance from the "place of feeding" and as these familiar expressions register upon the mind of the victims there can be seen a glimpse of Len Chaves, such as he is used in "The Notebook of Nature's Dane," one that denotes extreme hopelessness, in case you don't remember the picture, upon the already dull conscience of the "potatoes and greens." One of our professors tells us that one of the most hideous diseases is due to eating the same kind of foods all the time, and I feel certain that a large number of our students are in the first stages of this disease. If you have a tendency to sleep at any time; never have any life or pep in you, and never have any appetite, then you are a victim of "scarcity," and it can't be long.

Why is it we can't have at least one good meal a week anymore? By this I don't mean I've eaten on every other Sunday because this seems to be merely a hole or a scene to make up for the other 41 meals. What has happened to the pork chops this term? Someone asked the question last Sunday and of the steaks of a rather recent date. Are there gone from our never forever? Just think how nice it would be if the natures of Bermans could and would use savings for some animal food or if the elements should concentrate their fury on an union ship and go to the United States! I feel sure that this would cause an union famine and "scarcity" would disappear from our tables. Great would be the rejoicing at this institution of learning.

Someone has made the remark that Yee and George are engaged in a part of the work in the D.P. profit lines. We don't know about this, but we do know that the College Store is having one grand circus day, and you can bet your last shoe that on that day, even the professors make wild dashes for the store every evening. But we can't blame the proprietors of the store; for if the said store should have done we would all have scarcity in the next few days.

It has become so lately that the college food-blessed with abundant vegetables and meat is supposed to be the most coma-safe and mental in a pleasant state all over their faces. Upon investigation I find that they are having the great profit. Why are we in a college or a "fat person's paradise?" Questioned the latter: "Oh, Herbert Hoover, concentrating your efforts and sending us all over we perish like so many Armenians."

Someone asked the question last Sunday: "Why are those boys chasing that little rabbit?" Well, I'll let you in on the secret, probably it is no secret at all, but the truth is that the youthful hunters had elves of a meal such as you read about. Poor little rabbit! Too bad you are such a scant little creature.

The question confronting the student is: the measure of life. After treating the subject, "The Measure of Life," it is said that life would be gauged by these principles: (1) height of ideals; (2) depth of conviction; (3) breadth of sympathy; (4) length of sacrifice.

T. N. Miller

"The Plants That Serve"

"We Call For and Deliver"

RUSSELL'S Electric Shoe Shop
25 S. Main St.

N.C.C.P.A. President

DR. LINDBERG HAS HEAVY
SCHEDULE OF SPEECHES

(Continued from Page One)

May 12—Elidan High School.
May 14—Rogersville High School.
May 15—Gillespieville High School.
June 10—Graham High School.

In his first address at Denver, Dr. Lindbergh spoke on the subject, "The True Measure of Life." After treating some of the inadequacies of measures of life, the speaker said that life would be gauged by these principles: (1) height of ideals; (2) depth of conviction; (3) breadth of sympathy; (4) length of sacrifice.

Eva Ellis spent the weekend at N. C. C. W. visiting Miss Frances Farhan.

Louise Holmes spent the week-end with Miss Delta Moore in Graham.

Joanna Anick and Hilda Amick spent Sunday and Monday at their home in Burlington.

Cheryl Fuch spent the week-end at her home near Climax.
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High Point Steam Laundry

French Dry Cleaners
Dyers

Phone 121
HIGH POINT, N. C.
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THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CAFE

"An Eating Place of Excellence"

Phone 2570

104 N. Main St.

Compliments of
J. W. Schrest & Son
SUNDAY OVERTON, with an elaborate banquet of macaroons. The Nunnery would entertain the floor. The nuns would be present, and the Bodenham and Artemesia societies, with the following program:

**CLASS OFFICERS TO APPOINT**

Arthur McLaughlin, for president; Robert H. Stelzer, for treasurer; John D. Cook, for secretary; Dorothy Hodges, for vice-president; Warren A. Tatum, for athletic editor.

The marker was unveiled in the pine woods on May 4th, 1920, by the Board of Trustees and members of the N.C. Polytechnic Institute.}

**JAMESTOWN COLLEGE MEMORIAL IS ERECTED**

May 4th, 1920, a marker was unveiled on the college campus by the Thalian and Nikkanthan Literary Societies in memory of the old Jamestown Female College, which was opened in 1875 at Jamestown, N.C., and was destroyed by fire in 1919.

The idea of the marker is to bring to the High Point College campus the history of some of the old institutions which have been sponsored by the Methodist Protestant denomination in the past.

References:

1. Nikkanthan Society, held for the purpose of selecting students for the ensuing year.

The marker was unveiled in the pine woods on May 4th, 1920, by the Board of Trustees and members of the N.C. Polytechnic Institute.
Evidently Ms Whitaker thought that the Hi-po was sponsoring a "Hittor Food Week." Every one took the campaign seriously but her, and we suppose that every one had a freed from change but her.

No finer exhibition of college spirit has been shown than that of the Thalean Literary Society in placing a memorial here to the Chastain Female College. The monument is splendidly placed, on a section of the campus which has been under discussion for all this time. The Thaleans spent time there preparing for the place for the monument, and now it is a very attractive spot. The dedication exercises were held on the annual Thalean-Nixantana day and were very impressive. Con- tractions to the Thaleans.

The announcement that the 1929 child will be out around the 189th and 190th years is very welcome news to the students. Tony Antonakos and his staff are due a great deal of credit for bringing the year book out at this early date. The 1899 had a much better chance of being successful than a literary and as a result the students are happy. Some of the seniors have been under discussion for all this time. The Thaleans spent time there preparing for the place for the monument, and now it is a very attractive spot. The dedication exercises were held on the annual Thalean-Nixantana day and were very impressive. Con- tractions to the Thaleans.
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For the
College Banquets
Senior Reception
Student Recitals
Commencement
and all other formal occasions

We have just the staff that will appeal to you

We DYE WHITE SATINS ANY SHADE

Merit Shoe Co., Inc.
134 S. Main St.

FINALE OF TENNIS TOURNAMENT
This Week

CROWDS GATHER AT TENNIS TOURNAMENT DURING PAST WEEK

For the past week eyes have been turned toward the college tennis courts where a tennis tournament is in full swing.

The success of competition can best be seen by the closeness of the scores. In the first eight matches only two were settled by straight sets. Some excellent teamwork was seen when Coach Herwin and Prof. Farbergough are going against Charlie Robbins and Frank Walters. Matched the next day against Messick, the matches were of more or less a tilted from his hard work of the preceding day and fell before Bickle's sharp breaking balls. If Steve can keep his serve working he is a good bet to win.

In a thrilling uphill battle, Sailer Hankes lost to Jim Hunt with the score one set all and four games against him. Sailer rose to the heights to engage six straight games and eliminate the big hitter.

Prof. Farber displayed a good driving form in beating Charlie Brown. The latter did not seem to get going until the second set, which he won. If Allred can get in shape to the home line he will be giving any hard afternoon. In a double game Peng and White surprised with a victory over MacManus and Ander. The latter pair would have done much better if they'd have tried to win with their racket instead of their reputations. Hankes eliminated G. Madison, thus keeping up the family work. The former served a volley but inaccuracy in placing. In the first mixed doubles Charlie Brown and Melton took Frank Walters and Annie Robbins into camp only after the hardest of fights. It was notalbe that the girls

.in their glory period before the tennis season.

Now interest is being displayed in the tourney as there always seems to be an extra crowd present. It is to be noted that the college does not have better facilities for conducting tournaments. With only one court it will take about two weeks to run off the matches. Breaking another record presence is unnoticeable. We sincerely hope Doctor Andrews will try to fit another court immediately as there is enough interest to demand it.

The finals will be announced and the prize awarded in chapel. Match play is being carried on all of the time and one attending will witness some interesting tennis.

Panther Grist

Pine Straw, the grand old man of hedges and borders, is the grass. Past was one of the best men at his trade and his absence will be twenty felt. The family hopes that next year will be lighter and more . They are in the realms of the immortals by defeat.

The question has been asked many times, and many letters have been received asking why Nigard is called "The Duke," so we are going to reveal the public the secret about which it is so much concerned. Nigard is not as many think, one of the nobility, so the title was not conferred on him in this way. The reason for his being called "The Duke" is that Nigard is the only boy at "The Drive" where he is most likely.

High Point had three of its stars featured. Peng and White have entered into the ranks of the immortals by defeating Amick and MacManus in one of the finest contests seen in these parts. Amick and MacManus were the local tennis princes and were successful in the tourney, but their hopes were dashed by theupp. New record that stood throughout the game.

WEAK FOREST LICKS HIGH POINT TEAM

Yow Swamped at Opening but Heidrick Makes Brave Rescue in Fourth

TENNIS TOURNAMENT CROWDS GATHER AT

Wake Forest defeated by Wake College when the match was played. High Point players were very much in favor of the outcome. Heidrick played a fine game of ball, allowing only three scattered hits and no runs. High Point scored their only run in the first inning of the game.

Wake Forest

Winchester, 13 0 3
Food, 7 0 0
Mount, 5 0 0
Greensboro, 1 0 0
Winston, 1 0 0
Member p 8 0 0

Totals 28 16 27

HIGH POINT

Losers, mf 6 0 0
Wittrich, 9 0 0
Yow, 0 0 0
Molinor, 4 0 0
Meador, 0 0 0
Williams, 5 0 0
Heidrick, 5 0 0

Totals 13 15 24

High Point 325 000 000

Summary: Errors—Winston 2; Ben-

ton 2; Heidrick 2. Total rushing yards:

Leverett, 8. 0 0 0
Moody, 0 0 0
Mitchell, 1 0 0
Flanagan, 2 0 0

Carolina 600 000 000

ONE-MILE RUN: Woodruff, Duke

(Continued on Page Four)

The Sheraton Hotel
HIGHLAND NORTH, CAROLINA
WALTER G. POOLE, Manager

"A Good Hotel in a Good Town"

Compliments of
Friendly Cafeteria

Compliments of
Amos Realty Company

Developers OF
"MILBOROUGH HEIGHTS"
May 9, 1939

THE HI-PO

LOCAL CHURCHES TO OBSERVE HIGH POINT COLLEGE DAY SOON

History and Progress of the College to Be Discussed in All Churches

A REMARKABLE SHOWING

Purpose Is to Acquaint Citizens of the Community With Some of the Work Being Done

All the churches of High Point have decided to set aside a day during the month of May which will be known as High Point College Day. This will be done so that the citizens of this city will have a chance to understand and appreciate the good work and high ideals that the college is carrying out.

Dr. Andrews has figured the comparative cost of running High Point College with the cost of running two other colleges of about the same size and charging approximately the same tuition, room, and board bills. However, names of these colleges were not disclosed. This information shows that High Point has run over thirty-seven thousand dollars cheaper than the first, and nearly twenty-nine thousand dollars less than the second.

This is really a very remarkable showing for the college.

On High Point College day, in addition to the above two items, the program is debating and oratorical work, the religious work, and the athletic successes will be stressed.

But, probably above all other things, the real student loyalty, of which the college is proud, will be the chief topic of this discussion. Gifts of the graduating classes will be given to the literary societies, Y. M. C. A., and the day students as an expression of loyalty which have all been properly accepted by the college.

Dr. Andrews says of the students, "Our students are a happy and loyal group, merging with life and eager for the upbuilding of their Alma Mater." With sentiments like this, along with the college accomplishments, High Point College day will certainly be a memorable in the history of this institution.
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Annual Campus Elections Held Last Week

For Both at Graduation

Three Senior Are Chosen from Among Eighty-Five Applicants After Much Debate

Not Enough Men Entered to Require Holding a Preliminary-Finals for Both at Graduation

Eve Reynolds, Velma Tonge, and Elizabeth Nichols were the choices of the judges in the preliminary essay contest for senior girls held last week in the college auditorium. These three young women will compete for the S. L. Davis country medal which is an annual award, and which was won last year by Vivian Nelson. Final contest will be held in connection with the commencement program.

There were eight participants in the preliminaries. Those taking part were Blanche Ingose, William Field, Louise Holmes, Louise Adams, Japett Aikins, Jane Reynolds, Velma Tonge, and Elizabeth Nichols. The judges, who were Professors Williams, Varbrun, and Pugh, found it necessary to omit their votes six times in this examination, as in the commencement program.

Miss Reynolds chose as her subject, "Literature and Life." She had a very good composition, and a wealth of material in her essay. Miss Tonge chose as her subject, "Bacchus Education." She presented her essay in a very pleasing manner, and was particularly adept in emphasizing important parts of her essay. Miss Nichols had as her subject, "Defense of Modern Youth." The presentation of her essay was very businesslike; Miss Nelson chose as her subject, "Defense of Modern Youth." The essay was read and discussed about the number of students present at the council, who the candidates would be, and the choosing of new officers. For the next two weeks, the candidates will have an opportunity to campaign for their positions. As election time draws near, it will be necessary to line up the qualified vote-casters.

After the result of the election had been announced, a candidate found he was not a deadlock, a motion was carried to adjourn. The campus elections last week brought to an end the campaign for selection of offices that has been the daily subject of discussion for the last several weeks. The choice of new leaders by the junior, sophomore, and freshman classes, The Thalid Library and the women's college, and the student council practically closed the annual elections. The following are the results of these events:

ONE ENDS IN TIE

Junior Class

The members of the junior class last week failed in their efforts to elect a junior president for the next year. Ralph Mulligan and Wade Poppay ran for the position, and both received 25 votes. It was pointed out before the canvassing that the vote was divided among the several candidates. The council, however, expressed the opinion that the results were due to the fact that the council had not received as the number of students voting. The closeness of the vote was only a slight advantage of the high mark which ran rampant through the campus as election time drew near. It was a known fact, some time before the meeting, that the candidates would be, and the results of the election did not come as a surprise. For the next two weeks, the candidates will have an opportunity to campaign for their positions. As election time draws near, it will be necessary to line up the qualified vote-casters.
TWO STUDENTS RUN FROM PISTOL SHOT

Three clock in the morning, dark and wet, and no moon, a short warning cry, the patter of running feet, and then a shot rang out in the stillness of the morning. Two students and an instructor of the HPC police force were caught up in this drama, enacted in the Johnson street dormitory of High Point last week in the night before the election. Clyde Pugh and Wilber Berkey, members of the sophomores and freshmen classes, respectively, while dogging-dogs in their efforts to pass ballots from June to June, had a thrilling climax to their night's work. Their feet were tied and bottles were crested, and their effort to stay open, as these two political workers started in on the last launch of ballots. It seems us though Pugh, after worry-moaning the statues of a white horse and fastening the printed notice to the door-knob, was overhugged with the term politics. "Where do you want here?" A large woman with a cold gleam in her eyes was putting hands from an open window, Pugh, exceedingly frightened, too much to talk, started to run rather than to attempt to make explanations to the furious female, as Berkey suggested in a hound voice from a safe position across the street. Pugh was across the street with his co-worker in about two minutes, and they left the vicinity in a hurry in a car, heard a thought like a cannon report, glanced at their hands. There was no more time for a second thought, for the fleeting footings were too far away. Pugh disappeared down a muddy alley, and Berkey dodged behind a tree, but not feeling safe, doved and alone as he was, cleared a dash front in one jump and careered his comrades who had already a start of two blocks. The blocks later Pugh panned round and upon being asked by Berkey, who came panning into the protected fort five minutes earlier, why he didn't stop sooner, replied: "I don't want to be a host a good target more than once."

Soon two officials of the law, who had been served by the frantic house-defeoder, dove up and asked what the trouble was. After hearing the story from the lips of the trembling youths, the policemen went back and explained to details to the woman who had fired the shot. The two students immedi- ciately quit their jobs and headed for the dormitory and some good sleep with the remark, "We're not going to shot at if he never gets elected."

“Freshman” Holt: "Did you ever try out in a girl's play?"

"No, ma'am."

"That's good! that's how I fell from Grace."
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The tennis tournament being sponsored here by Frank "Bumpy" Walter has at least one thing in common with the event the original tennis, which was being played as a 25-year-old. Do not view it with the same state that said the Thalians built it, but we have learned that the Nikola has been very popular among the Thalians. We apologize, Nikola, and herewith congratulate our good fortune.

**We desire to make no regard for a paragraph in last week's HI-PO congratulating the Thalians on their building of the dormitory, but we wish to state that the information at that time said that the Thalians built it alone, but we have since learned that the Nikola has been very popular among the Thalians. We apologize, Nikola, and herewith congratulate our good fortune.

**Prof. W. C. Johnson, dean of men at High Point College, was деловой in the home of his son, who was batted home last Friday at the election held at the college hall on that Tuesday. Local citizens say that never in the history of the city has there been such a demonstration of support to the college. The college president opposed by W. A. Davis, mayor of the city, and a vigorous campaign conducted by both factions.

Friends of Professor Johnson report that the final vote was not correctly counted and they immediately protested the election. They secured two Greensboro attorneys to represent them before the Board of Canvassers, but the board dismissed the protest.

Considerable delay has been due to the co-ordinating court case, which was filed in the court of common pleas and was assigned to the circuit court. Nothing has been heard of the case since it was filed.

High Point College should have no reason to feel downhearted during the past week for political and entertainment purposes proves that there is sufficient material to have such a musical organization. It should be no great task to get farms now than that "Home! Car-
MULLIGAN IS HIGH SCORER

LOCAL TRACK TEAM

The High Point College track team was almost completely outscored Thursday, May 9, by the Davidson College track team by a score of 81 to 1. The Davidson boys started off by obtaining a wide margin early in the contest and had an easy time throughout. Ralph Mulligan of High Point, was the boldest scorer with 15 points. Mulligan's running was the outstanding show of the local track team and took first place in both the 100 and the 220-yard dashes.

54-yard dash — Mulligan, High Point; Braddock, Davidson; Kee, Davidson. Time, 10.12.
54-yard run — LaFea, Davidson; Neel, Davidson; Wilson, High Point. Time, 2.8.2.
54-yard dash — Mulligan, High Point; Jenkins, Davidson; Conley, Davidson. Time, 25.2.
54-yard run — Eisen, George Davidson; Johnson, High Point. Time, 17.2.
54-yard run — LaFea, Davidson; Drake, Davidson; Mossey, High Point. Time, 24.3.
220-yard dash — Beavers, Davidson; North, High Point. Time, 22.6.
220-yard dash — Mulligan, High Point; George, George Davidson; Johnson, High Point. Time, 21.7.

Local Track Meet Ends

VAUDEVILLE PRESENTED BY DRAMATICS CLUB

Local Track Association Sponsors the 14th Annual Local Track Meet From As Guest

Bears Take Title for Championship

Panthers End Season by Losing

Hart Good Fight to the Lutherners

Friday morning during the chapel service the track team was presented in their caps and gowns by their sister class, the sophomores. A special program for the investment service has been planned, and the track chapel program will be put on.

Following the custom that was established by the first graduating class of the college, the seniors will wear their caps and gowns to chapel service every day until commencement. Last year the largest class in the history of the college, consisting of 41 members, were invested in their caps and gowns with due ceremony by the under- graduates this year is slightly less.

A STUDENT GOVERNMENT LEADERS MEET HERE

As organization, the composed of all the students and student government presidents of the colleges in Guilford and Forsyth counties, met at High Point college Friday afternoon with Miss Mary E. Young, Roselle Andrews, and Hulah Dixon as hostesses. All the new officers of councils, who will be the members of this organization who were invested to this meeting. Miss Young is a president and acting chairman of this year.

During the meeting Mrs. Ross, of N. C. C. G. C., gave a review on the book, "Character Building." The representatives from C. C. submitted a report from the National Student government Association. Dorothy Hawkins sang a group of songs accompanied by Miss Johnson. The evening concluded with a delicious dinner consisting of 45 members, were invested in their caps and gowns. It will be competed for during commencement week, and an organization, consisting of 45 members, will be invested in their caps and gowns.

WAYNESVILLE TEAM WITH ONE LONE GIRL WINS TRACK HONORS

Miss Crawford Scores 42 Points to Capture High School Track Meet

MANY RECORDS BROKEN

High Point Girl Believed to Have Broken Southern Record in 400-Yard Run

Miss May Crawford, a star-girl track team from the Waynesville high school, won her school interscholastic track meet Thursday, May 19, under the auspices of High Point College, Miss Crawford, the high scorer, made total of 42 points. The Edward Best high school of Lothians was second with 23 points. The Waynesville high school of Charlotte was third with 18 3/4 points. The High Point high school scored 25 points; Punch, made 14, and Alexander Wilson 3 1/2. Records were broken in every event except the high jump, Horlick, of High Point, made what is believed to be a southern record for distance running for girls when she ran the 400-yard race in 3:23 seconds.

Results of the meet are as follows:

Baseball three-Tenafly, Charlestown; Cooper, Waynesville; Mulligan, Edward Best. Distance, 296 feet, 9 inches. 100-yard dash—Horlick, High Point; Pomeroy, Alexander Wilson; Parks, High Point. Distance, 9 inches. Standing broad—Crawford, Waynesville; Stallings, Edward Best; Lister, Dantons. Distance, 8 feet, 8 inches. 20-yard dash—Dunster, Edward Best; Gardner, Edward Best; Edward Best, High Point. Time, 6.4. Basketball throws—Waynesville, Charlestown; Crawford, Waynesville; Mulligan, Edward Best. Distance, 296 feet, 9 inches.
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DELIGHTFUL RECITAL IS GIVEN BY JUNIOR

The junior recital of Miss Ethel Nicholson, piano student, recently proved to be one of the most delightful events of the term.

The recital was given in the college chapel before a large and appreciative audience of students and friends of High Point College. The first part of the program was harmonized with the beautiful dress of the performers, made by Miss M. A. Smith, tailoring contractor.

Miss Nicholson was assisted by the college orchestra which played several selections before and during the recital. The success of the recital, also offered able support to the program by two splendid vocal numbers.

The program presented was as follows:

Bach, English Suite 2; Gavotte; Barre; Sonatas No. 2, Alonzo; Mozart: Piano Concerto 2; Heart of a Child; Handel: Gavotte; Mozart, Piano No. 3; Chopin: Nocturne, Op. 27, No. 1; Chopin: Waltz; Op. 70, No. 1; Chopin: You and Love, Délalcot; I Know a Lovely Garden Over Thee; Gavotte; in Du Platin, The Waltz; Musical Express; Louis Denes Corp., Scott; In a Minor Op. 28, No. 3; Chopin; Moth; Scherzo.

NEW OFFICERS ELECTED BY CLASSES AND OTHER GROUPS

(Continued from Page One)

The new president is Clyde Pugh. He has been an active and popular student on the campus during the two years that he has been here. Clyde came from Claxton, N. C., in his freshman year. He has earned the block letter for his efficient management of this year's track team and is known for his executive ability.

The new vice-president is Herbert Trigg. He is a new student here, entering during the mid-term. During the short time that he has been here he has earned two athletic letters, one of which was for his track.

The other officers are: Louise Jenkins, secretary; Mary Beth Whitaker, treasurer; and Bert Campbell, secretary-at-arms.

FRESHMAN CLASS

H. C. Holton was elected president of the 1928-29 sophomore class at the meeting held in the college auditorium. Holton is a well known member of the faculty and his personal ability as well as his versatile activity on the campus make him outstanding among the freshman football team. Holton is a senior and it is believed that he will continue his high standing in the freshman class.

Hankins is a High Point man and undoubtedly will make a very successful executive of the sophomore class.

Allen Hastings, from Sanford, Della Weightman, and Peter Price, are other prominent members of the class. Hastings is doing work in the commercial department and is making a good record. He is also an athlete with a lot of ability, having been one of the regulars on the basketball team during the past season.

Miss Elizabeth Hastings, of Starmount, North Carolina, was elected secretary of the class. She is not only popular among the girls, but is a favorite with the boys, as well. In the Spanish class Miss Hastings' work is outstanding, and the boys and girls in the various classes have made her one of the outstanding students in High Point College this year.

Other officers of the class will be elected in the near future, and it is believed that with the officers already elected the sophomore class will have a very successful year.

STUDENT BODY COUNCIL

The Student Body Council, which has been very active on the campus, elected the following officers for the year 1928-1929:

Miss Beatrice Andrus, who has been the leader of the Student Body during the past year and a half, was elected president. Miss Andrus essays have been a very active force on the campus during the past year and are certain to prove good leaders of the society during the coming school year.

Day Student Council

The Girls' Day Student Council, which has been very active on the campus, elected the following officers for the year 1928-1929:

Miss Beatrice Andrus, who has been the leader of the Student Body during the past year and a half, was elected president. Miss Andrus essays have been a very active force on the campus during the past year and are certain to prove good leaders of the society during the coming school year.
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PRESENT FACULTY TO RETURN NEXT YEAR;
ADD TWO NEW ONES

Several Will Teach in Local Summer School; Others Will Attend Larger Institutions

STRENGTH ADDITIONS MADE

Miss Margaret Sloan and Dr. Ben H. Hill Come to High Point With Excellent Training and Experience

So far as is known on the campus, every member of this year's faculty will return here for another year of teaching next September. Two new instructors have been added. They are Miss Margaret Sloan, who will be in the Music Department as assistant in both voice and piano, and Dr. Ben H. Hill, who will be at the head of the biology department.

With these two additions and the present strong teaching staff, we feel that next year will find available excellent instruction in the various departments.

Miss Sloan is at the present time head of the music department at Milledgeville College. She has had several years' teaching experience. Dr. Hill is re-ceiving his Ph.D. degree from the University of Virginia.

ENTERTAIN GRADUATES AT FACULTY PARTY

Seniors Invited As Guests of Two Faculty Members at Delightful Reception Given in Their Honor

CLOSERS SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT

The senior class of High Point College were entertained twice last week by members of the faculty. On Wednesday evening they were the guests of Mrs. M. B. Street and Jane Peter Street in Miss Stt. Clair's studio. The room was decorated in yellow and white, the class colors, the scheme being carried out in the table centerpieces, which were made of daisies. Eight tables were set for Pongy, the price for the highest score going to Glenn Perry and Miss Louise Adams. Miss Adams received a beautiful silk handkerchief while Perry was rewarded with a set of Best Wishes, Graduates!

JOURNALISM CLASS EDITS ENTERPRISE

Two Courses in Journalism Will Be Offered Next Year, One to Be Advanced Class

IS FINAL EXAMINATION

The best journalism class, under the direction of Professor T. C. Johnson, published the High Point Enterprise last Tuesday, May 21. This was a test of the course and took the place of a final examination.

The members of the class announced all articles at 8 o'clock that morning and at 8 o'clock the last edition had been printed by the press and every one had finished his duties. The whole Enterprise staff took the day off and left all work to the young journalists.

Some of the regular press workers made available commentaries on the college's work, but Mr. Johnson held a waiting attitude and did not push his students to hurry too fast in their tasks. This, of course, was constructive criticism and helped the students a great deal. On the whole the professor was very well pleased with his students and believes that they could make worthy journalists.

This year's journalism course has been a success of beginners and advanced students, but next year Professor Johnson anticipates two successful sorts of elementary and one of advanced journalism. This advanced class will be limited to a few students and will meet three times a week in the afternoon, and work at the High Point Enterprise instead of having classes.

Dr. LINDLEY DELEGATE TO KWANIS MEETING

The senior class of High Point College were entertained twice last week by members of the faculty. On Wednesday evening they were the guests of Mrs. M. B. Street and Jane Peter Street in Miss Stt. Clair's studio. The room was decorated in yellow and white, the class colors, the scheme being carried out in the table centerpieces, which were made of daisies. Eight tables were set for Pongy, the price for the highest score going to Glenn Perry and Miss Louise Adams. Miss Adams received a beautiful silk handkerchief while Perry was rewarded with a set of Best Wishes, Graduates!
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Best Wishes, Graduates!

Commencement Program To Begin Tonight

The Third Graduating Class at High Point College

The closing of the 20th semester thirty-seven. They are shown above in academic gowns and gowns which will be worn throughout the commencement exercises. The fountain about which they are gathered is a gift of the class to the college. It will be presented at a public program Saturday afternoon. Every member of the graduating class this year is a North Carolinian, and sixteen of them are from this school.

Alumni Association Reunion Next Week

The first annual reunion of the class of 1893 will be held Monday, June 3, at 5 p.m. in the Sheraton hotel. About 20 members of the class have written that they will return for the occasion, and members of the committee in charge of arrangements are busy with plans to make this an elaborate affair.

The meeting of the entire alumni will begin at 8:30 with a lecture at the Masonic Temple. The program will continue until 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.

Two TERMS TO BE HELD THIS SUMMER

Applications Received for Both Sessions of Summer School to Exceed Last Year

PREDICT HUGE SUCCESS

Many applications have already been received from prospective summer school students. The interest is much brighter this year than it was last year, and Professor Johnson is expecting a successful summer in every way.

There will be two six-week terms this year, whereas last year there was only one. The school is also offering a greater variety of courses, there being 32 scheduled in the catalogue. Other day to offer if the demand is sufficient to justify doing so.

Registration will be held on June 10 and classes will start on the following day. The two-hour classes will meet very early in the morning, while the four-hour classes will meet every day for five and one-half hours. The average schedule a student may carry will be about six hours. However, some may carry as much as eight hours.

Those whose applications have been received are, on the whole, residents of the Carolinas. A few students have applied from other parts of the state.

Applications have been received from many of them are attending school now, and some are former students. Last year there were 85 registrants, and this year our officials are of the opinion that the number will exceed that.

DR. BRANCH SPEAKS AT CHAPEL HOUR TUESDAY

He Explores the Session to Help the State Carry on the Work of Den- tal Hygiene

Dr. Branch, of the North Caro-lina Department of Public Health, spoke at the chapel hour Tuesday morning at High Point College. While teaching and practicing of dental hygiene. He especially urged the seniors who are plan-ning to teach to help the state carry out this work throughout its entirety.

He stated that the month is the gate-way to the body and it is necessary to keep it clean. He also said that it was especially important to watch the teeth of small children at the time they first begin to develop their permanent canines, and to be careful to give them the correct food for proper growth.

He warned the students to do their best in the matter of caring for their teeth in order to have better health.
ALL THINGS COMPLETED BY SENIORS

COMPLETED (From Page One)
Mary Ella Clark: "Eugene O'Neill, the American Dramatist"
Lillian Mae Davis: "The Development of the Kindergarten"
Margaret Devia: "The Trend of Lyric Poetry in France"
Raymond Dixon: "The Junior College"
Clara Douglas: "Some Aspects of Choral Music"
Willa Pitts: "The Romance of Teaching"
Margaret Gurney: "The Junior High School"
Dorothy Haskins: "The Constitution of Carolina"
Ben Herman: "The Rice and Progress of History"
Lillian Holmes: "Education for Child Welfare"
Dorothy Haskins: Graduation oration
William Hunsler: "Progress" (conclusion)
Blanche Ingram: "The Democratization of Business"
Esta Reynolds: "A Comparative Value of Literary Societies and Athletics" (conclusion)
Irma Reynolds: "Literature as an Experiencer of Life"
Irma Reynolds: "The Contribution of Women to the English Novel"
Velma Teague: "Social Life and Culture"
Maryjean Wellborn: "The Contribution of the South to the Novel and the Short Story"
Pauline Whittaker: "New Forms in Modern American Poetry"
William Wood: "What Next in America?"
Bruce Vochter: "Economic and Social Effects of the Industrial Revolution in England"
Marcey York: "The Negro as a Poet"

WILL COME TO END ON MONDAY WITH LATRAN SINGING

(Continued from Page One)
Editor of the Asheville Citizen. Bachelor of Arts degrees will be conferred upon the seniors and diplomas will be presented them. Two honorary degrees will be bestowed, Rev. S. W. Taylor, Greensboro, president of the North Carolina M. P. Conference, and Rev. Horace W. Stevens, pastor of the Green Street Baptist church here, will receive the degree of Doctor of Divinity. The awarding of medals and announcements for next year will bring to a close the program.
Local students who will graduate are as follows: Antoinette Antonakos, Theodore Antonakos, Helen Barker, Eliza Clark, Margaret Gurney, Keith Harrison, Ben Herman, Dorothy Haskins, H. E. Jones, Irma Reynolds, Irene Reynolds, Opal Reynolds, Gwendolyn Ring, Dorothy Haskins and Mame York.

Out of these graduates are:
Louise Adams, Pleasant Garden; Ada Allen, McRae; Janette Anick, Burgaw Easton; Grover LaMar Angel, Mars Hill; Irene June Barden, Kernersville; James Walter Baxton, Snow Camp; Lillian Mae Beck, Clemmons; Raymond D. Dixon, Snow Camp; Wilson Blount, Greensboro; Louise Holmes, Cressell; Willard R. Hunter, Greensboro; Z. Blanche Ingram, Kernersville; Blaine M. Maddox, Olin; Vivian Elizabeth Nicholson, Mebane; Pearl Payne, Guilford College; Glenn Grey Perry, Thomasville; J. Vernon Robertson, Greensboro; Velma Jane Teague, Kernersville; Pauline White, Graham; Willis W. Wood, Watson; Bruce Raymond Yokely, Lexington.
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We undergraduates who still have more time to spend at High Point join in wishing the class of '29 success in their undertakings after they leave the college. The graduates this year have been outstanding during their four years here and we have confidence in them to continue this success in life. The class will be missed here. Its members have become part of the college, and they shall not soon be forgotten. Again, class of 1929, we wish you success, prosperity, and happiness.

To the other students we wish for them a pleasant summer, and we are expecting them back next fall to start things moving for an even better year than this one.

The Zethu staff fulfilled its promise to get the book out on time this year. The annual is a credit to everyone who worked to make it a success, and was well received on the campus. Many unique features make the book a very attractive one.

We cannot let this last issue go to press without saying something about the fountain which was built within the next few days. The project was a worthy one and the class headed by Keith Harrison is due all the credit we can give it for its enterprise.

In closing the office for the year we would like to solicit your support in gathering new recipes for Ma to use in the dining room next year.

An end.

For Graduation Necessities
Visit London's
High Point, N. C.

It will be a pleasure for us to assist you.
New Leaders of Student Activities Here

RALPH MULLIGAN
President Senior Class

CLYDE PUGH
President Junior Class

H. C. DAVIS
President Sophomore Class

ELIZABETH HANNER
President Christian Endeavor

DONALD ANDREWS
President Day Girls' Student Council

HUGH DIXON
President Girls' Student Government

T. OLIN MATTHEWS
Editor of Truth

VERNE NGUARD
Seconding Editor of Hi-Po

RICHARD McHANES
Editor of Hi-Po

THETA PHI HOLDS ITS ANNUAL BANQUET HERE

One of the most unusual and elaborate banquets of the season was held in the basement of the girls dormitory Saturday evening by the members of the Theta Phi fraternity, with Miss Dorothy Hinkins acting as toastmistress. The room was decorated as a Japanese garden with Japanese lanterns, umbrellas, and trellises.

As the guests entered the banquet hall, Japanese tea was served, and at each place was found a very unique place card and a Japanese doll. The tables were set with hand-painted chinaware and in the center the fraternity flower.

A five-course dinner was served, and the last course, consisting of white rose ice cream, green and white mints, carried out the fraternity colors in a very unusual manner.

Outstanding features of the program were a violin solo by Miss Dorothy St. Clair, and a humorous reading by Pauline Whitnower. Other numbers of the program were as follows:

Toasts to college: Leon Wood; response, Miss Williams; toasts to faculty: Nettie Stuart; response, Sue Morgan; Theta Phi song.

**PRESENT FACULTY TO RETURN NEXT YEAR—ADD 2 NEW ONES**

(Continued from Page One)

First M. P. Church. Prof. T. C. Johnson will be connected with the High Point Enterprise most of the summer. Other faculty members have made no announcement of plans.

Prof. K. R. Stimson will remain in High Point directing the music at the Friendly Cafeterias

"Every meal a pleasant memory"

High Point Greensboro Charlotte Durham Winston-Salem Salisbury

Appropriate Flowers for Graduation

Right Prices—Prompt Delivery

Hamilton Florists

ENGLISH ST. HIGH POINT, N. C.

Every college man knows the value of

GOOD DRESSING

And by the same token he knows the value of doing his shopping at a man's store where the salesmen are specialists and the products recognized as men's types.

You get Fashion Park and Schloss Brothers clothes here at Cannon & Fetzer's. Also all that is best in men's haberdashery too.

CANNON & FETZER

A Man's Shop

High Point, N. C.
Fuoquay, Mitchell To Captain Local Teams Next Year

Fuoquay Has Been a Main Cog in the Local Team for the Past Three Years

GOOD TEAMS EXPECTED

Mitchell Is An Experienced Court Man and Should Be An Excellent Basketball Leader

Wade P. Fuoquay, Kiser City, and Clifford "Tim" Mitchell, Decatur, Ill., were elected captains of the baseball and basketball squads, respectively.

Fuoquay has been a star receiver on the local site for the past three years, and ranks as one of the best college pitchers in the state collegiate ranks. This year it was the general opinion that he was the most valuable man on the team due to his experience as a fielding artist and his timely blows when at bat. Wade began his baseball career with the El Whitner high school, located near Miller City, N. C. From there he entered High Point College and immediately became an important cog in the local machine. It is the consensus of opinion that Fuoquay should make one of the best leaders in the history of local sports.

It is not generally known whether Fuoquay plans to play professional ball after his school career, but if he does some of the local Piedmont league clubs might pony by making him to affix his signature on a contract.

Clifford Mitchell, or "Tim," as he is generally known around the campus, will endeavor to lead the Panther pack through the hoop. His specialty was to take the breath of the spectators by scoring long shots from the center of the floor. With all of last year's championship team back except Pat Thompson, the locals should have another championship team back except Pat Thompson.

Under the guidance of Mitchell, another promising year is looked forward to by the backers of the team.

HI-PO MAY BE MADE LARGER NEXT YEAR

The Hi-Po, weekly paper of High Point College, will in all probability be enlarged next year, it was announced recently. Present plans call for an eight-column paper to replace the four-column paper used this year. However, this will not be definitely determined until the first meeting of the staff next year. The enlargement of space depends largely upon whether or not a way can be found to finance the undertaking.

A TIMELY SUGGESTION

The COACH

$595

The Cabriolet... $525
The Phaeton... $525
The Sedan... $595
The Roadster... $675
The Convertible... $695
The Eight... $825
The Sedan Delivery... $995
The Eight Delivery... $1100
The Six... $1450
The Eight Chauffeur... $1650
The Eight Town Car... $1650
The Convertible Town Car... $1650

If you are considering the purchase of an automobile, you owe it to yourself to learn the extent of Chevrolet's value leadership. And all you need to do is check the new Chevrolet Six against any other car—value for value and price for price!

Here, in the price range of the four, is offered a smooth, powerful, six-cylinder valve-in-head motor which delivers better than 20 miles to the gallon of gasoline and whose smooth, quiet, velvety operation, with its complete lack of drumming and vibration, is a revelation—even to those who are accustomed to driving high-priced automobiles. Here are beautiful bodies by Fisher. Here, in all closed models, are fitments by Ternstedt... rich, deep-tufted upholsteries... adjust-

able driver's seat... and a completely equipped instrument panel. And throughout the entire chassis are found numerous examples of advanced engineering—such as quiet, non-locking 4-wheel brakes... ball bearing steering mechanism... automatic acceleration pump... and chromium plating on all bright metal.

But no mere recital of features can give you any conception of Chevrolet's value leadership. So we urge you to come in and see for yourself why over 500,000 people have chosen the new Chevrolet Six since January 1st!

COMPARE the delivered prices as well as the list price in considering automobile values. Chevrolet's delivered prices include only reasonable charges for delivery and financing.
WALTERS IS WINNER IN TENNIS SINGLES; DOUBLES NOT OVER

Hastings and Strickler Look Good to Win Men's Doubles in Tournament

WALTERS IS CONSISTENT

Singles Finals End Match—Interest in Outcomes Rises Record-Indly High

At the time this paper goes to press, only one-half of the tennis tournament being held at the local college has been completed. In the singles, Frank Walters has vaulted through 25 contestants to emerge as the champion of singles among the men of the college. The doubles nearly finished shows Hastings and Strickler, Boylin and Yarborough, Brooks and Hawks still in the running. In the semi-final round, Coach Yarborough and Nat Yarborough versus Hastings and Strickler are deadlocked in their first set.

THALÉANS ENJOY PICNIC WITH UNIQUE PROGRAM

Annual Affair Is Held on Wednesday at Local Bathing Beach—Best Race Is Spectacular

The Thalée Literary Society held its annual picnic at Cow Shoals bathing beach last Wednesday afternoon and evening. The program was a unique affair, featuring three events (1) 1000-yard boat race in the waters; (2) boating beauty contest; and (3) horseshoe pitching contest. The boat race was probably the most spectacular event of the whole day and one which received the most support and created the most excitement. The race was growing nicely with Plessman, Hall leading by a margin of 3 yards, when suddenly his boat capsized, spelled the contests and immediately sank beneath the rolling surface of the water. After successfully combating the threatened efforts of a drowning man, Prof. McConkey saved and rushed to the nearest first aid camp. The boat race was won without further mishap by Fred Pogg.

DOUBLES NOT OVER

Remington Portable Typewriters

SOLD ON EASY TERMS

The Rhodes Press Printers and Stationers

130-132 W. Commerce St.

A Note of Gratitude

We wish to thank the students of High Point College as well as the faculty for the kindnesses shown us during the past year. May High Point College ever be larger and finer.

PORTRAITS OF QUALITY

Exclusive Styles—Prices Just Right—Quality the Best

PORTRAIT FRAMING

Copying and Enlarging

Finished in Oil and Natural Colors

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

Having our own developing and printing department, we naturally take special pains to get the most possible from every picture we finish for you. Our films are always fresh because we sell so many rolls.

STEPHEN'S STUDIO

"A Story in Picture Leaves Nothing Untold"

106½ N. Main St.

HIGH POINT, N. C.
The four students shown above will be the presidents of the four literary societies during the first semester next year. They are K. Clayton Olangow, Akrothlan; Lucy Nunnery, Xiknnthan; Leona Wood, Arteuslan; Oral Madison, Tablean. Under the leadership of these students who have been active in society work all during their college life the four literary groups are expecting to have a successful year.

Most Students to Return

According to a report given out by Professor T. C. Johnson, most of the students intend to return for next year. Nearly all of the boys have handed in applications for a room next year and those assignments will be made during the summer months. Most of the boys have spoken for the rooms they now occupy. It is understood that the girls are also signing for their rooms for the coming year and that most of them are also planning to return. From all present indications High Point College will have a somewhat increased membership next year.

ANOTHER RECORD BROKEN

During the past 4 months Ford Motor Company produced 685,000 cars and still the demand exceeded the supply. Plans for larger production are being made.

In spite of this we can make almost immediate delivery

SALES ROOM OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK

WILSON MOTOR COMPANY
HIGH POINT, N. C.